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PREFACE
The Groupe Consultatif was established in 1978 to bring together the actuarial associations in the
European Union to represent the actuarial profession in discussion with the EU institutions on existing
and proposed EU legislation which has an impact on the profession. The Groupe provides comment and
independent actuarial advice in response to requests from the European Commission and other bodies on
technical issues. It also proactively undertakes and publishes comparative surveys on a range of actuarial
issues, which provide valuable reference sources for the European policy-makers.
The work of the Groupe falls into the following main areas: • Insurance
• Pensions
• Investment and financial risk
• Education
• Professionalism issues
This survey – Risk Management Practices in Europe – has been undertaken by the Groupe’s Investment
and Financial Risk (IFR) Committee, which is responsible for advising on all aspects of assets, liabilities,
asset-liability management, and other fields of (financial) risk management. The survey has evolved from
two preliminary pieces of work which had significant overlap: a study on methodologies and uses of yield
curves, and a questionnaire on the management of asset-liability mismatching. It provides the first EUwide actuarial overview of practices in the Member States with regard to the management of a wide range
of risks, asset-liability mismatching and, ultimately, solvency. The survey has been very ambitious in its
scope, and consequently analysis of it should be seen as ‘a work in progress’: however, it contains a wealth
of data and information for actuarial associations and national regulators to learn about practices and
techniques used in other countries, and could provide a valuable foundation for the European
Commission in seeking to define parameters for harmonisation in the Solvency II project.
The Groupe and the IFR Committee plan to analyse the study further to try to identify key features which
might form the basis of best practice in selected areas, and to share such best practice guidelines with the
actuarial associations in the Member States, the national Supervisors and the European Commission.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The purpose of this survey is to identify:
(a)

How financial organisations in countries represented by the Member Associations of the
Groupe Consultatif typically manage mismatch, solvency and other sorts of investment
risk

(b)

How this might change in the near future

1.2

23 out of 33 Member Associations replied to the survey, representing 20 countries (including 18
EU Member States). The Groupe Consultatif’s Member Associations are set out in Appendix F.

1.3

The survey took the form of a questionnaire that sought to identify both current practice and
likely future direction across five different sorts of financial organisations, namely:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

1.4

Banks;
General (i.e. Non-life) Insurers;
Life Insurers;
Pension Funds; and
Asset Managers.

The survey aimed to identify:
(a)

How practices adopted by the same type of financial organisation differed by country;

(b)

How uniform were the practices adopted by different sorts of financial services
organisations both within and across jurisdictions; and

(c)

How (a) and (b) might be changing over time.

Some of the questions focused on the management of different sorts of risk that might be
common to several different types of entities. Other questions were more focused on issues
specific to a particular type of entity. The questionnaire also contained some preamble questions
designed to identify what broader themes were present.
1.5

The results of the survey are summarised in different ways in sections 2-4. In these sections,
questions posed by the survey are shown in normal text, and summaries of responses in italics.
Full details of individual response are set out in Appendices A-E.
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2.

OVERALL CHARACTERISATION OF RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

2.1

The IFR thought it likely that harmonisation in Supervisory thinking, coupled with EC
Directives, might be encouraging a move towards a more harmonised approach to solvency
management for different sorts of financial organisations.
It therefore sought, in a preamble to the Survey, to identify whether such a trend actually was
evident. For example, there seems to be move towards a “Three Pillar” style of supervision (e.g.
the Basel Capital Adequacy Accord), in which there is firstly an appropriate governance structure
in place to manage risks within an organisation, secondly a framework for quantifying the risks it
faces and thirdly a framework for supervisory authorities to intervene if an entity’s capital base
falls below some suitable minimum level that depends on the results of this quantification.
Almost everywhere, the three pillar framework appears to be applied to banks.
In Switzerland, the three pillar framework is also applied to the other types of financial organisation, other than
asset managers (which perhaps do not fit this model anyway because they generally act only as agents for others).
The Swedish supervisor is due to issue on 1 May 2006 “general supervisory advice” (which is not formally
binding, but is likely to be adopted by most organisations) that addresses risk governance and risk control functions
within any type of entity operating within the financial sector. It is also due to set out amended solvency
requirements similar to the Danish “traffic light” system.
In the UK, such a characterisation also now broadly speaking fits the insurance regulatory framework, if one
characterises it as: Pillar 1 is a standard “one size fits all” rules to be followed by all insurers, Pillar 2 is a
tailored company specific assessment of risks and capital, Pillar 3 is the supervisory review. The regulatory
framework for pensions is also in principle similar, although expressed in a somewhat different language to reflect
the different legal structures and regulatory framework involved.
However, in most other countries such a model did not accord with the current supervisory framework for insurers
although the trend appeared to be towards such an approach, e.g. in some states it was considered representative of
best practice (both financial and actuarial).

2.2

The IFR also wished to identify whether member associations considered it meaningful to
characterise risks in a common fashion across different sorts of entities in each member state.
The Survey suggested a possible subdivision along the lines of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Interest rate risk
Credit risk
Market risk
Liquidity risk
Operational risk (including Legal risk)
Insurance risk

Alternatively, did member associations believe that the risks that different sorts of entities faced
were so different that attempting to define a common framework like this would be impractical?
Generally speaking it was felt desirable to have a level playing field in regulation across financial services. Most of
the risk categories mentioned apply, to varying degrees, across all financial services entities.
However, it was also felt that application of underlying principles and methodology needed to take into account the
specifics of each activity (e.g. duration of the operation, short or long position, …). The classification of risks
described above was perceived to be more applicable to a bank than to, say, a non-life insurer. Such an insurer
faces a wide array of risks (premium rating, distribution of claims, provisioning, reinsurance, …) that are grouped
together under a single heading, namely “ insurance risks”. It was felt easiest to achieve a common framework for
market and credit risk, more difficult for operational and insurance risk.
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2.3

The IFR also sought to identify how different might be the effective magnitudes of different
sorts of risk for different sorts of entities.
Respondents in general thought that there were significant differences in the magnitudes of risk exposures and in the
dispersion of risk factors both across and within the five sorts of entities referred to above. For example, interest
rate risk was typically perceived to be the largest risk for many types of life insurance, whereas for non-life insurance
it was considered typically to be less important. The interest rate exposures of banks versus life insurers/pensions
funds differ (those for the former are typically shorter than those for the latter).
Some respondents thought that even taking into account any relevant legal constraints, the level of specific risks
probably differs as much within each entity category as between different sorts of entities. Others thought that the
differences within categories were less than those between categories. Several respondents noted that the differences
between categories of entities are not only differences of magnitude, but also differences of place/role of each risk in
the activity of each category.
The Belgian respondent provided the following summary matrix for entities in its jurisdiction (the greater the
number of plus signs the greater typically is the exposure of that sort of entity to that sort of risk).
Risk

Banks

Interest rate
Credit
Market
Liquidity
Operational
Insurance

+++
+++
+
++
++

General
Insurers
++
+
+
+
++
+++

Life Insurers

Pension Funds

+++
++
++
+
++
+

+++
++
+++
+
++
+

Asset Managers

+

The Danish respondent had a slightly different grading perhaps reflecting more the relative emphasis that different
entities place on different types of risk management (as opposed to how much risk is actually taken):
Risk

Banks

General
Insurers
Interest rate
1
1
Credit
2
1
Market
1
1
Liquidity
1
1
Operational
1
1
Insurance
1
2
Legend: 0 = non/little, 1 = medium, 2 = very

Life Insurers

Pension Funds

Asset Managers

2
1
2
1
1
1

2
1
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
0
2
0

To the extent that it is possible to summarise the different views expressed by different respondents, the above table
broadly speaking appears to accord with other respondents’ views, although:
(a)

The differing legal structures accorded to pension funds in different member states means that who bears
the risks involved can vary considerably (see section on pension funds). In some member states, pension
funds can have significant credit exposures to their sponsors (particularly if the funds are in deficit).

(b)

The magnitude of different sorts of risk exposures within life insurance varies significantly depending on
the type of business (and within each subdivision, market, interest rate and credit risk exposures vary
significantly depending on asset mix and matching strategies). Within, say, the UK, the main categories
are:
(i)

With-profits –biggest risks are typically market, interest rate and insurance, although
policyholders take share of risk.
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(c)

Unit-linked –biggest risks are typically market and insurance risk, although policyholders
take large share of risk.
Annuities –biggest risks are insurance and credit risk.
Non-profit protection –biggest risk is insurance.

Asset managers may themselves have greater market and interest rate exposures than the above table
implies, e.g. because their future fee revenue may be exposed to such factors.

Everybody seems to agree (with the exception of Sweden) that identical risks must be treated in the same way with
the same principles.
But measurements and management must be adapted to the types of activities.
Concerning the different impact of different types of risk in the diverse financial activities, most Member
Associations seem to agree with the table provided by Belgium, as supplemented by the UK comments. France
dissented, saying:
“The differences between categories of entities are not only differences of magnitude, but also differences of place/role
of each risk in the activity of each category. Therefore it is not possible to compare the differences within a category
with the differences between categories”
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Austria and Czech seem to be in line with this latter approach.
2.4

The IFR Committee itself notes that, in the recent past, pension funds and life insurance
companies have been placing increasing emphasis on longevity risk (a type of "insurance" risk).
This may not be fully reflected in the above tables. This increased emphasis reflects a greater
appreciation of the uncertainties inherent in estimating future mortality trends and of the
magnitude of exposures that these sorts of entities have to such risks.

2.5

The IFR Committee was interested in the way in which banks were responding to these issues,
and how involved actuaries were in this sector.
It seems that in the majority of countries the Basel II Accord is in the process of application. The actuarial
profession is involved very little in this process, and there are typically no relevant actuarial guidelines.

2.6

Respondents seemed to associate a variety of meanings with different terms in the field. We
therefore draw attention to a Glossary, jointly prepared by the Groupe Consultatif and CEA,
which contains definitions of terms used within the context of Solvency II. This Glossary is
available from the Groupe’s web site at http://www.gcactuaries.org/solvency.html.
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3.

SUMMARY BY RISK TYPE

We summarise below respondents’ comments for each risk type, split by type of entity. No separate
analysis is provided for asset managers as in general respondents did not differentiate between the
approaches adopted by asset managers for their own businesses from those that are used by them on
behalf of their institutional clients such as pension funds and insurance companies.
3.1

Interest rate risk
Life / General Insurance
The exposures are managed actively in most countries, but the degree and the sophistication of the management
activities may vary significantly within markets depending on the size of the entity and the product mix. As far as
the responsibility is concerned, several responses mentioned ALM committees and the like. In a few cases CFO
and CIO were mentioned. Where an entity implemented a risk management structure, the CRO (or equivalent)
was responsible for managing the exposures. In one case (Ireland) actuarial departments were stated.
Regarding the mathematical approaches, all those listed in question 2 were represented (VaR, tracking error,
ALM modelling, position limits, duration limits…). Some answers indicated more sophisticated Economic
Capital approaches.
Off-balance instruments are apparently used rarely (only in UK, Sweden and Czech Republic). [Note: Some
responses deemed derivatives to be “off” balance sheet, others as “on” balance sheet, so it may be difficult to read
into this exactly how much such entities use these sorts of instruments]
Interest rate exposures are generally marked-to-market, with very few exceptions (Netherlands, to an extent
France).
Pensions
The exposures are managed actively most times. in most countries. Sometimes only the bigger funds/institutions
have taken it up (e.g. Sweden) . The degree and the sophistication of the management activities may vary
significantly within markets depending on the size of the entity and the product mix. The responsibility is generally
with the Trustees or ALM Committees.
All listed mathematical approaches to manage interest rate risk are used (VaR, tracking error, ALM modelling,
position limits, duration limits…).
Only 2 countries report to use actively off-balance instruments (Denmark and UK).
Interest rate exposures are mostly marked-to-market, with the exception of Netherlands and Sweden For Ireland
it is not applicable. Both Hungary and the UK report a yes and a no
Banks
Interest rate risk is managed actively in all countries, most frequently in the ALM department or the Treasury.
Approaches include generally VaR limits, ALM models, individual position limits, and duration limits.
To control the risk of non parallel shifts of the yield curve, some countries use models of these shifts, others refer to
the use of the “greeks”.
Off balance sheet instruments, e.g. IRS, FRA, Caps, Floor, Swaptions seem to be very widely used (except in
Switzerland ?) and valued at marked-to-market or marked-to-model. The yield curves used are generally swap
curves given by the vendor screens.
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Asset Managers
With this sort of risk, as with other sorts of investment risk (i.e. not operational risk), asset managers will manage
according to the mandate that they have been given by their clients. Typically clients want active management, but
will place constraints (e.g. duration limits) on the extent to which the asset manager might deviate from the
benchmark given to it by the client. For certain types of client (or certain sub-funds, e.g. annuity portfolios) use of
interest rate risk minimisation tools (such as cash flow matching or use of suitable derivative strategies) may be
important.
It is probably still more common to see ex ante tracking errors quoted than VaR statistics, although explicit use of
VaR is gaining ground.
3.2

Credit risk
Life / General Insurance
Credit risk exposures are managed actively. As in the case of interest rate risks, a variety of mathematical
approaches are utilised.
Pensions
Credit risk exposures are most of the times managed actively. As in the case of interest rate risks, a variety of
mathematical approaches are utilised. Credit ratings are typically assessed using Rating Agencies. In case of
unrated exposures sometimes internal models are used.
Off-balance sheet instruments like credit derivatives are certainly not yet commonly used. Only Greece and the UK
report some use of credit derivatives.
Banks
The exposures are also actively managed. Responsible for managing this risk is the CRO or the Credit
Department or Officer. In one case the customer manager was cited and the CFO.
VaR limits, individual credit exposures limits, limits on sector or industry, minimum acceptable rating are
generally used.
For those who measure the global risk exposure to a company, priority status of the instruments held is taken into
account.
The most common way to assess credit rating is to refer to external agencies rating but internal ratings are also
frequently used.
In a few countries off balance sheet instruments like CDS or CDO are used to manage credit risk. For valuation
purposes they are valued at marked-to-market or by the Risk Department.
Asset Managers
See comments above regarding interest rate risk.
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3.3

Market risk
Life / General Insurance
Practices vary – some countries handle market risk separately, some don’t. To the extent the local legislation does
not impose strict limits on e.g. equity exposures, companies may set limits themselves, both in relation to
benchmark indices and individual stocks/regions.
CIO or ALM committees are often responsible for managing the risk.
Pensions
Practices vary. There is a wide variation about who is managing the market risk.
Banks
Practices vary. In some countries it is handled separately, but most seem to split market risk into interest and
credit risk.
Responsibility for market risk management is given to a large “array” of entities: CRO, risk management,
ALM, treasury; CFO…
Stock specific risk is managed through single position or delta exposure limits. One country cited diversification,
another the VaR approach.
For the market risk as a whole, VaR limits, ALM, individual limits and in two cases, style limits are used. As
with the other types of risk, off balance sheet instruments may be used, and are generally marked-to-market or
marked-to-model. Sources are the vendor screens and the brokers.
Finally all commonly used tools of ALM are used.
Asset Managers
See comments above regarding interest rate risk.
Normally, if an investment manager is given a broad mandate including scope to take interest rate, credit and other
sorts of market risk, then risk measurement and management is "holistic", i.e. covers all such exposures
simultaneously.

3.4

Concentration/group risk
Life / General Insurance
No particular measurement. In cases where this type of risk is considered, the management is done by appropriate
administration processes, diversification procedures or rankings.
Pensions
No particular measurement.
Banks
Reinsurance concentration is not relevant for a bank. For intra-group and extra-group transactions, limits are
generally used on sizes of the balances involved.
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Asset Managers
Will be included within the "holistic" approach that typically encompasses all investment risk within the portfolio.
Clients will often place explicit limits on acceptable levels of concentration (or these may be imposed by regulation
for funds set up by the asset managers themselves).
3.5

Liquidity risk
Life / General Insurance
Usually managed passively and in some cases not considered as material. However, in most countries some kind of
management of this risk does occur, either through a treasury function or within the general investment activities.
The significance of this risk varies by business line.
Pensions
Half of the countries report passive management and the other half active management of liquidity risk. In most
countries some kind of management of this risk does occur.
Banks
It is very actively managed by the treasurer, the CFO or the ALCO.
In countries/banks it is quantified through the use of liquidity ratios, in others it is not quantified using numerical
values but assessed through stress scenarios.
Interactions between liquidity and interest rates, credit and market risk are generally measured through correlations
and variance-covariance matrices.
Asset Managers
Asset managers typically try to pass liquidity risk on to investors, or to limit it via concentration limits.

3.6

Operational risk
Life / General Insurance
Practices vary, but entities in most countries pay attention to operational risks in one way or another. If the risks
are managed actively, then the CRO or the Risk Manager may be responsible. The responsibility may also lie
with different units within an entity (for different operational risks).
Mathematical approaches are used very rarely. Instead, a statistical frequency-severity assessment may be made
(akin to an “expected shortfall” approach).
Entities are typically exposed to legal risks in one way or another. These are managed by appropriate procedures
for policy documentation, monitoring distributors etc.
Pensions
Operational risks are managed passively with a few exceptions (Hungary and Switzerland), but operational risks
are paid attention to in most countries.
Only some countries report that a quantitative approach is used.
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Entities are typically exposed to legal risks in one way or another. Management of legal risks varies. It appears
that there is not something like a general rule to manage legal risks.
Banks
All countries claim that they are managing this risk actively although some recognize that it is very hard to
quantify because of the lack of data. CRO or equivalent are in general responsible for operational risk and also in
some cases the business units themselves. Risk is managed in some cases by implementing processes.
Legal risk is also an issue which is well recognised.
Asset Managers
This may be relatively more important for asset managers, because asset managers typically act as agents for others.
3.7

The use of internal versus external modelling
Life / General Insurance
Generally modelling is internal.
Pensions
Generally modelling is internal (except Hungary and Switzerland) with the observation that some countries report
that institutions rely on third party models form investment managers or consultants.
Internal risk management models typically cover at least interest risk, market risk and insurance risk. Credit
risks and Liquidity risks are also covered most of the times. Italy is the only country that reports that operational
risks are also included.
Banks
All the large banks, at least, are developing internal models covering all types of risks including in some cases
insurance risk.

3.8

Regulatory constraints
Life / General Insurance
Solvency requirements: several countries, but not all, have implemented additional requirements to those imposed
by EU-regulation.
Valuation of assets: various practices, ranging from market values to amortised book values.
Assets and liabilities are valued consistently only if book values are applied (with very few exceptions, like the UK
with-profit business). Consistent marked-to-market valuations are usually only applied for unit linked business.
Pensions
Solvency requirements: several countries, but not all, have implemented additional requirements to those imposed
by EU-regulation.
Generally assets are valued at market value.
All countries report that assets and liabilities are valued consistently (with the exception of Greece).
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Banks
Except in two countries (Ireland and Italy which have implemented additional requirements) all countries are
following EU legislation.
Today, as Basel II is not yet implemented, in general the trading book is valued at market value and the banking
book at book value.
Also there is no special constraint in case of very low interest rates and in most cases no rules for investment
strategies (except in Czech, Latvia, Netherlands and Sweden).
3.9

Fair valuation techniques
Life / General Insurance
Fair valuation of assets and liabilities may have different meanings in different countries. A variety of approaches
are used, from expected value methods using flat yield curves to more sophisticated stochastic approaches. It should
be noted that companies may use complex methods for internal purposes while local accounting regulations do not
require any kind of fair valuation.
Pensions
Fair valuation of assets and liabilities may have different meanings in different countries. Most countries do apply
a fair value approach. Ususally a shaped term structure yield curve is used.
Banks
Only a few countries claim to use fair value methods for assets and liabilities, namely, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland.
A variety of approaches is used from expected value using a shaped yield curve to more sophisticated stochastic
approaches.
The same applies for the definition of the term structure and its use. A large variety of stochastic models are used.
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4.

SUMMARY BY ENTITY TYPE

4.1

BANKS

4.1.1

Organisational Structure
ALCO or ALM function exist in all organisations. It could be a cost centre (in case of small organisations) or a
profit centre (for larger banks).
The scope of this committee is, in general, interest rate, market, liquidity risks. In two countries (Estonia and
France) it is added credit and operational risk. In Sweden and UK, special credit risks are established.

4.1.2

Internal models
Generally, the design and implementation of internal models is centralized in the risk department or the ALCO.
In one case, Italy, the units are responsible for their own internal models.

4.1.3

Solvency and Basel II
All countries are implementing Basel II, which is considered sufficient by the regulatory authorities. In some cases it
seems that rating agencies or creditors are developing their own approach, as well as the shareholders who have
different perspectives.
For the Basel II implementation, banks are considering using the standardised approach or the internal models
approach depending on their size and their business (in case of one single line of business by example).

4.1.4

Role of actuaries
Very few actuaries seem to work in the banking sector with a few exceptions particularly in the Risk departments.
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4.2

GENERAL (I.E. NON-LIFE) INSURERS
Participants
The survey has been completed by the following countries (in alphabetical order):
Austria
Belgium
Czech Republic
Estonia

Finland
France
Greece
Hungary

Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Netherlands

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

General remarks:
The quality of the answers differs from country to country, so it is not possible to give a more detailed analysis of the
practices in General Insurance than below. Often it seems that the answers are stemming from composite insurers
which have (at least on the asset side) more diversification and other risk management possibilities than special
insurers. Therefore the analysis of the risk management practices on the asset side is omitted here and readers are
referred instead to the Life Insurance survey.
4.2.1

Details from the questionnaire

4.2.1.1 Asset Allocation
For General Insurance there is no typical asset mix available. Many companies in Europe manage the assets for
General Insurance in common with Life Insurance assets. The range of equity holdings is very heterogeneous and
goes from 50 % in Ireland to about 5 % or less (for instance Austria and Belgium). In general the equity holdings
seem to be a bit higher in General Insurance than in Life Insurance, taking into account the different risk
structure between these two business lines.
4.2.1.2 Technical Reserves
In reserving there are different philosophies observable among different EU states.
“Prudent approach”:
On the one hand, most of the countries follow a very prudent approach, which means, that single claim reserves are
set at a prudent level and are then accumulated to build the base of the claims reserves. Additionally global reserves
like IBNR’s, equalisation and catastrophic reserves are added on to define the technical reserves in the balance
sheet. This approach gives opportunities to manage yearly results and finance future marketing activities. Mostly
the explicit prudence level is not clear.
Discounting of reserves in this approach is not really possible and not usual. Nevertheless, statistical methods are
also in use in this approach, but only for risk management purposes or to make sure that in the long-term classes
the reserving method is sufficient. Mainly deterministic methods are used.
Countries which use this approach mostly have no appointed actuary for General Insurance.
“Best estimate approach”:
On the other hand there are “best estimate” approaches available in Europe, for instance in Sweden and Ireland.
Often the actuary is responsible for setting the level of prudence. Generally the methods are mostly deterministic
ones, in most cases “Chain-Ladder” and “Bornhuetter-Ferguson”, but the usage of stochastic models is increasing.
Discounting, if any, is commonly only in use for long-term classes and based on real interest rates.
Countries, which use this approach, generally do not allow equalisation or catastrophic reserves.
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“Mixed approach”:
Some countries mix up the philosophies described above. This could be in reserving the higher of the single claim
approach and the statistical approach or in using or omitting equalisation reserves or other possible variations.
Often it depends whether appointed actuaries are available or not.
4.2.1.3 Reinsurance
Reinsurance is a global business and therefore all reinsurance structures are available and common among the EUcountries. Some differences exist in how reinsurance is shown in the balance sheet.
Most of the countries show both gross and net of reinsurance in the balance sheet, for instance in giving gross
numbers and subtracting the reinsurance part of the reserves (on the liability side).
In France the reserves are shown gross of reinsurance, and the reinsurance part is shown on the asset side (balance
sheet prolongation).
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4.3

LIFE INSURERS

4.3.1

General Comments
Interest rate guarantees are common in all countries but the levels may vary significantly, not only across countries
but also across generations of policyholders.
Only UK, Switzerland and Czech Republic value such (and other) options explicitly. It is not clear to what
extent such valuations are allowed for in the official accounting. In other words, they are only used for solvency
reporting purposes.
As far as surrender rights are concerned, most countries not applying explicit valuation of embedded options apply
a deposit floor on the balance sheet.
“Accounting mismatch”, i.e. inconsistent valuation of assets and liabilities is common, with a few exceptions in the
countries mentioned above.
Reinsurance is widely used. Balance sheets are shown gross or net of reinsurance depending on the local accounting
tradition.
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4.4

PENSION FUNDS

4.4.1

Do you have defined benefit pension funds or similar vehicles in your country?
Most member states do have defined benefit pension funds or similar vehicles. These vehicles are absent in some new
member states like Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary and Latvia. They do exist but to a limited extent in
Greece, Spain and France. Defined benefit pension funds do exist now for three years in Germany. Because of this
short period of experience the German respondent was not able to answer the other questions since a representative
answer is simply not yet possible.

4.4.2

What is the typical asset mix for such pension funds (or similar vehicles)?
The asset mixes in all countries are diversified. In most countries bonds play a dominant role with a weighting of
50% or more. Only in Belgium, Portugal and the UK and Ireland we do a much lower bond exposure and a
higher exposure to equity risk. Belgium indicates an average bond weighting of 41%, the UK of 40% with the
comment that it is expected that this will rise to 50% in the next few years and Ireland has the highest equity
exposure with 25% bond weighting.

4.4.3

What sorts of “funding ratios” exist that are relevant for the supervision and ongoing
management of pension funds (or similar vehicles) in your member state?
Almost all countries require that the liabilities are covered by assets. A minimum funding ratio of 100% is the
standard. In Austria the minimum is set at 95% and in The Netherlands it is at 105%. Only few countries have
further requirements and want to see higher target funding ratios (Finland, Netherlands, Norway). The higher
target funding ratio depends on the fund’s investment strategy. In The Netherlands this higher target is some
125%.

4.4.4

What were typical levels of these ratios as at end 2003?
In most countries the funding ratio as at end 2003 were somewhat above the minimum. Wide ranges in these
actuals are reported however. Especially Ireland and UK report under funding of their liabilities by 10% to 20%.
In Switzerland the under funding can even go as far as 33%.

4.4.5

The survey also asked whether there exist specific requirements as to when a contribution
holiday is allowed.
Most countries report that there are no such rules regarding a contribution holiday. Some countries, however, do
have required levels. These levels are above the target funding levels that do exist (Norway), are higher than the
target funding ratio and are as at end 2003 130% (The Netherlands) or are at ongoing funding levels (Ireland
and the UK). The UK made the remark that contribution holidays are now only of historical relevance, which will
now be the case in most countries.

4.4.6

In the event of under funding, how is a decrease in the defined benefit managed?
There are no “written in stone” rules with regard to the reduction of accrued benefits in case of (serious) under
funding. Most countries have no rules or best practice in this respect. In Finland it is only allowed to reduce benefits
by legislation. In Norway a plan will be terminated if the under funding is not corrected by adding capital and
subsequently the benefits will be reduced. In countries like Ireland, The Netherlands and the UK it seems difficult
to reduce benefits in practice. In The Netherlands it will typically be discussed with all stakeholders in order to try
to find an acceptable solution to the problem. Other steering means will be used first, such as a reduction of annual
increases to pensions. The Danish respondent reported that in the event of under funding the guaranteed rates will
be reduced.
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4.4.7

Is an increase in contributions possible in the event of under funding?
In all member states with pension funds or similar vehicles, except Denmark, it is possible to increase
contributions. This is obligatory in Portugal where in such a situation an amortization plan has to come in force.
In Denmark contributions will not be increased in case of under funding. The Danish solution is to reduce the
guaranteed rates as was already stated in the answer to the previous question. Further exceptions are those
situations where the pension plan is with a third party. This third party (e.g. insurer) does not itself have the right
to increase contributions from the sponsor, if the sponsor does not want to.

4.4.8

The survey asked for an overview of the main assumptions that drive the valuation of the
liabilities.
Only two member states indicated that they use one single discount rate without further explicit assumptions on
inflation and annual pension increases (Finland (3%) and The Netherlands (4%)). In three other countries only
the minimum requirement is formulated in terms of discount rate only (Belgium (6%), Norway (3%-4%) and
Sweden (3%)). In all countries, except Finland and The Netherlands, explicit assumptions are used for market
rate of interest, annual pension increases, general wage inflation, price inflation and the yield on long term
government bonds. In most of these countries the discount rate is close to the yield on long term bonds. Only Ireland
indicates a significantly higher discount rate, presumably reflecting the higher expected return on equities.

4.4.9

Do defined contribution schemes exist in your member state? If so, do they typically include
guarantees (e.g. a minimum addition to the accumulated pot over time)?
In most member states defined contribution schemes do exist. Guarantees are the exception to the rule. In Austria
and Czech Republic the guarantees are low, just above 0% return. In Sweden the guaranteed return has to be the
same as the prescribed discount rates for insurance companies. Switzerland reports that normally DC arrangements
do have guarantees, but they are not required by law. In the UK any guarantees are usually associated with cash
balance schemes.
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4.5

ASSET MANAGERS

4.5.1

Asset managers appeared to exhibit relatively uniform characteristics across all member states for
which a response was received.
Each state possessed separate asset management companies. The most common ownership structure involved limited
liability companies, although partnership structures did exist in certain locations. In the majority of countries (e.g.
Austria and Czech Republic), such companies were typically owned by banks or insurance companies. When this
was not true then usually the companies were privately owned.

4.5.2

The survey sought to identify whether asset managers ever carried out activities that involved
them directly exposing themselves to interest rate, credit or market risk, or did they always act as
“agents” for other investors?
Usually they only act as investor agents, indeed many respondents took this almost as a definition of what
constituted “asset management”. However, it was recognised that they might possibly invest to some extent in their
own funds. Sometimes (e.g. in Ireland) they create structured products with guarantees and (e.g. in Belgium) they
may then commit to certain hedge volumes which if they do not arise result in an exposure remaining with the
company. In Greece, depending on their capital, they could act both as agent and as principal.
If they only act as agents, how do they ensure that the stances they adopt in terms of these sorts
of risk coincide with what is wanted by the investors on behalf of whom they are acting?
Asset managers seemed to be becoming more aware of this risk, and might seek to limit it by use of standard
products, ALM consulting (in Switzerland), communication with client, reporting, written contracts, peer review,
restrictions on client types, etc. In some countries, there seemed to be enthusiasm for wide investment freedom within
the contract (e.g. Ireland), in others for the contract to involve detailed mandates and guidelines (e.g. Italy).

4.5.3

Do the asset management firms limit their exposure to liquidity risk by themselves imposing
limitations on how rapidly investors can withdraw from any pooled vehicles that they run, or are
these limitations typically imposed by the Regulator?
Both occurred in the majority of states. This in part reflects the wide range of fund/investor types encompassed by
asset management, some of which are more heavily regulated than others.
How are these restrictions typically structured?
There may be minimum required holdings in liquid assets. More usually, the restrictions would be imposed by
contract, e.g. imposition of notice periods and the asset manager having the ability to defer large redemptions.

4.5.4

How in practice do the risks involved in transacting unit-linked life insurance business (if this
category of business exists) differ from those involved in providing asset management services?
Most respondents accepted that these two types of business were fundamentally similar other than operating in
different regulatory environments, and therefore fundamentally that the risk exposures were similar. However, unitlinked life insurance might typically have additional exposures to mortality and/or expense risk, and there were
often greater restrictions on who could sell such contracts (and greater disclosures of the risks and charges involved).
Which typically requires a higher capital base?
This varied more than the IFR expected. In the majority of jurisdictions, unit-linked business appeared to require
an equal or higher capital base, although in certain jurisdictions (e.g. Greece and Switzerland) the opposite was the
case at least for certain types of asset management businesses (e.g. hedge funds).
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4.5.5

Most participants did not distinguish between the risk management techniques used by asset
managers on their only behalf from those applicable to their institutional clients such as pension
funds and insurance companies. Operational risk is typically considered more important for asset
managers than others, e.g. see responses from Belgium and Denmark summarised in section 2.3
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6.

LIFE INSURERS

6.1

Please indicate in broad terms the sorts of separate life funds that typically exist.
The vast majority of the responses indicated at least separate funds for linked and non-linked business. The split
between policyholder and shareholder funds is only applicable in non-mutual life operations, although there are
examples (Norway, Denmark) where there is only one single fund in proprietary companies providing traditional
life products.

6.2

Are assets explicitly allocated to individually recognised funds?
Yes in most cases regarding traditional life business (exceptions for Hungary, Sweden and Switzerland). Generally
yes for unit-linked business.

6.3

What is the typical asset mix backing the following sorts of business?
a) Non-participating business (excluding unit-linked contracts)
b) Participating business
The asset mixes differ significantly amongst countries. Typically bonds account for at least 40%-50%, but there
are cases where the bond exposure is much higher. In Belgium and Switzerland no typical asset mixes were stated
which indicated various practices in the markets. On the other hand, one should bear in mind that "typical" mixes
might just correspond to industry averages and thus not refelct the variations in the local markets. In some countries
life companies do not write non-participating savings business.

6.4

Are there any restrictions on what sorts of assets or investment strategies can be followed within
unit-linked funds?
In most cases the answer is no. There are however some restrictions as to the types of assets the underlying funds are
allowed to invest in. For example in France this is regulated within the insurance legislation while in most other
countries the restrictions follow from the regulation of the underlying funds (which may or may not be linked to
insurance contracts). Restrictions apply in cases where funds are internal to the life company providing unit-linked
business.

6.5

Are such funds required to have guaranteed minimum benefits by the Regulator / Insurance
Supervisory Board?
Generally not. If guaranteed minimum benefits are required they are provided by the insurer.

6.6

Do life products typically carry any interest rate guarantee?
Yes, they do (except Ireland). Interest rate levels may vary between 0% and 4% but are typically at 2.75% 3.5%, depending on the jurisdiction. Some countries do not apply different guaranteed interest rates for life products
and annuities. The levels may however vary across generations of policyholders.
In most countries there are maximum interest rate levels imposed by law or the supervisor. The exceptions are
Estonia, Latvia and Ireland, while in the UK a capital adequacy requirement is imposed, based on the time value
of the interest rate guarantee.
Only UK and Switzerland apply explicit valuations of interest rate guarantees. In Belgium, Czech Republic and
Sweden some life companies use internal models to value the guarantees, but not for official reporting.
Interest rate guarantees are managed either by matching/hedging techniques, prudent reserving/margins, or not at
all.

6.7

Are policyholders entitled to surrender their policies?
It may depend on the product type and practicies are different in the different locla markets, both in terms of
guaranteed surrender values (in some cases minimum values are guaranteed by law) and conditions (e.g. deferred
periods). Regarding explicit valuation of surrender options, see previous question.
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However, most countries apply deposit floor on the balance sheet, i.e. the surrender value does not exceed the
insurance liability.
6.8

Are there prescribed ways of calculating reserves that create inconsistencies between how assets
and liabilities are valued?
Yes in most cases, with the exception of Denmark, Ireland and UK with-profit business.

6.9

What types of reinsurance treaties are usual in your country?
Common types of reinsurance such as excess of loss, proportional, quota share, etc are widely used. Balance sheets
are shown gross or net of reinsurance depending on the local accounting tradition.
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APPENDIX A
BANKING
A.1

General Sections Characterising How Such Entities Manage Different Types of Investment Risk
A.1.1 Organisational structure
A.1.2 Use of internal models
A.1.3 Solvency and Basel II
A.1.4 Interest rate risk
A.1.5 Credit risk
A.1.6 Market risk
A.1.7 Concentration / group risk
A.1.8 Liquidity risk
A.1.9 Operational Risk
A.1.10 The use of internal vs external modelling of risks
A.1.11 Regulatory constraints
A.1.12 Fair valuation of assets and liabilities

A.2

Questions specific to Banking
[To be added/summarised]
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DRAFT

A.1.1

Organisational structure (Banking)

A.1.1

1
Have such organisations
Comments:
typically installed an
asset/liability committee
(ALCO) or other Asset Liability
Management (ALM) function?

If Yes, is the Comments
ALCO a profit
centre or a
cost centre?

Austria

Yes

Belgium

Yes

Czech
Denmark
Estonia

2
What typically is the scope of this committee/functional area?
Interest risk

Credit risk

Market risk

Liquidity risk Operational
risk

Profit Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Profit Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Profit Centre

Yes

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Finland

-

France

Yes

ALM and Risk Cost Centre
dept play a
central role

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hungary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ireland

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Italy

Yes

ALM function Cost Centre

-

-

-

Yes

-

Latvia

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Netherlands

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Sweden

Yes

Cost Centre

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Switzerland

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

UK

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Profit Centre Most often a cost Yes
& Cost Centre centre
ALCO, Credit Profit Centre Depend on the
Yes
& Cost Centre sophistication of the
Risk,
Operational
banks, for large
Risk
ones, profit centre,
for smaller ones
cost centre.
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Comments:

Credit risks is handled
through credit
committees

Retail credit risk is
covered by a special
committee and
operational risk as
well
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A.1.2

Use of internal models (Banking)

A.1.2

1
For those banks that are developing internal models to
Comments:
measure and manage their risk exposures, who is responsible
for the design and implementation of these models?
The ALCO committee/ALM
Others
functional area

Austria

-

Yes

The ALM functional area is typically responsible
for some partial internal models only for the scope
of risks as ticked under question I-2 above;
whereas for the overall internal model
responsibility, there should be a central risk
control unit (or equivalent), at least in the larger
Austrian banks

Belgium

-

Yes

ALCO is a senior mgt subgroup that gets input
from different areas where models are developed

Czech

-

Yes

In the only bank that is developing internal model
it has been developed by the market risk mgmt
dept.

Denmark

Yes

-

Estonia

Yes

Yes

France

Yes

Yes

The Risk dept

Ireland

-

Yes

Typically the CRO has overall responsibility

Italy 1

-

Yes

Every dept is in charge of developing its own
model

Latvia

-

Yes

Spain

-

Yes

Sweden

-

Yes

Switzerland

Yes

-

UK

-

-

A group function is in charge of designing and
leading the implementation of models. Risks
policies and credit instructions are decided by the
Board

Ultimately the Board who delegate this
responsibility to the various risk committees who
will then delegate to risk units

APPENDIX A: BANKING
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A.1.3

Solvency and Basel II (Banking)
1

A.1.3

2

Solvency can be seen from various perspectives. Please indicate the overall
perspective adopted by the following parties with an interest in this topic:
Supervisory
authority:

Austria

Rating agencies: Creditors:

Using
“standardized”
approaches
3 pillars of Basel II: Capital ratios
Return on equity as primary Yes
Creditors in the
perspective, i.e. too high
Pillar 1 – minimum expected by rating sense of banks:
capital / Pillar 2 – agencies are
risk management of solvency ratios are rather
typically even
seen as a “hurdle” for return
capital review
the lender bank;
by shareholders.
process / Pillar 3 – higher than
creditors in the
expected with
disclosure of
sense of retail /
Basel II (under
solvency data to
corporate deposits:
market participants Pillar 1)
“stability” of lender

Belgium

Perspective of the Protection for the
creditors
bank control
authorities are first
the protection of
the financial system

Protection for the
creditors

Czech

Basel 2

No interest

Denmark

Pillar one and two
of Basel II

Pillar two of Basel II Rating of bank
and Economic
Capital

Estonia
France

Ireland

Italy 1

3 pillars of Basel II:
Pillar 1 – minimum
capital / Pillar 2 –
capital review
process / Pillar 3 –
disclosure of
solvency data to
market participants
Pillar 1 and 2 under Pillar 2 including
Basel II becoming measurement of
economic capital
the focus

Size and rating of
bank

3

For Basel II implementation purposes, are banks typically: In which banking activities are actuaries working?

Shareholders:

Developing Comments:
internal risk
models?
-

Trading Commercial Investment
desk
bank
bank
-

-

-

Risk
Other
management (please
specify)
-

Comments:

Ambiguous position: aware Yes
of the solvency position of
the company for long term
perspectives and the need
of margin but put pressure
to limit the capitalisation of
the company to increase
short term performance
Economic value adds, ROE, Yes
RAROC,RORAC,RARORA
C,)

Yes

Depend on the size and the
business of the bank. The big
ones go to internal models
while the small ones don’t want
to invest resources especially if
they are only in the mortgage
business

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

most use standardized
approach but intend to qualify
for using internal models

-

-

-

-

-

Solvency ratio relative to the Yes
shareholders view on how
good the bank is to control
its risk
Yes

Yes

Depends on the size of the
bank. Typically the larger
banks have their own model.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Both depending on their
Yes
willingness to develop internal
models (because they are
attractive in terms of margin
requirements)

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

The smaller banks are using
standardized approach and
larger banks developing
internal risk models

-

-

-

-

-

very few actuaries
working in banking.
Small number on
trading desks.

Yes

Yes

Both depending on the size

-

-

-

Yes

-

particularly in the
insurance related
areas

Capital ratio and mix of
subordinated debt and
shareholder's equity

Yes

APPENDIX A: BANKING

very few are
working in banking
activities. The most
of them are
probably working in
risk mgt area
At the moment no
actuaries are
working in banking
no actuaries work
in banks
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1

A.1.3
Latvia

EU directive

Spain

Adequacy of the
Measure of
economic capital
capital and
provisions. Pillar 1
and 2

Sweden

supportive

Switzerland Swiss Federal
Bank set the rules
UK

2
-

Solvency and
liquidity bank to
refund creditors

subsidiaries of Western banks
plan to use FIRB as of 2007,
other banks plan to use FIRB
but later and gradually shift to
AIRB for credit risk and AMA
for operational risk

3
-

-

-

-

-

actuaries are not
working in banks

-

Yes

-

-

-

in commercial
banks actuaries
usually develop
their work in
Insurance and
Pensions area

Transparency in the creation of value

Yes

-

Yes

Credit risks : most banks will
go for at least the foundation
approach, implementing
internal models based on the
probability of default

-

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Depends on the company
knowledge

-

-

-

Yes

-

Optimising return subject to Yes
adequate level of security

Yes

Except very small firms, banks are developing internal models

-

Yes

Yes

-

other information is Use rating and
Basel II is mandatory, a
usually more
internal measures. license to operate
important than the Basel II capital
information
level might be an
provided by Basel II input.

Use rating
agencies
recommendations
Solvency and
They have their
Solvency and
encouraging best own models and
realistic financial
risks management methods not to be strength
affected greatly by
practices
Basel II

-

APPENDIX A: BANKING
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A.1.4
A.1.4

Interest rate risk (Banking)
1

Do any such If yes, who is
entities that responsible
have
for managing
significant the position?
interest rate
risk
exposures
actively
manage
these
exposures?
Comments?

2

3

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking ALM models
(and if so error type that include
what sort limits
projection
of VaR)
forwards in
time of the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

Individual
position
limits
and/or
limits on
specific
duration
and/or
maturity
buckets

If the limits are
set primarily by
reference to
duration limits,
how do the
entities typically
control the risks
of non-parallel
yield curve
shifts?

Do they use If Yes, which
off-balance sorts of offinstruments balance
to manage
sheet
interest rate instruments
mismatches? are most
prevalent?

Austria

Yes

Asset Liability
Committee,
Treasurer

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Czech

Yes

ALM, asset
mgmt, Risk
mgmt

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Duration or Other (please
the
specify)
equivalent,
i.e. in effect
the
sensitivity of
the value of
the book to
parallel
shifts in the
yield curve
N/A
The managing
N/A
approach depends on
where the risk comes
from. For interest rate
risk, coming from the
trading book, VaR and
pvbp limits is the
method of choice. For
structural interest rate
risk, you look at ALM
models.
Yes
N/A
N/A

France

Yes

Trading desk, Yes
Treasury, ALM
dept

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Ireland

Yes

Treasury
function

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

VaR is mostly used for N/A
Yes
trading activities while
ALM models are used
at the overall bank
level
VaR for probable
Model a variety of Yes
maximum loss in
non parallel shifts
earnings set at 99%
confidence levels for 1
day and 1 month
periods.

Italy

Yes

ALM Office in
Finance Dept

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A
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4

5

How do any such
Do they
entities that have
generally
significant
mark-toexposures to interest market their
rate options (e.g.
interest rate
caps, floors,
exposures?
swaptions) value and
manage these
exposures?

If yes, where do they
generally get market
reference yield curves from?
How do they mark-to-market
instruments involving
interest rate optionality?
Which sorts of interest rate
models are most commonly
used?

Yes

Swaps, Caps, Valuation: Mark-tomarket as much as
Floors,
possible, the
Swaptions
remainder is marked
to model.

Yes

Swap curve plus appropriate
funding spread. The market for
options on interest rates is
fairly liquid. So most plain
vanilla options can be mark-tomarket. The model of choice
depends on the product you
want to value: Amongst others:
Black 76, Hull White, LMM,…

Yes

FRA, IRS

Yes

Reuter, Bloomberg, market
consistent methods, BDT,2
factor models…

Swaps, Caps, Mark to market
Floors,
Swaptions

Yes

Govt bonds yield curve
(swaps), stochastic yield curve
(Vasicek, HJM, Hull and White)

IRS, FRA,
Interest rate
futures

Fair value

Yes

Valuation data derived from
information vendor screens
Bloomberg and Reuters

Any kind of
derivatives

VaR model

Yes

Risk mgt dept, Models

Yes
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1

2

3

4

5

Senior
management

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

banks must
Yes
enforce operating
limits consistent
with its overall
approach to
measuring interest
rate risk and
should address the
potential impact of
changes in interest
rates on the
earnings and
equity

mostly IRS

options not intensively Yes
used

Daily

Netherlands Yes. From
Asset Liability
sophisticated Committee
ALM models
to basic
duration
analysis

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Convexity

through the greek
letters

Yes

Swaps,
Floors,
Swaptions
are generally
on-balance
(although not
marked-tomarket)

Value in line with the No
financial instrument
hedged. Some include
exposure at market
value

Market value

Sweden

Yes

Treasury

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Historical VAR

N/A

Yes

Swaps

VaR

Switzerland

Yes

CFO for asset
side, Chief
Actuary for
liabilities side

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

Interest rates curves, OTC
Infinity system. Optionality:
dynamics of ATM volatility
surfaces is based on broker
(ICAP) quoted implied
volatilities from OTC Infinity
system. A wide range of
models is used for modelling
interest rates.
Interest rates generator,
following stochastic model
(Merton, Vasicek, CIR,
Ornstein-Uehlenbeck

Latvia

Yes
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Yes

if necessary they
Yes
would be modelled
using different
scenarios, i.e. valued
and managed by
stochastically
approach
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A.1.5

Credit risk (Banking)

A.1.5

1
Do any such If yes, who is
entities that responsible
have
for managing
significant the position?
interest rate
risk
exposures
actively
manage
these
exposures?
Comments?

2

3

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking ALM models
(and if so error type that include
what sort limits
projection
of VaR)
forwards in
time of the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

Individual
credit
exposure
limits

Limits on
sector/ind
ustry
groupings

Minimum
Other
acceptable
(please
rating for any specify)
security
and/or for the
average credit
rating for the
portfolio as a
whole

Yes

Yes

Austria

Yes

Chief Risk
Officer

Yes

Yes

Czech

Yes. Banks
do not have
model that
would
integrate all
credit risk
(due to
variety of
risks)
Yes

Credit risk
mgmt section

Yes

Yes

Credit portfolio
mgmt

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ireland

Yes.
Managed
within a
framework of
credit policy
and
delegated
authorities

Board
mandated
Credit Risk
Officer

Yes

Yes

Yes

Large
exposure
Limits
(concentra
tion limits)
specified
by credit
grade is
typical

Italy

Yes

Credit Risk
dept and Risk
mgt

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country
risk (using
VAR)

France

If the limits are
set primarily by
reference to
sector/industry
groups, how are
limits typically
framed if the
entity can be
both long and
short credits in
the same sector?

Yes

How is the priority status If limits are
of each instrument
dependent on
(within an individual
credit rating, how
issuer’s capital structure) are credit ratings
taken into account, if at typically
all? In particular, if the
assessed? If
entity can hold both the ratings agencies
equity and the debt of a are used, what
company, is there an
approaches are
attempt to aggregate
adopted for
such exposures, or is
unrated
each handled separately? entities/instrumen
ts?
Certainly the priority is
Rating by agencies
taken into account. Equity and internal ratings
is viewed in most cases not are used.
as a credit instrument.

4

5

Are off-balance sheet
instruments, like credit
derivatives, commonly
used to manage credit
risk? Comments?

If yes, what sorts of
instruments are the
most prevalent and
how are they valued
?

Yes

CDS mark-to-market

Attempt to aggregate

Rating by agencies
if available and
internal ratings
(based on scoring)
are used.

Positions are
netted

Yes if they are both in the
trading portfolio. If equity is
an investment then
treatment will be different

Rating by agencies Yes
and internal ratings
for rated and nonrated are used.

Sectoral limits are
expressed in gross
terms. Short
credits considered
on a case by case
basis

Internal credit
Limits are mainly
Are used to a limited (but CDS mark-to-market
ratings are
expressed as the sum of
increasing) extent
the gross nominal amounts preferred over
for all loans, market values external agencies
for quoted issues and credit ratings.
risks weighting for
derivatives. Equity and debt
exposure for the same
entity are discouraged to
avoid conflict of interest
Ratings are
CDO, CDS valued by
They are used on
assessed through a relatively value basis in Risk Mgt
proprietary internal the trading book
model

APPENDIX A: BANKING

No. But intention to use
CDS as a tool for credit
risk transfer (in its
developing phase)

CDS
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1
Latvia

Yes

Netherlands Yes

Sweden

Yes

Switzerland

Yes

2

Senior
management

Yes

Yes

Yes

A dedicated
Yes
credit risk dept
that may or
may not be
linked with the
market risk
area
Customer
responsible
manager

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CFO

Yes

Yes

Yes

3
According to the All claims are taken into
Credit Institutions account and no netting is
Law, limit for one allowed
client is 25%
maximum of their
own funds on an
institution. Total
amount of more
than 10%
exposure should
not exceed 8 times
the own funds
Generally separate

Other
limits are
used as
well i.e.
product
limits
Yes

Within the industry Limits are set per priority
policies, limits are categories
divided into
maturity buckets

No general rule

APPENDIX A: BANKING

4

5

No

Rating by agencies No
and internal ratings
for rated and nonrated are used.

Internal ratings are Yes
primarily used.

For risk evaluation the
No general rule
whole position is taken into
account

CDS

No
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Czech

France

For the assets
Chief Risk
(especially a trading Officer
book) interest rate
and credit risk is
widely seen as
“market risks”. For
the liabilities this is
not always true. The
interest rate risk
there is typical in
responsibility of an
ALM-committee,
whereas the creditrisk should be in the
responsibility of a
chief risk officer.
Yes
Risk mgt,
asset mgt,
ALM. All
typical
market
risks are
managed
by treasury
trading.
Interest
rate risk by
ALM.

Yes. Market risk is
not handled
separately. Interest
rates risk and credit
risk are subser of
market risk.

3

4

5

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking
(and if
error type
so what limits
sort of
VaR)

ALM
models that
include
projection
forwards in
time of the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

Individual
market/
region/
sector/
stock limits

“Style”
Other (please
limits, e.g. specify)
extent to
which a
portfolio is
exposed to
“growth”
versus
“value”
types of
securities

Single position
limits.

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Individual stock Yes
delta limits in
equity portfolios.
Consistent with
regulatory
requirements

-

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Generally, total Mark-to-market Yes. IRS,
Yes
VaR limits for
for options; limits FRA, options,
trading
FX swaps, FX
for “greeks”
portfolios. This
forwards
limit is split into
sensitivity
(PVBP, delta)
limits. For
banking books,
ALM models
which measure
sensitivity of net
interest income
on market
interest rates are
used
Yes

-

APPENDIX A: BANKING

How are
exposures
involving options
or option-like
instruments
valued and
managed?

6

How is stock
specific risk
within equity
portfolios
managed?

7

Are off-balance Are market
sheet
exposures
instruments
generally
used to
marked-tomanage
market?
market risk? If
Yes, what
sorts of offbalance sheet
instruments
are the most
prevalent?

Mark-to-market; Yes. Futures, Yes
options &
limits for
swaps
“greeks”

8
If yes, where what
What use if any is made of asset/liability
sources are generally management tools, e.g.
used for market
reference prices?
How do they mark-tomarket instruments
involving option-like
characteristics?

Counterparty
quotes, broker
information,
informations
provider like
Bloomberg &
Reuters. The
market for equity
options is fairly
liquid. So estimates
for volatilities and
dividends on most
timescales are
“traded”. Therefore
valuation as mark
to model is OK.
Informations
provider like
Bloomberg &
Reuters. Internal
valuation enginesstandard models

-

-

Yes

-

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

Description

How do you
distinguish
between
passive and
active market
risk (beta and
tracking
error)?

Efficient frontier
analysis

Austria

2
If yes, who
is
responsible
for
managing
the
position?

Asset/liability
projections

1
Do such entities
typically view interest
rate and credit risk as
merely sub-sets of a
wider “market” risk, or
are “market”
exposures (e.g.
mismatches between
the
equity/property/bond
exposures underlying
the assets and
liabilities) handled
separately?

Cash flow matching

A.1.6

Market risk (Banking)

Duration matching

A.1.6
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1
Ireland

Yes. Market risk is Treasury
seen as exposure to function
loss arising from
adverse moves in
interest rates,
foreign exchange
and equity prices

Italy 1

Yes

Latvia

No

2

3

Not a major
focus in
market risk
mgt by banks

Specific limits for individual
corporate
entities and the
forms of
obligations
issued by them

Finance
dept

Switzerland Yes

CFO

using
statistical
evaluations

using
diversification

6

7

Yes

-

-

Mark-to-market; IRS, currency Yes
swaps, FRA,
interest rate
futures, credit
derivatives

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Monte Carlo
Any kind of
derivatives
VAR and
historical
Simulation VaR

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes
Not done for VaR figures
include specific
risk mgmt
risk
purposes

No

5

-

Yes
limits and
economic capital
calculations (for
credit risk)

Netherlands Yes. Generally
companies set up
two separate
departments
although they
recognized that
credit and market
risk are linked
Sweden

4
-

Yes

APPENDIX A: BANKING

Yes

8
Counterparty
quotes, broker
information,
Informations
provider like
Bloomberg &
Reuters.

Risk Mgt

Yes
the larger
companies mark
the exposure to
market and use
EC models,
unless the
derivative
qualifies for
hedging
Interest rates :
included in VAR,
Equities and FX
by scenario
simulation
By scenarios,
stochastically
methods

IRS most
commonly
used

Yes Yes Yes Yes Use of the
first three
tools for
interest rate
exposure and
liquidity mgt.
Some use
efficient
frontier for
rebalancing
credit
portfolios
-

-

-

-

-

Yes. No

Large yes, small no Yes Yes Yes -

Yes

OTC Inficity system Yes used

seldom used Yes

using market
equivalent
instruments

Yes -

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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A.1.7

Concentration / group risk (Banking)

A.1.7

How is concentration risk measured as regards to:
Concentration of reinsurance Intra-group transactions and positions
contracts with a particular re- within a financial conglomerate
insurer

Austria

Not relevant for a bank.

Rules regarding intra-group transactions for
financial conglomerates is only emerging

Czech
Ireland

Extra-group transactions and positions
between a company or a group of companies
and a particular client

Other relations

Risk-weighting according to § 23 BWG
(Bankwesengesetz).
correlations in models applied

Not relevant for a bank.

Limits on intra-group balances

Bank wide limit set on aggregate exposures to all
companies with ownership.

Italy

Any sector has is own VaR model

Latvia
Sweden

No financial conglomerates in Latvia
Netted amounts after consolidation

See above.
Assessed on group level, but not allocated to a
particular client or group of companies

Switzerland

by diversication

by diversication

APPENDIX A: BANKING
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A.1.8

Liquidity risk (Banking)

A.1.8

1

2

How do any such entities
Comments:
manage their liquidity risk?

If yes, who is responsible How is liquidity risk quantified?
for managing the position?

Austria

Actively

Treasury, CFO.

Czech

Actively

Treasury, ALM dept

Not quantified by numerical value but
Correlation matrix, generally any interactions
measured by scenarios (stress
not used too often
scenarios assuming "normal" behaviour
of clients (not extreme shocks
scenarios))

France

Actively

ALM

Through ratios like the liquidity ratio :
long term resources over long term
employments

Ireland

Actively

Treasury function

Projected daily cash flows, stress
scenarios of potential demands for
liquidity to repay deposits

Italy

Actively

Latvia

Actively

Netherlands

Passively

Sweden

Actively

Switzerland

Actively

Liquidity risk mgt is a core
activity for banks

How are interactions between liquidity,
interest rate, credit and market risk
allowed for in this quantification?

Stress scenarios include qualitative
judgments of likely impacts of adverse
interest rates credit market risk scenarios.
Non stochastic

Finance Dept
to ensure liquidity, banks shall Senior management
evaluate and plan the term
structures of their assets and
liabilities on a regular basis and
maintain liquid assets not less
than 30 % of total current
liabilities
generally not assessed in
ALCO and/or CRO
details. Some have general
targets with respect to the
minimum amount of liquid
assets

see 1 above

Generally not done. Some use lapse
sensitivity on projected cash flows

Treasury

not a big issue for retail
business

Three main measures: funding gap,
liquidity buffer, net balance of stable
funding
corresponding manager in the by term structure
financial department

APPENDIX A: BANKING

through a variance covariance matrix

via stress tests

Products are treated marked-to-market
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A.1.9

Operational Risk (Banking)

A.1.9

1

2

How do any Comments:
such entities
manage their
Operational
risk?

If yes, who is responsible Have such entities found it practical
for managing the position? to quantify (in a mathematical sense)
operational risk, or do the
approaches (if any) typically taken to
manage this risk rely merely on
identification, assessment of the
ones that are likely cause significant
problems (and then expenditure of
effort to reduce the occurrences of
operational failures)?

Austria

Actively

Czech

Actively

Chief Risk Officer, Internal
Audit
Risk mgmt dept (especially
for methodology, monitoring,
reporting, modelling). Each
business unit itself for its own
business

France

Actively

Ireland

Actively

Italy

Actively

Latvia

Actively

Netherlands

Actively.
Passively

some companies are
fairly active and have
separate OR depts. In
general companies
are fairly passive also
use in general of
qualitative measures

How are interactions
between operational,
liquidity, interest rate,
credit and market risk
allowed for?

To what extent are How do such entities
such entities
manage this type of
exposed to Legal risk?
risk, i.e. the risk
either that:

Yes.
Certain entities have models for
operational risk (identification of the
adverse events, probability of events,
probability of severity, VaR models for
total year loss)

Risk dept

Training, procedures,
insurance

3

Pre-defined correlation
matrix, sometimes it is
assumed corr

Yes, quantification of the magnitude of
the risks and their frequencies.
Statistical approach.
Business managers are front No, more emphasis on qualitative than CRO are in charge of
line in managing Ope risks. on quantitative methods
taking en enterpriseMonitoring of the overall
wide view on all risks
position is Risk mgmt exec's
responsibilities
Mathematical model to quantify risk
Operational Risk Mgt,
every risk dept release a
Business process
exposure
risk report which is
organization, insurance dept
handed over to a Risk
committee which report
to the Board
Senior management
Banks not quantify ope risk. Preventive
actions are taken and certain risks are
insured
some companies have started quantification difficult. Use of historical variance-covariance
to appoint head of special OR database. Most do not quantify
matrix
departments

APPENDIX A: BANKING

Yes.

They are exposed
to the two types of
risk
Yes there are risks
but of less
magnitude usually
than other risk
facing banks
Yes.

Use of external legal
advisors

Emphasis on ethical and
relationship mgmt
approach to business
and use of adequate
documentation
The legal dept previews
any contract that might
expose the banks to a
substantial loss

Legal risk is not
quantified
Yes. Risk is large!
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1

2

3

(defining roles and
responsibilities,
limiting possibility of
fraud, back up plans
for system failures
Sweden

Passively

Switzerland

Actively

typically the latter alternative,
diversification effects, if To a large extent
quantitative methods are investigated considered are based on
and event/loss data ases are collected correlations assumptions
corresponding manager in the quantification in a mathematical sense
financial department
is seldom

APPENDIX A: BANKING

no general rule

Yes. No general
rule

By being aware of the
risk when
writing/designing new
contracts
no general rule
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A.1.10 The use of internal vs external modelling of risks (Banking)
A.1.10

Ireland

1
Are such entities
If yes, who is responsible for the
typically developing
design and implementation of these
internal models to
models?
measure and manage
their risk exposures, or
do they rely (to the extent
that it is relevant) on
externally set
parameters, e.g. ones set
by the regulator?
Every such entity uses the models the
Yes. No.
regulators ask them to. At the same
time many of them also use internally
developed models.
Few entities have internal models. Risk
Yes. No.
management is responsible for design
and implementation
Yes. No. Both depending Risk dept, ALM; Trading desk
of the size of the bank
CRO
Yes

Italy 1

Yes

Operational risk dept

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Latvia

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Netherlands

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

varies
greatly

Sweden

Yes

In house and purchased models are
used
Those that quantify risk typically use
internal models. Model responsibility
lies with the department that is
responsible for the specific risk.
Generally a risk officer oversees the
whole process( chief actuary or AL
head or separate person).
The design is made at a group level
function. Implementation can be split
between group level and unit level

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

the goal is correlation
to cover all assumptions
types of
risks

Switzerland

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Yes

Austria

Czech

France

Every such entity uses the models the
regulators ask them to. At the same
time many of them also use internally
developed models.

2
If internal risk models are being used or developed, what do they
Comments: How are the
typically cover?
interactions
between the
Interest
Credit risk Market risk Liquidity risk Operational Insurance
different types
risk
risk
risk
typically allowed
for?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-
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using correlations

By combining
results of
consistent
assumptions

matrices or
simulation
(convolutions)
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A.1.11 Regulatory constraints (Banking)
A.1.11

1

2

3

Are there
minimum
solvency
requiremen
ts in your
member
state
required for
this sort of
entity,
other than
those
required by
the EU.

If yes, how are these minimum solvency requirements
How are assets valued in these regulatory rules? Tests?
imposed?
Required
Required by Required by Other
Please
Market Book
Amortise A
Some
Market
by law
the
actuarial
(please
indicate and Value Value
d Book
combinatio form of value for
Regulator / profession specify) describe
(original Value
n of the
actuarial the
Insurance
the nature
cost)
above
value
“trading
Supervisory
of these
(please
(please book”,
Board
requiremen
specify)
describe book
ts
formula) value for
the
“bank
book”

Austria

No

-

-

-

-

Strict
formula

-

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

No

Czech

No

-

-

-

-

Strict
formula

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

In some
banks,
internal
models for
trading
books are
used in
combination
with the
standardized
methodology
Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

no

-

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

NO

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

France

No

Yes

-

-

-

Ireland

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Italy 1

Yes

-

Yes

-

Strict
Basel II
formula
new
framework
Pillar 2 of
Basel II will
entail more
than
application
of strict
formulas
Advised
approach

4

If Yes, please indicate the general form of these constraints:
Is there
special
guidance
applicable
if interest
rates are
particularly
low?

APPENDIX A: BANKING

Are there
rules
imposed by
the
Regulator/I
nsurance
Supervisory
Board on
investment
strategies?

Maximum in
any one
type of
asset

Are assets
and
liabilities
Maximum in Other
any one
(Describe) valued
consistentl
firm /
y for
situation
financial
reporting
purposes?

Minimum Use of
in
options
“safe”
assets
(what
then is
defined
as
“safe”)

% in nonlocal
currencies

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

If Yes, how Who is
is this
responsibl
consistency e for
achieved?
managing
Please
the
indicate if
mismatch
this varies in the
by type of
companies
fund, if an in your
entity can
country?
have several
sub-funds
(e.g. for
insurance
between
unit-linked
and nonlinked)
Both assets
and
liabilities are
valued (at
least the
majority of
them) by
book value
Generally
ALM depts
there could and ALCO
be an
inconsistency
if there is a
mismatch
between
assets and
liabilities in
banking and
trading book

Consistency
of
accounting
for hedge
positions.
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1
Latvia

No

Yes

-

2
-

-

Strict
formula.

3

-

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

No

-

-

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes
test of
adequacy
required
annually
using
prescribed
(pruent)
reinvestment
rates
Yes

Netherlands No

-

-

-

-

Capital
adequacy
compliance
with EU
directive
-

No

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Strict
formula

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Sweden

Switzerland No

Advised
approach
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Yes

No

4

-

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Yes

max 10% of Yes
own funds
in a single
currency
and 20%
for all
foreign
currencies
options are Yes
only
allowed to
protect the
book of
business
not for
trading
purposes
No

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

5

Financial
market
participants
must comply
with
IAS/IFRS.

ALCO

There are
not explicit
rules
concerning
consistency
Both assets
and
liabilities are
valued (at
least the
majority of
them) by
book value
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A.1.12 Fair valuation of assets and liabilities (Banking)
1

A.1.12

2

3

4

5

Do you use a
Is a Fair Value
fair value
valuation done
method for
through :
evaluating your
assets and
liabilities?

If you use the
How do you define a term structure?
expected value
method, do you adopt:
A flat
A (shaped ?) curve of
curve of
curve of
other not
yield
term
Zero
Interest Rate Interest Rate included in
curve?
structure
Coupon
Swaps
Return at the previous items.
yield curve? Bond (ZCB); (IRS);
maturity
(IRR);

Austria

No

-

Czech

No

The expected value method

France

No

Ireland

Yes

Market quotes

Italy

Yes

Latvia

Yes

Netherlands Yes. Some do
for internal
purposes

Sweden

If assets or liabilities
subject to a credit risk
must be valued, how
do you define a term
structure?

6
If a term structure is adopted,
how does it work within the
valuation model?
it is treated it is provided for
as a
in the stochastic
deterministic evolution of the
curve.
yield curve.

-

-

-

-

The term
Using a funding
structure of
spread.
choice really
depends on
what one wants
to do with that
curve.

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Use of zero
Use of market values Yes
coupon yield
using credit spread.
curve calculated For liabilities this does
not reflect the insurer's
from interest
credit risk
rate swaps
Using a funding
spread.

-

-

-

-

-

expected value
methods are used if
market prices are
not available
Valuation rules
must comply with
IFRS and IAS 39

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

The expected value method

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Swap and credit risk
adjustment

-

Yes

Yes

-

Term structure spread Yes
+ credit spread curve

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

often ZCB or IRS plus Yes
risk premium,
sometimes more
sophisticated via
replicating portfolio

Yes

Yes. accounting several methods
are in use
according to
IAS and IFRS
rules
Switzerland Yes. No.
Some use the
expected value
method. Others use
more sophisticated
methods (ALM,
repicating portfolio
etc..)

-

With reference to
credit rating of an
institution: AA rated
bank may use AA
quotations
Bootstrapping of Bond : market spread, Yes
deposit rates,
Derivatives, CDS
futures and IRS spreads

Yes

-

8

9
If stochastic models
are applied, specify
the criteria to
estimate the
parameters. (linear
and non linear
estimation
methods)

Depends on the
model.

Depends on the
model.

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes. depend on
the company
and the
instrument
being valued
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7

If the term structure is a deterministic one, with which statistical If the term structure is
criteria is it valued?
a stochastic one, with
which model is it
valued?
- with direct methods - with direct methods - with
- Merton
which are linked to
(regressive models) on deterministic
- Vasicek
homogeneous assets global data of the
indirect
observed on the
market (If Yes, indicate methods (ARCH - Cox Inghersoll Ross
market (IRR at the
the form of the curves model; GARCH - Any others
maturity of ZCB; IRR and the criteria for the model; ARIMA
at the maturity of Bullet valuation of the
model;
Bond; IRR at the
parameters) :
SPLINES curve)
duration of Bullet
Bond);
Term structure models
are used to value fixed
income securities
mostly derivatives. For
different derivatives
one takes different
models (see answer to
section I, question 5).
Yes

BGM, Hull-White
(multifactor)

Calibration to OTC
traded derivatives

Depends on the
model.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Several models used
I.E. multifactor CIR,
BGM etc…

Depends on the
model.

all, the company
decide the method

Both
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APPENDIX B
GENERAL (i.e. NON-LIFE) INSURANCE
Responses to General (i.e. Non-Life) Insurance Sections of Questionnaire

B.1

General Sections Characterising How Such Entities Manage Different Types of Investment Risk

B.2

Questions specific to Banking

APPENDIX B: GENERAL INSURANCE
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SECTION C:
Q1-3

Austria

Belgium

Czech
Republic

Estonia

Finland

1

2

What is the typical
asset mix for property
& casualty business?

Asset mix for the assets
which back the insurance
liabilities

per 30.9.2003: 41,6%
bonds; 5,2% equities;
25,1% investment fund;
15,1% loans; 8% real
estate; 4% deposit; 1%
"Öffnungsklausel"
Mainly fixed interest rate
and equity, in that
decreasing order of
importance (Fixed
Interest between 80%
and 100%) (Basis for
determining impairment:
lower of historical cost
and market value, only in
case of durable
depreciation and non
recoverable losses,
according to criteria
determined by the Board
of the company)

per 30.9.2003: 41,6% bonds; Both procedures are used, but the sum
5,2% equities; 25,1%
of individual claims is more common.
investment fund; 15,1% loans;
8% real estate; 4% deposit; 1%
"Öffnungsklausel"

3

Is it usual to calculate the claims
If both, please indicate
reserves as the sum of the reserve
which reserve is used to
per individual claim, or are statistical feed the annual report?
techniques used?

When statistical techniques are Safety margin for
Safety margin for
used, are these techniques
deterministic approaches stochastic
deterministic or stochastic?
approaches

The individual reserve is
There are as well deterministic as There are just hidden safety
used for the annual report of stochastic techniques used.
margins (for instance in tail
single companies. For
factors for the Chain Ladder
reports on group level also
factors)
statistical reports are
allowed.
Mainly fixed interest rate and Both are used although generally the
Both are used: IBNR for
A prudent approach is
These techniques are usually
equity, in that decreasing order reserves for reported claims will be
example is computed as a deterministic: chan ladder &
required by law. The
of importance (Fixed Interest calculated on a case-by-case basis.
separate component of the Bornhuetter Ferguson (on both
adequacy of the reserves is
between 80% and 100%)
Small claims are sometimes measured claims provisions but is not cumulative payments and incurred reviewed at least once a
(Basis for determining
isolated in the annual
on a lump sum basis. IBNR reserves
cost) are methodologies that are year by the appointed
impairment: lower of historical are generally calculated based on
accounts. As mentioned
actuary.
currently used when statistical
cost and market value, only in statistical techniques. More and more before, the booked reserve techniques are being used. More
case of durable depreciation
actuarial methods are used to evaluate can also contain a
and more stochastic calculations
and non recoverable losses,
statistically determined
the adequacy of the case and IBNR
are performed as well. Statutory
according to criteria
IBNER in addition to the
reserves, and if necessary IBNER
GAAP requires that reserves are
determined by the Board of the reserves are set up in order to
case reserves.
determined in a sufficiently
company)
compensate deficiencies. In principle,
prudent way, so they exceed in
loss reserves should be determined on
general the "best estimate" level.
a gross of expected salvages and
subrogations basis. However, it is
allowed (but not required) to book those
expected salvages and subrogations as
an asset. In that case, the amount
should be determined on a sufficiently
prudent basis.
There are likely
There are again substantial
It is usual to calculate the
Mainly deterministic techniques. Not uniform (e.g. non
both
substantial differences
differences between
reserves for reported claims
discounting, eventually tail
as the sum of the reserve
factor estimates in the
between companies and companies and on the market
per individual claim and for
actuarial estimates,
we do not know this mix level we do not have separate
data for non-life insurance. For
IBNR reserves statistical
potentially other margins
for the whole market.
the sum of life and non-life
techniques are used.
decided by the
reserves we can say that about
management)
7% of assets are equities and
most of the rest are fixed
income instruments.
Deterministic techniques
Fixed interest 75%,
Fixed interest 90%, equity
Depends on a company and
Case reserves are used in most of the Depends on a company
10%. Act of Insurance law sets cases. the major reasons for that are
rules, no general rule exist.
may also be 0
equity 25%
up some restrictions for assets small portfolio sizes and lack of true
that back the insurance
historical data. However, some parts of
liabilities.
the claims reserves like claims handling
reserves and IBNR are still estimated
using statistical methods.
20% equities, 10% real
estate, 60% fixed
income, 10% other

20% equities, 10% real estate, both
60% fixed income, 10% other

If the margin is not
specified, please
give the level of
certainty with which
the reserves should
be sufficient
It depends on the line It depends on the line
of business. For
of business. For
liability classes
liability classes
sometimes margins up sometimes margins up
to a 90%-quantile are to a 90%-quantile are
used.
used.
A prudent approach is A prudent approach is
required by law. The required by law. The
adequacy of the
adequacy of the
reserves is reviewed reserves is reviewed
at least once a year by at least once a year by
the appointed actuary. the appointed actuary.

The law requires the
level which is
necessary for
fulfilment of liabilities.
There is no specific
percentile coverage
required.

deterministic
both (small claims
statistically and major claims
individually)
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1

2

France

There is no typical asset Bonds: 50/60% (mainly
government bonds); property:
mix.
10/15%; listed equities:
15/20%; other: 5%

Germany

Depends on the risk
In general the insurance
both
liabilities are backed for
strategy of companies,
can be between 0% up to instance by real estate titles
and to a lesser degree by fixed
nearly 100%
income titles.

Greece

Cash and deposits,
bonds and debentures,
equities, mutual fund
shares, real estate,
secured loans

Hungary

mainly fixed

Ireland

Varies by insurer but
about 50% equity, 50%
fixed interest

It is mandatory to establish reserves for
reported claims on a case-by-case
basis, except for Auto Non Bodily Injury
claims where chain ladder and average
cost are accepted. IBNRs are of course
based on statistical techniques.

3
Where there is a choice, the deterministic
company has to choose a
method and then stick to it.
It is not admitted to choose
according to the result.

It is up to each company

In the annual reports on
Both, Chain Ladder, Bornhuetter- In the balance sheet of the
local GAAP basis there are Ferguson, etc. and also
annual report there is
the reserves per individual bootstrapping methods
typically no best estimate
claim. In the annual reports
reserve. If companies´
based on IAS/IFRS
reports are based on
companies who had
IAS/IFRS basis a footnote is
reported on a local GAAP
required concerning the
basis before uses still the
appropriateness of the
local GAAP approach with
reserves in comparison with
reserves per individual
the best esteimate, but this
claim. the appropriateness
is done without safety
of the (local GAAP)
margin.
reservation in the balance
sheet has to be verified by
statistical methods in the
notes of the IAS/IFRS
report. Only the companies
having used US-GAAP
before IFRS 4 rely on
statistical techniques.
Cash and deposits, bonds and Case by case reserves are the rule with
Mostly deterministic though
No margin beyond the
debentures, equities, mutual
stochastic simulation methods are reserve based on the
some statistical techniques also used.
fund shares, real estate,
accepted valuation rules.
used increasingly
Normally, the case-by-case reserve
secured loans
appears in the annual report. In third
party liability motor insurance, the
statutory reserve is the greater of the
case by case reserve and of the reserve
calculated actuarially. Furthermore, in
some cases there are actuarial
adequacy tests imposed on the case by
case reserve.
fixed
both
Reported claims: per claim mainly deterministic (chain ladder, not known
value. IBNR: statistical
stipulated by law)
Again it will vary depending on Statistical techniques are generally
Both deterministic (generally
the lines written. A typical mix used.
chain ladder, BF and average cost
might be 80% fixed interest,
per claim) and stochastic methods
10% equity and 10% other
are used.
(including non invested assets
like broker balances)
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This level is not
specified. It is likely
that a supervisor
would not be satisfied
with a certainty level
lower than 75%, but
there is no rule.

No margin beyond the
reserve based on the
accepted valuation
rules.

not specified
The safety margin is
not explicitly specified.
Reserves must be
signed off by an
actuary who holds a
signing certificate that
the reserves are at
least as large as a
best estimate.
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1

2

3

Italy

60% bonds, 20%
60% bonds, 20% equities, 20% both
equities, 20% real estate real estate

Latvia

From overall investment
portfolio 34% are fixed
interest rate assets, 35%
term deposits (as up to
now term deposit interest
rates are attractive).
Equity is 6%. All data from 2004 summarized
balance sheet

Spain

Both are used although generally the
As mentioned, during a
Triangulation methods, in
period of 5 years the results particular deterministic techniques
reserves for reported claims will be
calculated on a case by case basis. The of statistical methods must such as: Chain Ladder, Link Ratio
be computed and the results and BF methods are applied. It is
use of statistical methods must be
must be compared with the a regulatory requirement to apply
communicated to the regulatory
authorities, who are empowered to deny individual valuation of claims at least two different statistical
(booking the higher of the
their use. At least two different
methods over a five year period
statistical methods must be computed, two)
and take the higher figure. The
and during a period of 5 years the
use of stochastic methods is not
results must be compared with the
still a very extended practice in
individual valuation of claims (booking
Spain.
the higher of the two).
The mix is 85/15 where The mix is 85/15 where the
Mainly deterministic methods but
Statistical techniques are used.
the overall fixed interest overall fixed interest back the
use of stochastic methods are
insurance liabilities and what's
back the insurance
increasing.
liabilities and what's left left backs the capital and free
backs the capital and free reserves.
reserves.

Sweden

From overall investment
RBNS are set on case-by-case basis.
portfolio 34% are fixed interest IBNR typically are calculated by
rate assets, 35% term deposits statistical methods.
(as up to now term deposit
interest rates are attractive).
Equity is 6%. All data - from
2004 summarized balance
sheet

Switzerland There isn't a general rule. There isn't a general rule.

Individual claim

sum of individual claims in deterministic
most branches, except for
MTPL where the Average
Cost method is used. All
reserves are reviewed
actuarially and comply to
ISVAP guidelines
In annual report claims
Techniques are mainly
reserves are presented
deterministic (chain ladder)
which are the sum of RBNS
and IBNR reserves.

safety and prudential
margins are consistent with
91/674/EEC

Amount of safety margin
depends on particular
portfolio and are in disposal
of chief actuary.

Chief actuary certifies
the sufficiency of
reserves once a year.
Certificate is
accompanied by
actuarial evaluation
where level of
certainty and
corresponding safety
margin is described.

Some large companies use This approach is not
a safety margin on top of the still very extended in
best estimate of the
Spain.
reserves. Each P&C line of
business is classified
according to its volatility.
This classification leads to a
score and a confidence
interval is based on this
score.

No specific margin is used,
it's up to the actuary to
judge the total level of the
reserves according to the
supervision authorities
demand on fair and prudent
reserves.
Mostly deterministic, some time 1% to 5% significance level 1% to 5% significance
also stochastic method are used.
level
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SECTION C:
Q4-7

4
Are the reserves
discounted in the
valuation in the report
sent to shareholders?

5

6

7

What discount rate is How does the
used?
answer to this
question differ in
the report sent to
the supervisory
authorities?
In Austria discounting of
There is no
reserves is not usual.
difference because
of statutory
requirements.

Are general insurers allowed to
set up catastrophe or similar
reserves and if so, how are they
calculated?

Are general insurers allowed to
What types of reinsurance
set up equalisation reserves and if treaties are usual in your
so, how are they calculated?
country?

Are balance sheets
shown gross or net
of reinsurance?

Yes, but there is no general
calculation rule.

Yes. They are calculated with a
formula according to law (based on
standard deviations on loss ratios)

Credit risk is not considered.
Balance sheets are
shown net, but
reinsurance is visible.

Belgium

Most companies don't
reveal specific
information on the impact
of discounting to their
shareholders. The major
part of the claims
reserves is not
discounted (unless
payments are fixed and
determined on a regular
pattern, i.e. pay-out
annuities).

For Worker's
Compensation the
maximum interest
rates are determined
by law (3,75%,
combined with an
assumed inflation rate
of 4% for indexed
annuities and adjusted
in case of low market
interest rates), which
is not the case for
Disability.

For some risks (e.g. storm, earth
quake, product liability, credit
insurance), companies have to set
up a separate catastrophe or
equalisation reserve that is not
regarded as liability under IAS rules.
Law defines the calculation of these
reserves (in terms of minima, with a
target amount depending on the type
of risk, premium income and the
degree of reinsurance, and an
annual increase or decrease
depending on the technical profit or
loss). These provisions are allowed
for the other classes of risk.

For some risks (e.g. storm, earth
quake, product liability, credit
insurance), companies have to set
up a separate catastrophe or
equalisation reserve that is not
regarded as liability under IAS rules.
Law defines the calculation of these
reserves (in terms of minima, with a
target amount depending on the type
of risk, premium income and the
degree of reinsurance, and an
annual increase or decrease
depending on the technical profit or
loss). These provisions are allowed
for the other classes of risk.

Czech
Republic

Discounting is used only
for long-term liabilities
(annuities) from liability
insurance (incl. MTPL).

On one side it is used There is no
discount rate and on difference.
the other side
"valorisation" rate.

General insurers are allowed to set
up equalisation reserves, claims
reserves and other technical
reserves. For setting up of other
technical reserves the agreement of
supervisory authority is necessary.
There is no explicit catastrophe
reserve usual.

The equalisation reserve is required There are usually used many
by the law. It is calculated according types of classical reinsurance
treaties (quota share, XL, stop
to the rules which are in law. The
formulas for the amount are based loss, ...)
on net earned premium, loss ratios
etc. Defined part of the premium is
allocated to the equalisation reserve,
which can be used if there is adverse
peak in the actual claim experience.

Estonia

Although allowed,
discounting is not used in
practice in claims
reserves. The only
exception being annuity
reserves for MTPL,
where the current
average discount rate is
around 2%.

The only exception
No difference being annuity reserves discounting is
for MTPL, where the allowed but not
current average
used
discount rate is
around 2%.

No, not allowed

No, generally not allowed. Allowed
only in credit insurance.

Finland

Only annuities are
discounted.

Used discount rate is Discount rate is the no
3,5% and it is an
same.
internal decision.
Supervision has set
an upper limit for

Austria

All types of reinsurance
(proportional as well as non
proportional) are used.
Reinsurance programs are very
different from company to
company.
The classical types of treaties are
used on the Belgian market
(Quota-share, surplus, ...).

The liabilities are
shown gross of
reinsurance assets
(and of subrogation
rights)

Balance sheets are
shown net of
reinsurance, but
nowadays balance
sheets which are
according IAS are
shown gross of
reinsurance and
separately the
reinsurance parts.
In balance sheet both
Proportional (quota share,
surplus) and non-proportional (XL) numbers (gross and
reinsurance treaties are usual.
net) are shown.

Yes, related to development in claim non-proportional and proportional net of reinsurance
ratio.
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How is the credit risk inherent
in reinsurance contracts
typically handled?

In case of threat of default,
companies normally will allow for
this risk.

The credit risk inherent in
reinsurance contracts managed
through monitoring of the ratings
of the reinsurer and can be
handled through the value of the
receivables.

Reinsurance Security Guidelines
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4

5

6

7

discount rate.

France

no

no difference

Germany

no

no

Greece

The shareholders do not
get a report other than
the "published accounts"
(annual statement).

The supervisory
authority gets the
same annual report
(published
accounts), but it is
also given many
"statistical
supplements"
prescribed in the
law.

Hungary

Ireland

Generally reserves are
not discounted. However
in the UK allowance can
be made for discounting
on some very long
classes. Also discounted
reserves are calculated
for economic capital
calculations.

Any company is allowed to set up
reserves on top of those which are
requested by insurance regulation,
but such reserves would not be tax
deductible. Therefore companies
stick to the reserves mentioned in
insurance regulation: UPR, O/S
claims reserves, IBNRs, unexpired
risks reserve, equalisation reserve.

Yes, in a limited number of business Mainly non-proportional types,
such as XL and stop loss.
lines: storm, hail, natural
catastrophes, nuclear risks, .... There
is an equalisation reserve per line.
Every year it is credited with 75% of
the line's technical profit if any
(technical result with the meaning of
the Accounting Directive, i.e.
including financial income allocated
to the line). In case of a technical
loss, the loss is drawn from the
reserve; if a credit has not been
drawn during the next ten years, it is
then drawn from the equalisation
reserve.
Not anymore (exception for pharma General insurers are allowed to set All kinds of reinsurance contracts
pool risks)
up equalisation reserves. The
are used.
calculation is based on a strict
formula for the whole market given
by the regulator.

Balance sheet shows
gross reserves on the
liability side, and
ceded reserves on the
asset side.

Typically large companies will
have a security committee which
is in charge of selecting
authorised reinsurers according to
their note and the quality of
previous relationships; as far as it
I possible to assess the exposure
to each reinsurer or reinsurance
group, the committee would take it
into account. Small companies will
rely on their reinsurance broker to
select suitable reinsurers.

The balance sheet is
shown net of
insurance.

The credit risk in reinsurance
contracts is not shown in the
balance sheet, but it is managed
by limit systems for certain
reinsurance companies or rating
categories.
Normally, "first class reinsurers"
are chosen and, in any case, the
choice is subject to supervisory
scrutiny.

both gross and net

Usually not considered, the main
reinsurers are well rated large
internationals.
Specific reinsurance default
reserves are established.

Only in the case of credit insurance. Quota share, surplus, XL (usually
Such reserves (and "special"
reserves in general) are not common
several layers), catastrophe
and would not, in any case, be tax
excess of loss.
deductible.

Yes. For large claim amounts in own
retention, based on statistical
methods.
No - reserves are Catastrophe reserves are not
not discounted in allowed. You can only reserves for
any valuation report specific past events.
sent to the
supervisor.

Yes. A % of mathematical result can Surplus, quota, XL, catastrophe.
be formed, up to a ceiling of earned
premium.
No - equalisation reserves cannot be Treaties are usually XL or stop
set up.
loss.
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Balance sheets are
net of reinsurance.
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4
Italy

no

Latvia

Reports to shareholders
and to supervisory
authorities typically have
the same reserves
amount. Under local
regulations it is not
allowed to discount nonlife claims reserves.

Spain

Normally, the reserves
calculation are done on
undiscounted basis.

Sweden

No discounting except for Discount rate 1,5%
("real interest rate")
annuities arising from
liability classes.

Switzerland Often not discounted

5
yes (e.g. hail), the calculation
method is prescribed by law

Reports to
shareholders and
to supervisory
authorities typically
have the same
reserves amount.
Under local
regulations it is not
allowed to discount
non-life claims
reserves.

Same information
to the supervisory
authorities.

Classes given by
tariff groups.

6
yes (e.g. credit), the calculation
method is prescribed by law

7
traditional proportional and nonproportional R/I treaties

All main balance sheet Security of reinsurers is
figures are shown net continuously monitored to
of R/I, some are also minimise insolvency risk and is a
prime driver in the choice of the
indicated gross.
Ceded reserves are reinsurer panel of the group.
continuously
monitored and linked
to the security level of
reinsurers.
Insurers are obliged to collect
Balance sheet is
compiled on net basis, information on reinsurer and
evaluate credit risk. Supervisor
charting separately
could direct insurer to hold gross
gross amount and
amount of reserves if rating of
reinsurer's part of
particular reinsurer is lower than
reserves.
stated by supervisor.

Catastrophe reserves are not
Insurer are obliged set up
recognized as technical reserves (i.e. equalisation reserves in business
- they are not tax free in profit/loss
lines where loss ratio could vary
account)
considerably from year to year.
Equalisation reserve must not
exceed 50% from average yearly net
premium written in recent five years.

Both proportional and nonproportional reinsurance
arrangements are put into
practice.

In Spain, Consorcio compensates for
losses and injuries arising from a
series of natural events and from
some sociopolitical acts. Legal
framework for Extraordinary Risks
cover is constituted by Legal Statute
of Consorcio. It was approved by law
21/1990, dated 19th December 2004
and, subsequently to a series of
amendments, it can be found at
present in the recasted text adopted
by Legislative Royal Decree 7/2004,
dated 29th October 2004. Terms and
conditions concerning Consorcio
cover are ruled, at present, by
regulation concerning Extraordinary
Risks Insurance. This Regulation
defines every insured risk, damages
to be compensated and scope of
cover.
no

The equalisation reserve (provisions
para estabilizacion) is a reserve of
an accumulative nature designed to
stabilizeresults in each line of
business, and is decreased by the
excess of claims over risk premiums
in accordance with the technical
notes. The calculation of this reserve
is subject to a maximum percentage
of net premiums. This maximum
percentage of net premiums varies
depending on the line of business
(e.g. 35% for MTPL, Professional
liability, Industrial Multirisk, etc.)

The most extended contracts in
P&C Spanish insurance market
are excess of loss and quota
shares, although the type of
contracts varies according with
the different lines of business: for
Motor line of business most of
them are XL; for Material
Damages there are both type of
contracts: quota share and XL; for
Accident is XL mainly; for
Engineering (Machinery
breakdown, construction, etc.) the
contracts are quota share; for
Transports there are both type of
contracts: quota share and XL.

Balance Sheets show
different concepts
such as (premium,
reserves) gross of
reinsurance and the
reinsurer's share of
these reserves.

There is a non technical reserve
in the Account Plan for insurance
companies called "Provision para
insolvencia" which takes into
account, among other questions,
insolvencies produced for inward
and outward reinsurance and
coinsurance.

no

Mainly XL-programs.

Balance is shown
gross and net.

Credit risk in reinsurance contract
is taken into account by reducing
reinsurance part of the reserve if
we know that the reinsurer is not
capable to pay.

Yes

Yes, statistical evaluation

XL (calculated per contract)

Both is shown (gross, Often reinsurance default isn't
treated.
net reinsurance)
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APPENDIX C
LIFE INSURANCE
C.1

C.2

General Sections Characterising How Such Entities Manage Different Types of Investment Risk
C.1.1

Interest rate risk

C.1.2

Credit Risk

C.1.3

Market Risk

C.1.4

Concentration/Group Risk

C.1.5

Liquidity Risk

C.1.6

Operational Risk

C.1.7

The use of internal vs external modelling of risks

C.1.8

Regulatory Constraints

C.1.9

Fair valuation of assets and liabilities

Questions specific to Life Insurance
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I – Interest rate risk (Life Insurance)
Section D

Austria

Belgium

1

2

Do any such entities If yes, who is
Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
that have significant responsible
VaR limit Tracking
ALM
Individual Duration or Other
interest rate risk
for
(and if so error type models that position
the
(please
exposures actively managing
what sort of limits
include
limits
equivalent, specify)
manage these
the
VaR)
projection and/or
i.e. in effect
exposures?
position?
forwards in limits on
the
Comments?
time of the specific
sensitivity
balance
duration
of the value
sheet over and/or
of the book
months or maturity
to parallel
years
buckets
shifts in the
yield curve
Yes
Front office
X
X
X
within limit set
out by Board
of Directors,
Risk Manager

Yes. Interest rate risk Each
company has
exposures are
actively managed for defined a
specific
New Generation
products (short term organisation.
financial instruments) The
or separate accounts management
of the position
(with guarantee of
interest rate). A cash (daily
supervision)
flow analysis
(including estimations is done by the
for lapses, penalties, CFO, the
CRO, the
yield curve…) is
obtained by the entity CAO or a
for the entire portfolio specific ALM
but leads not always group. Most
of the time,
to an active
an investment
management.
committee
For the classical
supported by
products (with a
guaranteed interest an ALM
rate of 4.75% until the committee
beginning of 1999), takes
the companies have strategic
reacted a posteriori decisions.
and they manage

X

X

X

X

X

If the limits are
set primarily by
reference to
duration limits,
how do the
entities typically
control the risks
of non-parallel
yield curve
shifts?

3

4

Do they use If Yes, which
off-balance sorts of offinstruments balance
to manage
sheet
interest rate instruments
mismatches? are most
prevalent?

How do any such
entities that have
significant
exposures to
interest rate options
(e.g. caps, floors,
swaptions) value
and manage these
exposures?

Do they
generally
mark-tomarket their
interest rate
exposures?

If yes, where do they
generally get market
reference yield curves from?
How do they mark-to-market
instruments involving
interest rate optionality?
Which sorts of interest rate
models are most commonly
used?

Valuation: Mark-tomarket as much as
possible, the
remainder is marked
to model.

Yes

Swap curve plus appropriate
funding spread.

Beside duration the Yes.
convexity and other Derivatives
are used and
variables are
accounted for
observed.
assessing the
mismatch
risk..

In insurance, some No. Some
insurers use
decision makers
There are no impose duration
derivative
rules or
instruments
limits, others do
specific
not, they look more which are
methods
accounted for
at earnings.
required by Moreover,
on the
the control guidelines in terms balance
authorities. of investment
sheet.
Other
maturity, interest Floor and cap
methods are rate guarantee are on interest
used like
rate in order
drawn up.
Earning at The risks of non- to reduce the
Risk based parallel yield curve risk,
on the P&L, shifts are controlled managers are
Fair Value by different ways not able to
calculations, (eg historic or
cover the
…
synthetic scenario guaranteed
Certain
fixed rate on
of non parallel
simple
shift). Furthermore, liabilities
methods are the companies are (4,75%)
used on
not only looking at Swaptions to
regular basis the duration but
change a
(daily or
fixed rate
also at other
weekly) and parameters like
against a
methods
variable one
convexity.

Derivatives
(OTCOptions,
futures &
options stock
traded, …)

5

Use of “corridor” to
Yes
maintain the possible
loss in a certain
interval. The
exposures are actively
followed on the
market, the derivatives
have a short term
maturity and so force
managers to make
reinvestment
decisions quite often.
Attention : In the
future, with the IAS,
the utility of such
instruments will be
less attractive.

Market reference are taken
from third party providers
(Bloomberg, …).
For accountancy: Special
conditions for hedge
instruments, use of transitory
accounts before maturity and
P&L inscription at closing (not
mark-to-market); Mark-tomarket for IAS/IFRS
Managers look at yield curve
for their fair value calculations.
These Fair value calculations
are integrated in the Risk
Management Reporting and
serve as complementary
analysis.
Interest rate models : One
factor model (based on short
term rate only)
Two factors model (long term
taken into account) with or
without arbitrage free and
mean reverting parameters.
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1

2

currently that
exposure by different
ways (see further).

Czech
Republic

France

Few leaders yes,
others just passively
by reacting to the
adverse development
as it occurs.
It depends on what is
meant by actively. No
company does not
manage this risk; but
some companies
have merely a very
basic and prudent
strategy: single
premium 10 years
contracts backed by
10 years government
bonds.

ALM, asset
management,
risk
management.
Either Chief
Operations
Officer, or
Finance
Director.

3
more
sophisticated
and more
robust are
applied less
frequently to
confirm or
not the first
results.
Duration
buckets
based on
ALM models.

X

X

X
There is a
regulatory
instrument:
the so-called
capitalisation
reserve.
Profits
realised on
the sale of
bonds are
transferred
to this
reserve
which can be
drawn down
to make up
for losses.
Summarily,
companies
have to
reserve the
profits
realised
when rates
are
decreasing
in order to
have a buffer
for losses
that will be
incurred
when rates
bounce
upwards.

4

5

or the
contrary.

Few entities
yes.

Yes. Most
companies do
not use offbalance sheet
instruments
as permanent
tools for
managing
interest rate
risk.

IRS

Generally yes for
internal purposes, not
necessarily in
accounting.
N/A

Reuters, Bloomberg.
Market consistent methods,
BDT, 2 factor models, etc.

N/A

However Life insurers use yield
curves in their ALM models;
the most common reference is
the yield curve periodically
issued by Institut des
Actuaires.
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1
Germany

Greece

Yes. The extent of the Management
of this
management of
Interest Risks is very position is
depending on
different between
the
companies and
organisational
organisations. The
Stress Tests, which structure.
assess the impact of Very often an
Asset–
an upward or
downward shift of the Liabilityinterest yield curve on Committee is
assets and liabilities responsible
for the
reported on the
balance sheet, have interest rate
risk. Also very
to be conducted by
each company on a typically, the
CFO of the
yearly basis. In
company is
addition, an
increasing number of responsible
for interest
companies use
rate risk,
stochastic
approaches and ALM especially on
Models, where they a daily
supervision
rely on internally
computed cash-flow function. In
life and health
projections of the
assets and liabilities. insurance the
Appointed
Actuary also
takes over
responsibility.
Installation of
a chief risk
officer (CRO)
has been rare
in the past.
Some kind of
The person
management or other responsible
varies by type
is generally
exercised. It may be of entity. E.g.,
in unit-linked
quite passive (e.g.,
life insurance,
application of legal
the
constraints in the
investments
case of assets
are jointly
backing insurance
provisions) or more managed by
active (e.g., pension the
funds, mutual funds). investment
department
and by the
actuarial
department,
in asset

2
X

X

X

3
X

X

Yes.

Regulators
have
imposed
stress-tests
for interest
rate
shifts
based
on
strict formula
approach. All
insurance
companies
are obliged
to
conduct
these stress
tests and to
report
the
results to the
regulator.

Depending Depending on an No
on the entity, entity's mandate
the type of and legal status,
product, the derivatives may be
client, etc., used. In some
any of the
cases (e.g., in
above may insurance),
be used.
supervisory
Duration,
authority approval
ALM models may be required.
and VaR
methods are
more likely in
insurance.
While
specific
limits by

4

E.g. they use Interest rate options
swaps to vary mostly are embedded
duration risks. in structured interest
products. They are
valued and managed
depending on their
purpose: profit
increase,
diversification,
protection of liabilities
etc.

5
This is
handled
differently in
each
company,
depending on
the purpose,
e.g. reporting
issues or
internal
controlling
issues, and
reporting
standards
(i.e. local
GAAP or
IFRS
reporting).

Asset management
Yes
companies mark to
market. Insurers have
not to date used such
methods.

There is an internal evaluation
mark-to-market, but not in the
balance sheet. Yield curves
they get from Reuters or
Bloomberg, where marketparticipants quote their bid and
ask prices. They split the
instruments into single basis
products, listed bonds, swaps,
swaptions and other optional
products and mark-to-market
them one by one.

Euro-swaps curve from
Bloomberg, credit swaps
spreads.
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1

Hungary

Ireland

2

management
companies by
the asset
manager, in
the case of
pension funds
it may be an
insurer or an
investment
consultant
(alone or in
cooperation
with the
client), and so
forth.
Yes. Significant
In case of
products with
interest rate risk is
managed on behalf of no explicit
guarantees
clients (pension
the
funds, investment
funds for retail) and responsible is
the
also proprietary
interest rate and on investment
manager,
behalf of insurance
client (traditional life, whereas in
guaranteed products). case of
products with
explicit
guarantees
the end
responsible is
the ALCO.
Yes. Via asset/liability Mainly
actuarial
matching, duration
departments.
and cashflow
matching.

Netherlands Yes. Ranging from
sophisticated ALM
models to more basic
duration analysis.

Generally
duration
targets are
set by an
ALM
committee
(ALCO).

3

4

5

asset type
may be self
imposed,
they are
often the
result of
legal
constraints.

X

X

X

X

X

In case of
Recalculating the
products
model after the
with no
change.
guarantee
1,2,4,5 and
in case of
guaranteed
products 1,
3. Relative
VaR in case
of nonguaranteed
and absolute
VaR in case
of
guaranteed
products.
By regular review
of the position (eg
monthly)

X
Convexity.

No.
Accounting
rules do not
support it.

No

The Greek letters – No. Caps,
some seem to
floors and
ignore such shifts swaptions are
generally onaltogether.
balance
(although not
marked to
market).

No in case of For Yes: State bonds are
guaranteed priced daily. Interest rate
products, Yes model.
in cas of nonguaranteed
products.

N/A

Yes

Value is in line with
the underlying
instrument that is
being hedged. Some
include the exposure
at market value.

No

EMU Sovereign Bond Yield
Curve.
Not aware of exposure to
instruments involving interest
rate optionality
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1

2

Portugal

Yes

The
investment
department.

Spain

Yes. Active hedging Asset Liability
Management
management since
1999. New business (ALM)
risk heavily controlled. department.

Sweden

Yes. Practices vary CIO
among companies
(depending on
size/resources of the
company).

Switzerland

Yes

U.K.

X

X

X

X

3
X

X

X
Economic
Capital
stochastic
model.

X

On the asset
X
side mostly
the CFO
(Swiss
(Chief
GAAP FER
Financial
26)
Officer), on
the liability
side the
responsible
actuary
(Appointed
Actuary).
Yes. Actively matched Annuity
for annuity company, Management
submatched but less
actively for non-profit. committee,
Asset Liability
Some specific for
Management
with-profits e.g.
Committee.
swaptions for
Guaranteed annuity
options.

Black & Scholes;
No
Converting those
instruments
(derivatives) into
strategical equivalent
ones.

By stochastic
modelling. Worst
scenarios are
analysed in order
to define hedging
strategy.

No

Value is calculated by Yes
asset manager (group
external entity to the
insurance companyasset management is
outsourced) and
investment
department.
Management is done
by ALM department
and asset manager.
Mostly VaR.
Yes

The whole swap curve is
modelled.

If necessary they
would be modelled
following different
scenarios. That
means valued and
managed by
stochastically
approach.

Interest rate generator,
following stochastically model
(Merton, Vasicek, Cox
Inghersoll Ross, Ornstein Uhlenbeck).

X

X

Yes

X

X

X

No

Cashflow
matching
rather than
simple
discounted
mean term
on value of
book.

5

Hardly ever Interest rate
off-balance
swaps.
instruments
are used to
manage
interest rate
mismatches.

X

X

4

Considering ALM
scenario based
models, through
effective durations.

N/A – cashflow
matching.

Yes

Swaps,
inflation
index-linked
bonds.

Swaptions in
with-profit
funds
Inflation
swaps for
annuities.

Yes

Prices obtained from Yes
issuing bank. Checks
carried out to ensure
continuing protection v
liability movements
(GAOs).

Swap curves and volatilities
from banks to value optionality
in insurance liabilities.
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II – Credit Risk (Life Insurance)
Section D

1
Do any such If yes, who is
entities that responsible
have
for managing
significant the position?
interest rate
risk
exposures
actively
manage
these
exposures?
Comments?

Austria

Yes. Rating
structure is
reported and
monitored.

Belgium

Yes. Credit We observe the
risk present same
in mortgages, organisation
reinsurance than for the
contracts and interest rate
risk but the
corporate
rules are more
bonds.
precisely
Managers
defined. The
follow
role of the
guidelines
which limits asset manager
investments and of the ALM
possibilities committee is
more active for
in terms of
that risk.
rating
(Standard &
Poors,
Moody) or in
term of credit
risk capital.
Most of the
companies
define
measures by
asset class
and also
investment

2

3

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking ALM models
(and if so error type that include
what sort limits
projection
of VaR)
forwards in
time of the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

Individual
credit
exposure
limits

Limits on
sector/ind
ustry
groupings

Minimum
acceptable
rating for any
security
and/or for the
average credit
rating for the
portfolio as a
whole

Front office
monitored by
risk
management in
back office.

X

X

X

X

If the limits
are set
Other (please primarily by
specify)
reference to
sector/indust
ry groups,
how are
limits
typically
framed if the
entity can be
both long
and short
credits in the
same sector?
X
Rating
structure
Commitment to shows percent
of assets in
a certain
strategic rating each rating
structure of the class.
portfolio.
Insurers are of N/A
course
submitted to
general rules
concerning the
diversification
(eg max 5% of
investment for
one issuer).
Moreover,
guidelines
forbid too
important
investments in
a unique
company
(actions and
bonds included
together)+limits
on maturity
related to
ranking eg:
AAA = 10
years
maximum; B+
= 3 years
maximum.
Limits are also

How is the priority status If limits are
of each instrument
dependent on
(within an individual
credit rating, how
issuer’s capital structure) are credit ratings
taken into account, if at typically
all? In particular, if the
assessed? If
entity can hold both the ratings agencies
equity and the debt of a are used, what
company, is there an
approaches are
attempt to aggregate
adopted for
such exposures, or is
unrated
each handled separately? entities/instrumen
ts?

4
Are off-balance sheet
instruments, like credit
derivatives, commonly
used to manage credit
risk? Comments?

If yes, what sorts of
instruments are the
most prevalent and
how are they valued
?

Each is handled separately. Rating by agencies. No
No adoption of
unrated entities.

For some companies, limits
are combined : not more
than x% of our investment
in a unique corporate,
actions and bonds
included. But a lot of
companies are not yet
advanced that far.

Ratings agencies No. More in bank sector
are used. If
than in insurance sector
entities/instruments (some exceptions).
are unrated,
guidelines normally
forbid any
investment.
However,
investment
committee can
discuss opportunity
to invest in unrated
instruments if it
have specific
information.
Ratings agencies
are not consulted to
achieve the rating
of specific
instruments or
entities.
Other
limits are defined
for unrated
entities/instrument.
Some companies
define a rating by
default (eg BBB).
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1

Czech
Republic

France

Germany

limits.
Reinsurance
is often not
included in
the
classification.
Yes. Banks Credit risk
do not have management
section.
model that
would
integrate all
credit risk
(due to
variety of the
risks).
It depends on Investment
the meaning Director.
of actively.
The most
significant
credit risk is
the risk on
reinsurers
which is not
addressed in
this section.
The risk on
bond issuers
is typically
low because
Life
companies
usually invest
heavily in
Government
bonds, and
would not
accept
ratings lower
than A.
Yes. Credit Typically, the
management of
Risk is
the position is
typically
done by the
found in
asset
corporate
management
bonds,
controlling
mortgages
department in
and
reinsurance connection with
the CFO.
contracts.
Managers
follow
guidelines

2

3

4

important.
No projection.

X

X

X

X

Attempt to aggregate.

External rating
Rarely, credit default
agency, if the rating swaps.
is available.
Scoring system for
Internal rating in
place - based on
business data and
others soft factors.

It is not frequent that a Life
insurer holds both equity
and debt of the same
issuer. Such situations are
specific and are addressed
specifically according to
their own circumstances.

No
Rating agencies.
Unrated entities or
instruments would
not be accepted.

X

X

X

X

X

X

There are
generally no
specific sector
limits.

No.
There is no priority status. For credit rating
The exposures in different assessment
asset classes are managed generally rating
separately, but there is also agencies are used.
a supervisory controlling on An internal rating
the aggregated exposure system exists for
unrated
on equity and debt.
instruments.

This is not typical in
the insurance sector.
Exceptions exist.
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1

Greece

which limit
the
possibilities
of investment
in terms of
ratings.
These ratings
are either
external
ratings by
rating
agencies
(S&P,
Moody’s,
Fitch, etc.) or
internal
ratings.
There are
limits set by
the regulator
for certain
asset classes
and the
amount of
exposure to a
single issuer.
Some
companies
define
measures by
asset class,
industry
sector and
regions. Very
few
companies
manage the
credit risk
also by
setting the
amount of
risk capital.
Definitely
less active
management
than not.

2

3

Most of the
above appear
to be in use.
Asset
management
companies
seem to favor
VaR, tracking
error, individual
credit exposure
limits, rating
agencies.

Rating agencies
are the rule and
unrated entities are
normally avoided.

4

Credit derivatives are
CDO, CDS.
used by asset
management companies
and by some mutual
funds and very little or
not at all by others.
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1

2

3

4

Individual
credit limits
and minimum
acceptable
ratings are also
used by
insurers
(whose
investments
are subject to
legal
constraints
anyway).
Hungary

No

Ireland

Yes. Main
Limits on debt
investments
exposures
are in respect handled by
Investment and
of
counterparty credit
limits on debt committees,
investments reinsurance
covered by
and
reinsurance. actuarial
departments.
Netherlands Yes
Generally a
separate credit
risk
department.

Portugal

Yes. Through The investment
tracking error department.
type limits,
individual
position
limits, sector
limits.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Not aware of
any short
credit
positions.

Usually considered
separately.

Rating agencies.

No

Generally separate.

If possible rating
No
agencies – for
unrated
instruments
companies typically
develop their own
rating systems (or
buy standard
software); for
instance for rating
mortages.
Typically, due Those exposures are
As a rule, rating
No
to the life
usually handled separately. agencies
insurance
classifications are
companies’
used. Unrated
long term
entities/instruments
investment
require a much
horizon, long
deeper analysis of
term credit
the financial
ratings prevail
strength of the
over short
issuer and of the
term
characteristics of
indicators.
the financial
Nevertheless,
instrument.
short credits,
when
available, are
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1

2

3

4

used together
with long
credits in
order to fully
assess the
default risk
profile of an
entity.
Spain

Yes

The ALM
department and
the Asset
Manager.

Sweden

Yes

CIO

Switzerland

Yes

CFO

U.K.

Yes. Actively Credit risk
matched for committee.
annuity
company,ma
naged less
actively for
non-profit.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Limits are fixed
by our parent
company for
each issuer. In
terms of credit
modelling,
limits are fixed
by rating and
evolve over
time through
transition
matrixes. If a
bond is
downgraded to
BBB, the
model sells the
bond and
reinvests in a
AA bond
assuming a
loss.

Limits are set at an ultimate We take the ratings
stakeholder level only for from Moodys and
fixed maturities assets and S&P at an issue
depend also on the rating level and then
make an average
(the lower the rating, the
at an ultimate
lower the limit.
stakeholder level.
Non rated bonds
are unmaterial.

No. Credit derivatives are Credit default swaps,
valued by our Asset
not commonly used in
our company. However manager and the
we have some in order to counterparty.
assess credit exposure
without having to sell
assets.

Both.

Yes. Practices vary
amongst companies.

Rating agencies.

CDS, if applicable.

No
There is no
There is no
For risk evaluation the
generally rule. whole position is taken into generally rule.
It depends on account.
rating, regions
etc.
Aggregate exposures
N/A – individual
No
across equity and debt are exposure limits
used.
reported, also taking into
account companies within a For other purposes,
Group. There is currently e.g. applying stress
no specific adjustment or and scenario tests,
we look at the
allowance for differing
worst credit rating
priority statuses.
and make our own
assessments of
unrated entities.
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III – Market Risk (Life Insurance)

Austria

Yes. Market
exposures are
handled separately,
but correlation
matrices are
additionally used.

Risk
Managem
ent Back
Office.

On an individual
base and on the
base of indices.

Belgium

Most of the time
The ALM
committee
interest rate and
for the
credit risks are
managed separately long and
medium
and treated at a
wider level after as a term
global market risk. It managem
depends on the risk ent and
management type: in the asset
manager
a bottom – up
approach, it could be for the day
viewed as handled to day
managem
separately at the
ent of the
interest rate and
position.
credit risk entities
level (it implies that
the structure is big
enough to have this
kind of separated
entities) and
aggregated after; in

ALM committee
determines long
term strategic
asset allocation
and might
decide on short
term tactical
deviation within
bandwidth
(including
percentages,
ratings, …).
These tactical
decisions are
given to the
asset manager
doing the
specific stock
picking.

4

5

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking
(and if
error type
so what limits
sort of
VaR)

“Style”
Other (please
limits, e.g. specify)
extent to
which a
portfolio is
exposed to
“growth”
versus
“value”
types of
securities

How are
exposures
involving options
or option-like
instruments
valued and
managed?

6

7

Are off-balance Are market
sheet
exposures
instruments
generally
used to
marked-tomanage
market?
market risk? If
Yes, what
sorts of offbalance sheet
instruments
are the most
prevalent?

ALM
models that
include
projection
forwards in
time of the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

Individual
market/
region/
sector/
stock limits

X

X

X

External quotes Yes. Options. Yes
and market
values plus
internal
valuation (in
addition).

X

X

X

Marked-toNo with some Yes
market approach exceptions.
is used for ALM
purpose, but we
indicate that
Belgian
regulation allows
the use of
derivatives only
to cover asset
risk and than the
regulatory and
book value is the
acquisition cost.
The
management of
the exposure
involving options
has to take into
account these
constraints.

8
If yes, where what
What use if any is made of asset/liability
sources are generally management tools, e.g.
used for market
reference prices?
How do they mark-tomarket instruments
involving option-like
characteristics?

Counterparty
quotes, broker
information,
Informations
provider like
Bloomberg &
Reuters.
The market for
equity options is
fairly liquid. So
estimates for
volatilitiesand
dividends on most
timescales are
“traded”. Therefore
internal valuation
models are in use.
Traditional media
(Bloomberg,
financial press) are
used for publicly
quoted asset. But
insurers usually
have significant
amount of
unquoted asset.
For example, for
real estate, there is
no objective and
precise reference,
the asset manager
uses different kind
of information
(index, …).

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Description

3
How is stock
specific risk
within equity
portfolios
managed?

Efficient frontier
analysis

How do you
distinguish
between
passive and
active market
risk (beta and
tracking
error)?

Asset/liability
projections

2
If yes, who
is
responsible
for
managing
the
position?

Cash flow matching

1
Do such entities
typically view interest
rate and credit risk as
merely sub-sets of a
wider “market” risk, or
are “market”
exposures (e.g.
mismatches between
the
equity/property/bond
exposures underlying
the assets and
liabilities) handled
separately?

Duration matching

Section D
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1

Czech
Republic

France

a top – down
approach, with DFA
models for example,
the financial risks
treatment (such as
interest rate and
credit risks) is more
global.
Interest & equity risk
typically considered
as subsets of the
market risk, credit or
currency risks might
be assessed
separately.

2

Risk
managem
ent, asset
managem
ent, ALM.

3

Portion of the
stock is not
significant in the
asset portfolios.
Usually no other
risk
management
tool than
maintaining the
regulatory
requirement,
which limits the
maximum
exposure
(maximum 10%
of the reserves
in stocks, and no
more than 5% of
the reserves in
one particular
stock). In some
companies lower
limits to
individual
positions.
Yes. The liabilities of Investment Typically the In most
passive risk is companies it is
a Life insurer can be director.
not managed on
managed
matched by fixed
an actuarial or
through a
interest assets:
quantitative
restrictive
bonds, loans,
allocation to basis.
deposits. Therefore,
classes
equities and property
deemed risky
are only
(equities and
diversification assets
property).
aiming at improving
the global
performance of the
portfolio, but within
the strict limits of an
exposure that does
not impair the ability
to meet the interest
rate guarantee
included in the
contracts.

4

X

X

5

X

Generally, the Options are
total VaR limit
marked to
for trading
market
portfolios are
(potentially
set. This limit is hedge
split into
accounting
sensitivity
applies).
(PVBP, delta)
limits consistent
with it. For
stocks individual
delta limits are
used as well.
For banking
book, ALM
models which
measure
sensitivity of net
interest income
on market
interest rates are
used.

X
Usually the
investment
director
proposes a
policy according
to his analysis of
the market and
the degree of
aggressiveness
compatible with
this analysis.

6

FOREX
operations,
Cross
currency
swaps,
options.

7

Yes

No
N/A: generally Such
speaking options instruments
are used only
or option-like
instruments are to address
not used by Life specific
situations.
companies.

8

Reuters,
Bloomberg
Internal valuation
engines – standard
models.

X

X

X

X

Life insurers
liabilities are
very long
term
commitments;
therefore they
try to
purchase
bonds the
term of which
is as close as
possible to
the term of
their
contracts.
However,
they need to
keep
sufficient
cash to pay
out benefits
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
of expiring
contracts.
ALM models
help to
measure over
future years
the mismatch
between
bonds and
contracts
maturities,
and to assess
the
associated
risk on
reinvestment.

Germany

Yes. Most
companies consider
the interest rate risk
and credit risk for
fixed income
investments as subsets of the wider
market risk, which
also includes the
volatility risks of
equities and real
estate investments.

Managem The passive The stock
ent of this market risk is specific risk is
position is typically
managed by
depending managed by VaR analysis.
on the
the Assetorganisatio Liabilitynal
Committee by
structure. the
Very often determination
an Asset– of the mid
Liability- and long term
Committee strategic
is
asset
responsibl allocation and
e for all
the setting of
type of
bandwidths
market
for short term
risks. Also tactical
very
deviations.
typically, These
the CFO of strategic
the
decisions are
company given to the
is
asset
responsibl managers
e for
responsible
market
for the
risks,
specific
especially investments.
on a daily
supervisio
n function.
Installation
of a chief
risk officer
(CRO) has
been rare
in the past.

X

X

X

X

Comment: The
most universal
investment
principle in
German
insurance is to
use the
diversification
benefit of
different
investment
classes, and not
special style
strategies.

The regulatory All kinds of
authorities admit derivatives for
hedging
derivative
positions only for purposes,
futures, puts,
hedging
etc.
purposes and
not for creating
overperformanc
e. The book
value is the
acquisition cost,
and for internal
management
purposes all kind
of modern option
ALM models are pricing theories
typically used for and systems
the interest rate including
component of
simulation
the market risk, approaches are
but in more
used for the
advanced
mark-to-market
approaches also valuation of
equities and real derivatives.
estate are
included in such
models.

The answer
depends on the
purpose of
valuation. In the
balance sheet there
are typically book
values, which are
valued at historical
costs. For internal
management
purposes the
market exposures
are valued on a
mark-to-market
basis. The sources
for market
reference prices
are Bloomberg,
Reuters,etc.

X

X

X

X
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1

2

Greece

3
According to
client's specific
risk profile.
Tracking error is
used.

Hungary

Yes

ALCO for
guarantee
d products,
investment
manager
for nonguarantee
d products.

Ireland

Overlap between
Investment Limits set for Stock
tracking error. concentration
market and interest s and
actuarial.
limits.
rate risk.

Netherlands Yes. Companies
realize the two are
linked but generally
set up separate
market and credit
risk departments.
Portugal
No
The
investment
departmen
t.

Spain

Yes

Sweden

No

The
Mitigation
distinction lies through a
upon the
thorough
difference
diversification
process and by
between
proactive and means of
research of the
reactive
management, best papers.
between
anticipation
and
correction.
The ALM
The Asset
departmen
Manager makes
t.
this role.
Actively.

Switzerland Yes

CFO

U.K.

Asset
Liability
managem
ent
committee.

Yes. Market value
risk is handled
separately. We
assess falls in
equity/property

Limits and
economic capital
calculations.

Using
statistical
evaluations.
See answer
to Q3.

Using
diversification.
There are limits
on how far the
investment
managers can
deviate from a

4
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Options are
No
marked to
market.
Managed to
provide put
protection or to
hedge product
offerings
The larger
companies mark
the exposure to
market and use
EC models.

X

The Asset
Manager makes
this role.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

7

8

Mark to market. Derivatives.

X

X

X

5
X

X

By scenarios,
stochastic
methods.
Option
valuations
obtained from
banks.
Investment

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Larger companies
mark to market the
exposure – the
smaller ones don’t.

X

X

X

Stock market
derivatives are
always marked-tomarket; OTC
derivatives only
very rarely are
marked-to-market.

X

X

X

Yes in
case of
nonguarantee
d products,
no in case
of
guarantee
d products.
Yes
Exchange prices
for traded options.

No

No

No

No

X

X

X

Yes, swaps.

Yes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Yes
No general
rule, there are
seldom used.
No
Yes

Using market
equivalent financial
instruments.
Banks provide
prices.

Used to
identify
mismatch
scenarios,
evaluate
strategies
and assess
the potential
losses
involved with
market risks.
X
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1
values separately,
but consider interest
rate movements and
bond values
together. We view
interest rates and
equity/property
exposures as subsets of market risk
category. Credit risk
is assessed
separately from
market risk, although
in our stochastic
asset models, these
elements are
integrated.

2

3
benchmark
index and limits
on the maximum
amount
overweight on
individual
stocks.

4

5

6

7

8

managers have
delegated power
to manage
options in equity
portfolios.

annuity
business.
Asset/liability
projections
used for withprofits.
Efficient
frontier
analysis used
to select
equities by
region in withprofits funds.
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IV – Concentration/Group Risk (Life Insurance)
Section D

How is concentration risk measured as regards to:
Concentration of reinsurance contracts with a Intra-group transactions and positions within Extra-group transactions and positions
Other relations
particular re-insurer
a financial conglomerate
between a company or a group of companies
and a particular client

Austria

On an individual basis.

Belgium

Each case is treated separately and most of the time,
There is no particular measure for the concentration risk There is no specific measure of the risk. The total
related to reinsurance. Some companies have only one exposure has to be valued and has to be communicated there is an a posteriori management of the risk.
to the Control Authorities (BFIC).
re-insurer.
Correlations in models applied.

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Minor issue as far as life insurers are usually reinsured
only for death risk, which is a short term and a short tail
risk.
There is a maximum percentage of total investments
from one issuer, set by the regulator. Some companies
have also internal limits for issuers or sectors. In
general, only a few companies use a limit system for
names according to insurance contracts, corporate
bonds and equities.

On an individual basis.

Specific to each of the few groups that are concerned.

N/A: such situations are very specific.

There are no special measures for this type of risk. The
intra-group transactions have to be communicated to the
regulator.

There is no particular measure for the concentration risk
related to reinsurance companies. Some companies set
internal exposure limits for certain reinsurance
companies or limits for certain rating categories of
reinsurer.
Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Not much attention given to these aspects.

Netherlands

Generally not measured; companies generally transact
with several different high rated reinsurers to limit the
risk.
Nor really dealt with.

Portugal

Spain
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Sweden

Not measured (but considered).

Switzerland

By diversification, law restriction for Insurers and
Pension Funds.

Reinsurers ranking.

By diversification, law restriction for Insurers and
Pension Funds.

U.K.

Split of Actuarial liabilities reinsured by re-insurer.

Schedules are maintained of loans, guarantees and
balances to identify concentrations.

Schedules are maintained of all loans, guarantees and
balances to identify concentrations.
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V – Liquidity Risk (Life Insurance)
Section D

1
How do any such entities manage
their liquidity risk?

Comments:

If yes, who is responsible for
managing the position?

How is liquidity risk quantified?

Austria

Actively

Deemed to be very low.

Back Office.

Cash Flow projections based on DFA.

Belgium

Actively

Many companies have defined rules to qualify
an asset as “illiquid”. But the companies have
not included the liquidity risk as such in their
model.

Czech Republic

Not considered for significant.

See above.
In general, the CRO should define a limit
framework for the use of the total risk capital.
This global limit on risk capital is subdivided
into risk capital according the type. Applied in
particular to liquidity risk, since most of the
Belgian insurance companies do not have a
model for liquidity risk, no limit setting has be
done for the liquidity risk for this particular risk.
Treasury.

France

Passively

Germany

Actively

The main liquidity risk faced by Life insurers is
the risk that a sudden and sharp rise in
interest rates entails a massive wave of
surrenders by policyholders whose interest
would be to reinvest in new products to take
advantage of the new rates.
It is managed passively to the extent that no
company has taken any step to reduce the
exposure, nor developed an accurate model
for measuring the risk.
The only possible step to reduce this liquidity
risk would be to apply a penalty on surrender
values, but it would be a suicide on a
marketplace where media and advisers highly
praise the liquidity of Life insurance contracts.
As for the liquidity of the assets, the risk is
mitigated by the high proportion of
Government bonds.
The regulator defines rules to quantify assets Typically the CFO is responsible for managing
as “liquid” and “illiquid”. There are guidelines the liquidity risk position.
concerning the amount of liquid assets a
company must have in place to always provide
liquidity. Most companies also manage the
liquidity risk by detailed portfolio and payout
projections, which are also required by the
regulator to prove the liquidity possibilities of
the company.

2
How are interactions between
liquidity, interest rate, credit and
market risk allowed for in this
quantification?
They are assumed to be independent.
Insurance companies are measuring
interaction between the risk factor included
in their risk model by using the variancecovariance matrix.

Currently the potential magnitude of the
risk is assessed through stress tests
prescribed by the supervisory authority
(CCA). Experience proves that
policyholders do not shift to another
vehicle as soon as it would be profitable to
them. An accurate model for measuring
the risk would model the actual behaviour
of policyholders.

Liquidity and interest rate risks are
prevalent for Life insurers and, usually, the
interactions with other risks are not taken
into account.

The liquidity risk is – as opposed to the
banking sector – not really material in the
insurance sector since the regulatory
requirements are very strict. Therefore the
liquidity risk is not valued by models. An
exception is the liquidity risk arising from
the cancellation of life insurance contracts
following an increase in the interest rate.
But this risk is already covered within the
interest rate risk.

The interactions between interest rate,
credit, equity and real estate risks are
considered via the correlations between
these asset classes. The underlying
correlation coefficients are either
measured by histories of benchmarks or
given by expert opinion.
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Greece

There is little strict quantification of the liquidity
risk and even less allowance for the
interactions with other risks. There are
nonetheless efforts to concentrate on
reasonably liquid assets. Some entities (e.g.,
insurers) are subject to legal liquidity
safeguards (passive management).

Hungary

Actively

ACLO for guaranteed products, investment
manager for non-guaranteed products.

Ireland

NOT CONSIDERED A MATERIAL RISK

Netherlands

Passively

Portugal

Actively

Spain

Passively

Sweden

Actively

Switzerland

Actively

For retail business not a big issue.

U.K.

Actively

Short-term cashflow requirements are
Treasury function on a day-to-day basis.
identified / monitored and net positive
Capital management committee has oversight.
cashflows, cash or marketable assets realised
to meet them.
Shareholder fund cash can be moved around
the Group of companies as required and other
contingency arrangements are in place.

Generally not assessed in detail. Some have
general targets with respect to the minimum
amount of liquid assets.
The investment department.

40% of investments are invested in very liquid
assets, so no further liquidity is necessary,
especially taking into account the fine tuned
predictions we have with projection systems.

Mismatch between the timing of asset and Not considered.
liability cash-flows.

Generally not done; some use lapse
sensitivity on projected cash flows.

Generally through a variance-covariance
matrix.

Through scenario based models and
analysis of liquidity gaps.

Through definition of correlations between
the different risks.

Not quantified.

Treasury.

Corresponding manager in the financial
department.

By term structure.

General Insurers, Banks, Life Insurers tries
to treat products market to market.

Typically not quantified, apart from stress N/A
and scenario tests around losses incurred
from sale of assets to meet mass
surrenders. This is seen as an area that is
best managed through systems and
controls and investment policy rather than
by holding capital.
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VI – Operational Risk (Life Insurance)
Section D

1
How do any such
Comments:
entities manage their
Operational risk?

Austria

Actively, Passively

Belgium

2

3

If yes, who is responsible Have such entities found it practical to
How are interactions
for managing the
quantify (in a mathematical sense)
between operational,
position?
operational risk, or do the approaches (if liquidity, interest rate,
any) typically taken to manage this risk
credit and market risk
rely merely on identification, assessment allowed for?
of the ones that are likely cause significant
problems (and then expenditure of effort
to reduce the occurrences of operational
failures)?

To what extent are such entities exposed to
Legal risk, i.e. the risk either that:

How do such entities
manage this type of risk?

A contract the entity has entered into is
interpreted in an unexpected manner either by
Courts or by regulators or other organisations
that influence such interpretations, or
The entity needs to treat the contract as having
a different legal meaning to what it originally
expected, because of the reputational impact of
doing otherwise?
In Austria this risk is considered as low.

Group Risk Management,
Internal Auditors.
With Bâle II, the banking CRO and normally it should
sector has directives
be followed by the internal
concerning the
auditor.
operational risk that will
be probably partially
followed by the insurance
sector. Entities can adopt
a basic, a standardized
or an advanced
measurement (AMA)
approach. The first two
approaches are more
passive and the third is
more complex and could
lead to an evaluation or
an improvement of some
business lines such as in
the quality management.

So far a mixture of mathematical
assessments and judgmental estimate.
There is no general practice but an example
of model is the following : for each type of
identified operational risk the company
defined two factors, one related to the
frequency of the risk and the second one to
the intensity of the risk.
For each risk, the two factors are multiplied
and all results are cumulated.

On an aggregated view,
scenario based.
Belgian insurers are exposed to Legal risk as the
Insurance companies are
other insurers. This risk is more managed and
measuring interaction
evaluated by the non-life insurers.
between the risk factor
included in their risk model
by using the variancecovariance matrix.
In practice, correlation of
operational risk with other
risk is less easy to measure
than other interaction.

Each type of risk is
N/A
managed separately and
in a rather routine based
way. There is no global,
quantified and organised
management of
operational risks.

No systematic quantification.

N/A

The evolution of the risk is
followed by the CRO.

Czech Republic Not yet.
France

Germany

Passively

Actively

The operational risks
within insurance
companies are typically
managed by guidelines

The responsibility for the
operational risks is
decentralised organised at
the corresponding

Life insurers face mainly two legal risks:
(a) In relation to unit-linked contracts, several
courts have ruled that the insurer had not provided
sufficient information on the risks associated with
the underlying OEIC.
(b) In relation with Euro contracts, Life insurers
have been condemned on the ground that their
salesman or their tied agent had presented for
guaranteed projected benefits that were mere
assumptions.
The quantification of operational risks makes In the German proposal of a Only on a very limited way since the legislation is
standard model for Solvency not like in the US.
sense and is also required by law (see
above). This is done mainly by expert opinion. II the operational risks are
uncorrelated to all other

As for risk (a), they revisit
the wording of their policies
and the documentation
provided at the time of the
sale.
As for risk (b), it is through
education and monitoring of
the distribution network.
This type of risk is managed
case by case.
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1

Greece

Hungary

Actively

Ireland

Actively

Netherlands

2

and breakdown plans.
But the quantification of operational risks in a
departments, e.g. IT risks
Only few companies,
unique way with underlying models to a
are dealt with in the IT
especially the ones within department. But the single certain default probability is quite difficult,
financial conglomerates, operational risks have to be since company data bases for such risks
use already a
have not been established.. Only very few
quantified and have to be
standardized or an
companies already have systems for the
collected to a single risk
advanced measurement report to the board, which is valuation of operational risks in place.
approach in the sense of required by the German law
the Basel II accord for the for controlling and
In the German proposal of a standard model
banking sector.
transparency of corporations for Solvency II the operational risk is included
(KonTraG). This centralised via a type of basic approach in the sense of
the Basel II accord, the operational risks as a
risk report is built by a
percentage of written premiums.
central unit, typically the
controlling department.
Operational risk is
There is no mathematical formulation of most
managed relatively
operational risks and management is limited
actively, mainly through
to risk identification and to ad hoc efforts to
iternal auditing/control
reduce the effects.
procedures and data
protection safeguards.
Operations manager and
Quantification methodology is under
development in some cases, mostly the latter
internal auditor.
is applied in practice.
Risk managers/business
Not mathematical.
managers.

Some companies are
fairly active and have
separate OR
departments. Generally
companies seem fairly
passive.

Portugal

Passively

Spain

Passively

Sweden

Actively

Switzerland

Actively

Mix: quantification is difficult although some
are using databases with historic events.
Most companies do not quantify the risk.

3
risks.

Again no formal allowance Exposure to legal risk appears to be relatively
for the interactions, only ad limited.
hoc practical steps for the
more obvious
interrelationships.
Not considered.

Mainly Life insurers may be exposed, but no
material claim is known up to now.

Nothing explicit.

Difficult to say other than the risk exists.

Variance-covariance matrix. Large ! Recently, problems arose with respect to
products sold in the past: some companies are now
being sued claiming to have misled their clients and
insufficiently informed them about the risks
embedded in the contracts.

Typically, operational risk is dealt with in a
very basic, non quantitative, way. It relies
merely on the identification of the risk factors.

Yearly study of
Each process unit.
processes performed by
Internal Audit.
Operational risk derived
from this study.
Varying practices.
CRO (if there is any).

Corresponding manager in
the financial department.

Operational risk manager
function, cautious sales
practice.
Probably little done on this
other than companies
operate their business on
the basis they wrote it.

In non-life insurance business the problems arising
from litigacy typically have a greater impact than in
the life branch. Still, the mentioned reputational
side of the operational risk, failing to comply with
expectations, may be very important in life
business, particularly in some organizations.
This risk is estimated as not material, taking into
account the control and the approval processes for
contracts.

The approach is mainly based on
identification and assessment.

No interactions modelled.

Mostly assessement. Sometimes expected
shortfall.

If at all considered, through To large extent, in both cases.
assumed correlation matrix.

Quantification in a mathematical sense is
seldom.

No general rule.

No general rule.

Usually, there is no
systematic and quantifiable
methodology to address this
type of risk.

Product approval process,
involvement of risk
management and legal
department in contract
design.
Appropriate
procedures/checks in
contract writing;
communication towards
policyholders.
No general rule.
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1
U.K.

Actively

Extent depends on type
of risk.

2
Various business managers
are identified as the owners
of specific operational risks
relating to the mega and
major processes that they
manage. The Risk and
Governance Committee has
oversight of this risk
management.

An attempt to quantify has been carried out
using a frequency-severity type simulation.
The most significant practical problem is the
lack of available data. Business managers
have been asked to provide estimates of
probabilities of occurrence and an estimated
range of losses if the event occurs. The
discussion process is a very useful exercise.

3
It is recognised that some Mis-selling risk or potential compensation due to
customers not being “treated fairly” has been a
operational risk events
increase the other risks and significant issue for life insurance. Products can be
complex and difficult for many customers to
typically manifest
understand. There are a number of interacting
themselves as drivers of
risks that impact the performance of the policy that
other risks. These
literature needs to spell out carefully.
operational risks are
therefore implicitly dealt with
in other risk categories. For
other “stand-alone”
operational risks,
correlations with other risks
are recognised when
considering the aggregate
risk exposures. For
example, mis-selling risk
tends to be triggered when
market risk has affected the
performance of a policy in a
way that the customer did
not expect and therefore will
tend to complain about.

Very careful wording of
policy literature. Very tight
sales procedures – know
the customer etc.
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VII – The use of internal vs external modelling of risks (Life Insurance)
Section D

1
Are such entities typically
If yes, who is responsible for the
developing internal models to design and implementation of
measure and manage their
these models?
risk exposures, or do they
rely (to the extent that it is
relevant) on externally set
parameters, e.g. ones set by
the regulator?

2
If internal risk models are being used or developed, what do they
Comments:
typically cover?
Interest
Credit risk Market risk Liquidity risk Operational Insurance
risk
risk
risk

Austria

Internal models are already in use in Group Risk Management, Actuaries,
Asset Management.
larger Austrian insurance
companies.

X

Belgium

Yes

It depends on the insurance undertaking
: it can be the ALM department, the Risk
Management department, the actuarial
and risk department, …

X

X

X

Czech Republic Few entities have internal models.

Risk management.

X

X

X

France

No, but for ALM models.

ALM models are usually designed and
implemented under Finance Director’s
responsibility, but it may happen that it
is under Investment Director’s.

X

X

X

Germany

There is no clear answer; this varies
from company to company. Some
companies have developed
sophisticated internal models, some
are developing, some rely on the
German proposal of a standard
approach for Solvency I and others
rely on models from rating agencies.

Typically, the risk management
department is responsible for the design
and implementation of internal models
in coordination with the actuaries, the
finance department and the reinsurance
department. Standardized models with
given risk factors are most commonly
used by the controlling department.

X

X

X

Greece

To date, external modelling (mainly
in the form of regulation) was the
rule, but some work has begun on
entity-specific models. In most
cases, the entities themselves
appear to be designing the models.

X

X

X

X

We consider the risk of
surrender as an insurance
risk.

X

X

How are the interactions
between the different types
typically allowed for?

Some models are based on a Risk
Based Capital approach, they
assume independence of the risk
factors and apply a correlation matrix
afterwards. Others try to map the
company’s cash flows in the model
as realistic as possible, with all
known interactions.
In general, the insurance
undertakings use the variancecovariance matrix.
Using correlations.

X

X

As mentioned above ALM
models do not address
accurately the liquidity risk
linked to possible massive
surrenders.
Some companies also try to
cover the operational risks
with more advanced
models.

In general the interactions between
the different risk types are
considered via the correlations
between these risk types. The
underlying correlation coefficients
are either measured by histories of
benchmarks or given by expert
opinion. Only very few companies
have adopted the copula approach
for measuring the diversification.
Interest risk and operational No allowance.
risk seem to be in the
forefront of current internal
model design.
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1
Hungary

No

Ireland

Regulatory PRINCIPLES apply in
the main – no development work on
models at the moment.

Netherlands

2

In case of few exceptions the ALCO.

X

X

X

X

Yes

Those that quantify risk typically use
internal models.

X

X

X

X

X

Portugal

Yes

ALM Committees, Investment
Departments, Actuarial Departments or
joint task-forces of the previous.

X

X

X

X

X

Spain

Yes

Risk Management Department (which
includes ALM and Corporate Actuarial
departments).

X

X

X

Sweden

Yes

It varies depending on the type of risk
and the size/organisation of the
company in question.

X

Switzerland

No

U.K.

Yes, we are developing internal
models.

An internal Actuarial Technical
Committee, with input from external
advisers.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Varies greatly – also refer to Matrices.
(1).

Through the definition of correlations
between the different risks.

The model has been
developed internally with an
external actuarial projection
system tool.

Assets interact with liabilities. Asset
performance interacts with interest
rates, market and credit risk. Liability
interact with growth and inflation.
For example, assumed correlation
matrix.

The principle use of the
model is to set risk based
capital requirements.
Operational risk capital is
assessed outside the
model. Liquidity risk is not
considered to be a
significant issue for life
insurers invested in
marketable assets.
Liquidity risk is managed by
systems and controls and
investment strategy rather
than by holding capital.

An economic scenario generator is
used which correlates interest rates,
defaults, changes in credit spreads,
market value movements
.
Insurance risk is treated as
independent except for persistency
risk and take-up of options and
guarantees which is linked to the
economic scenario (e.g. the in-themoneyness of options).
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VIII – Regulatory Constraints (Life Insurance)
Section D

1
Are there
minimum
solvency
requirements
in your
member
state
required for
this sort of
entity, other
than those
required by
the EU.

Austria

No

Belgium

Yes

2

If yes, how are these minimum solvency requirements
How are assets valued in these regulatory rules? Tests?
imposed?
Required
Required by Required by Other
Please
Market Book
Amortise A
Some
Market
by law
the
actuarial
(please
indicate and Value Value
d Book
combinatio form of value for
Regulator / profession specify) describe
(original Value
n of the
actuarial the
Insurance
the nature
cost)
above
value
“trading
Supervisory
of these
(please
(please book”,
Board
requiremen
specify)
describe book
ts
formula) value for
the
“bank
book”

X

X
There are
stress tests
foreseen in
the
communicat
ion D.231 of
the BFIC
(30/04/2004
). The aim
is to assess
if the
insurance
undertakings
can face a
decrease of
25% of the
shares, a
decrease of

Strict
formula. See
communicati
on D.231
and its
appendixes.

X

X

X
Assets are
in general
valued at
the
lowest
price
they ever
had.

3
Are there
rules imposed
by the
Is there
Regulator/Ins
special
urance
guidance
applicable Supervisory
if interest Board on
investment
rates are
particularly strategies?
low?

Maximum
in any
one type
of asset

Yes

X

In life
Yes
assurance,
the
insurance
undertakings
are forced
to
constitute a
complement
ary provision
to face the
interest rate
risk (see
article 31 §
3 of the
Royal
Decree of 14
November
2003

X

No

4

If Yes, please indicate the general form of these constraints:
Minimum Use of
in
options
“safe”
assets
(what
then is
defined
as
“safe”)

X

% in nonlocal
currencies

Are assets
and
liabilities
Maximum in Other
any one
(Describe) valued
consistentl
firm /
y for
situation
financial
reporting
purposes?

X

Yes

X

X
Yes
General
principles
are defined
in article
10 of the
Royal
Decree of
22
February
1991 (limit
of
concentrati
on,
diversificat
ion, …).

5

If Yes, how Who is
is this
responsibl
consistency e for
achieved?
managing
Please
the
indicate if
mismatch
this varies in the
by type of
companies
fund, if an in your
entity can
country?
have several
sub-funds
(e.g. for
insurance
between
unit-linked
and nonlinked)
Both assets Risk
and
Manageme
liabilities are nt Back
Office,
valued (at
Group Risk
least the
majority of Manager.
them) by
book value.
Reserves
have to be
calculated
using the
guaranteed
interest
rate. Assets
are in
general
valued at the
lowest price
they ever
had.
In class III of The
the Third
manageme
Life
nt of the
insurance
Directive,
undertakin
the assets
gs is the
and the
liabilities are first
responsible
market
valued; for for the
manageme
the other
classes, the nt of this
risk.
assets and
the liabilities However,
are at book the
value or at supervisory
authority
amortised
book value. (BFIC)
asks the
auditor and
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1

2

15% of the
real estates,
a decrease
of 5% of the
state and
corporate
bonds, and a
decrease of
50% of the
receivables.

No
Czech
Republic

France

No

3

4

concerning
life
assurance).

Advised
approach.
Generally,
strict
formula
(standardize
d
methodology
) is used. In
some banks
the internal
model for
risks of
trading book
is used in
combination
with the
standardized
methodology
.

X

X

Yes

X

Yes
No:
guidance is
a concept
that does
not exist in
French
regulation.

X

X
in
insuranc
e
compani
es only
hedging
derivativ
es can be
used to
cover
technical
reserves.
Definitio
n of
hedging
derivativ
es is
based on
IAS 39
and it is
only
allowed
to hedge
assets. It
is not
allowed
to hedge
liabilities
.
X

X

No

X

There is a No
cap on the
admissible
% of total
assets
invested in
each class
other than

5
the
appointed
actuary to
have a
view on
this topic
(see,
among
other, the
project of
letter of the
BFIC
relating to
the
exemption
for
constituting
the
compleme
ntary
provision in
life
assurance)
.
ALM
department
s or
ALCO’s of
the
companies.

The CFO
through
calculation
of the
embedded
value.
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1

2

3

4

5

bonds.

Germany Yes. German

insurance
companies
have to obey
to the
requirements
of Solvency I.
In addition
also
predefined
stress-tests
have to be
conducted by
the
companies
and the
results have
to be sent to
the regulator.

X

Strict
formula.
There is a
strict
formula for
solvency
requirement
s, but if a
company
cannot fulfil
this strict
formula
approach
the
regulator
imposes
special
requirement
s on a caseby-case
basis.

X

No

Yes

X

Greece

No

Depending on the type of entity and on the instrument being No
valued, market value, amortized book value, the minimum of
market value and of historical (original) cost are used.

Yes

X

Hungary

No

No

Yes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No

It could be
either the
entire
board, the
AssetLiabilitycommittee
or a risk
manageme
nt
department
which is
responsible
for
managing
the
mismatch
between
assets and
liabilities.

The answer is "no as a
While
rule". It is certainly no in entities
the case of insurance,
make an
effort to
where the bulk of
minimize
liabilities is actuarially
determined but there are mismatchin
independently prescribed g, for each
(mostly by law) rules for entity there
is also a
assets. In some cases
competent
(notably unit-linked
business), asset/liability supervisory
authority
mismatching problems
on the
are either absent or
lookout for
minimal, but in other
grossly
cases mismatching can
mismatche
be significant.
d
situations.
Yes
UL assets
CFO,
and
helped by
liabilities on ALCO as a
decision
market
value, non- preparation
linked: book body.
value assets
and
liabilities.
For the total
balance
sheet these
are summed.
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1

Ireland

Yes

X

2
Strict
formula.
150% of EU
minimum
generally
required by
the
Regulator.

X

Netherlan No
ds

Portugal

Spain

No

No

X
Equities
are at
market
value.

X

X

3

Strict
formula. The
minimum
solvency
requirement
s we’re set
according to
EU
Directives.
The
implementat
ion of rules
over and
above the
minimum
required by
EC
Directives
has not yet
been
established.
Static
deterministi
c stress tests
may be
required
according to
the solvency
position of
the insurer.

X

4

Yes

X

X

X

Yes
Test of
adequacy
required
annually
using
prescribed
(prudent)
reinvestment
rates.

X

X

X

Yes

No

Yes

X

X
Basically
only
allowed
to
protect
the book
of
business,
not for
trading
purposes
.
X

X

X

No

No

Yes

X

N/A

X

Yes

Assets
market
value.
Liabilities
calculated
using market
yields based
on assets
held.
UL: value of
assets are
marked to
market and
equals value
of liabilities.
Non-linked
at amortized
costs (accept
for equities).

X

X

X
Yes
Cash Flow
matching –
Duration
matching

Generally
and ALCO.

Manageme
nt it’s done
by
companies,
supervision
by
supervision
authority.

Bonds are
allowed at
amortised
costs in
certain
types of
businesses.
All other
assets are
considered
at market
value.

X

5
Actuarial
department
s.

Asset and
ALM
Liability are Departmen
segregated t.
and valued
by
investment
fund.
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1

Sweden

Yes..

X

2
Strict
formula.
Predefined
stress tests
(market
risks only)

Switzerla No
nd

U.K.

Yes

X
(bonds
held to
maturity
only)

X

X

X

Strict
formula. For
Pillar 1
capital
requirement
s there are
regulations
for minimum
valuation of
liabilities
and
restrictions
on valuation
of
assets.The
regulatory
asset
valuation
must exceed
the
regulatory
liability
valuation by
at least the
formula
based
solvency
margin (per
EU
Directive).

X

X

3
Yes

X

Yes

X

No, although Yes
a resilience
reserve is
required
which tests
the impact of
changes in
values and
interest
rates on the
value of
assets and
liabilities.
The strength
of the test
depends on
initial
investment
conditions.

X

No

X

4
X

X

X

X

X

Limits
No
expressed
in
percentage
s per assets
class.
Yes

Admissibilit Yes, for
y limits by with-profit
type of
business.
asset and
limits re
concentrati
on of
assets.

5
No general
rules. In
practice,
CFO is in
some
cases.

Fiar value in Asset side
discussion. CFO,
Liability
side
appointed
actuary.
For withI am not
profits a
sure that I
understand
market
the context
consistent
valuation of of the
liabilities is question.
Solvency
required
manageme
using
nt substochastic
committee
methods
calibrated to monitor
option prices movement
– this is the s in
solvency
realistic
peak of Pillar position,
including
1.
mismatch
For nonprofit non- between
assets and
linked
business the liabilities.
liability
valuation is
not currently
market
consistent,
although this
is an
eventual aim
for future
regulation.
There are
requirements
in the new
regulations
to
benchmark
the
assumptions
used to value
liabilities
against
pricing
assumptions
and to
option prices
as a proxy to
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4
market
consistency,
although in
practice the
relevant
pricing
assumptions
and option
prices may
only be
available for
a small
number of
products and
durations.
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Fair valuation of assets and liabilities (Life Insurance)
Section D

1

2

Do you use a
Is a Fair Value
fair value
valuation done
method for
through :
evaluating your
assets and
liabilities?

3

4

5

If you use the
How do you define a term structure?
expected value
method, do you adopt:
A flat
A (shaped ?) curve of
curve of
curve of
other not
yield
term
Zero
Interest Rate Interest Rate included in
curve? structure
Coupon
Swaps
Return at
previous items.
yield curve? Bond (ZCB); (IRS);
the maturity
(IRR);

Austria

Yes, No.

Belgium

Yes

Expected value
method

X

X

Czech
Republic

Yes and No.
Expected value
Local
method
accounting
requires
insurers to
calculate
reserves using
traditional
method with
fixed
assumptions,
potentially plus
additional
reserve that
makes the total
reserves
sufficient
(according to
result of the
Loss
Recognition (=
Liability
Adequacy) Test
described
below). On the
other hand, it
requires
insurance
companies to
report assets in
market values.
However, the

X

X

X

If assets or liabilities
subject to a credit risk
must be valued, how
do you define a term
structure?

X

Segmentation by
rating and duration.

X

We add spreads per
bucket & per rating for
corporate bonds.

We recommend
to use zero
coupon yield
curve
calculated from
interest rate
swap rates.

Assets are valuated
using market values
(effectively risk free
yield curve plus certain
credit spread). When
valuating liabilities,
insurer's credit rating
is not reflected.

6

7

If a term structure is adopted, If the term structure is a deterministic one, with which statistical
how does it work within the criteria is it valued?
valuation model?
it is treated it is provided for - with direct methods - with direct methods - with
as a
in the stochastic which are linked to
(regressive models) on deterministic
deterministic evolution of the homogeneous assets global data of the
indirect
curve.
yield curve.
observed on the
market (If Yes,
methods
market (IRR at the
indicate the form of the (ARCH model;
maturity of ZCB; IRR curves and the criteria GARCH model;
at the maturity of
for the valuation of the ARIMA model;
Bullet Bond; IRR at the parameters) :
SPLINES
duration of Bullet
curve)
Bond);
X
IRR, ZCB

X

X

8

9

If the term structure is
a stochastic one, with
which model is it
valued?
- Merton
- Vasicek
- Cox Inghersoll Ross
- Any others

If stochastic
models are applied,
specify the criteria
to estimate the
parameters. (linear
and non linear
estimation
methods)

Depends on the
model.

Vasicek, Cox
Linear estimation
Inghersoll Ross, Ho & methods.
Lee

Zero-coupon bond
curve is derived from
observed Interest rate
swap curve smoothed
using Nelson-Siegel
formula.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

difference
between the
market value
and amortised
cost for HTM
portfolio is
reflected in
equity, ie price
fluctuations of
assets in HTM
do not directly
impact
company's P&L.
Czech Society
of Actuaries
(CSA) issued
guidance
suggesting that
insurance
companies
should perform
'Loss
recognition test'.
The guidance
specifies also
the method that
should be used
for the test. The
intention was to
get as close to
fair value as
possible –
projected cash
flows are
adjusted with
risk margins,
and are
discounted with
risk-free rate.
Also options
should be
valued (but at
present only a
few companies
do it). CSA later
recommended
applying similar
approach also
to the pension
funds.
Czech 'Loss
recognition test'
complies with
the minimum
requirements
set by the IFRS
4 for Liability
adequacy test.
This means that
insurance
entities in the
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2
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5
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8

9

Czech Republic
that are subject
to the IFRS 4
use this test as
part of the IFRS
4.

France

The following
questions are
answered with
respect to the
Czech 'Loss
recognition
test'.
No

Germany

Yes, No.

Expected value
method

X

X

X

X

For reporting
purposes if a
company
reports on a
local GAAP
basis it uses
book values
and not fair
values. And if a
company
reports on the
IAS/IFRS basis
it uses the fair
values in a way
which is
imposed by
IAS/IFRS.

Greece

Hungary

For internal
management
issues
companies use
of course fair
valuesof the
assets and
sometimes also
for the liabilities.
GENERAL COMMENT:
Historically, for many of the entities (and notably insurance), fair value valuations have been immaterial for "statutory
purposes": valuation rules were largely prescribed by law and fair value methods were used, if at all, for internal
purposes (e.g., proifitability studies). There are instances of course (e.g., mutual funds, unit-linked life insurance,
certain pension funds) where the use of market value (and more generally fair value) is natural. Given this historical
picture, the use of term structure is relatively limited and, when used at all, not extremely sophisticated
mathematically.
Yes in some
Expected value
X
X
method
cases, not
generally
accepted in the
country.

By adding spreads
according to the rating
category and the time
bucket to the risk free
term structure.

X

X

Depending on the
company

Depending on the
company

Depending on
the company

Depending on the
company

All of these.
Example: Ho-Lee

X
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1

Ireland

2

3

4

5

Netherlands Some do for
internal
puposes.

Expected value
method

X

X

X

Swap + credit risk
adjustment.

Portugal

Yes

Expected value
method.

X

X

Spain

Yes

Market Consistent
Valuation.

X

X

X

Sweden

Yes

Several methods
may apply.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Often ZCB or IRS plus
risk premium,
sometimes more
sophisticated via
replicated portfolio.

X

X

Assume a fixed credit
spread for each credit
rating above the risk
free rate.

Switzerland Some insurers Some companies

U.K.

6

7

8

9

No

started
modelling fair
value.
In discussion
(Swiss
Solvency Test).
The authority
doesn’t demand
it, small
companies
don’t use it yet.
Yes, for some
purposes.
The use of “Fair
value” methods
for International
Financial
Reporting
Standards
(IFRS) is under
review and may
be introduced
as Phase 2 of
those
standards.
However the
term fair value

X

In the same way, but
default probabilities
are considered in the
estimation of future
liabilities cash-flows.

apply more
sophisticated
method (ALM,
replicated portfolio
etc.).

The expected
value method
(Presumably this
means taking the
average of n
simulations).

Depends on the
purpose: a flat yield
curve is currently used
in our stochastic model
for with-profits,
although this is a
potential future
development.
Otherwise a term
structure is used. For
example for annuities,
for the Pillar 1
allowance for
reinvestment rates
uses a forward gilt
rate.

Both: depends on the
company and the instrument
being valued.

X

All three.

Forward rates implied
by actual ZCB spot
rates

Our model builds a
We use both deterministic
term structure for each and stochastic, for different
rating class (Risk
purposes.
Free, AAA, AA, A and
BBB).

X

X

X

X

X
(for the deterministic
modelling).

For stochastic
modelling this is the
approach we use, but
these regressive
models are calibrated
by our parent
company.

For stochastic
modelling this is
the approach we
use, but these
regressive models
are calibrated by
our parent
company.

Several models may
be used.

X

Only for the For other
IRR at the maturity of
purposes listed ZCB.
statutory
including withvaluation
reinvestment profits realistic
balance sheet
rates
assumption. and in annuity
models.

X

X

All: the company
decides the method.

Both: the company
decides the
method.

Black Karasinski for
short rates then
arbitrage free term
structure consistent
with that.

Not sure – this is
done by the firm
that provides the
economic scenario
generator and the
existing technical
documentation is
not that specific.
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could be used
to describe a
number of
valuations, for
example:
For With-profits
business – the
realistic balance
sheet (Realistic
peak of Pillar 1)
For Annuity
business, our
internal risk
based capital
model.
Realistic liability
values for all
business in the
“Individual
capital
assessments”
(ICA, Pillar 2),
which is fair
value but
without explicit
market value
margins.
The phase 1
IFRS approach.
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Section D
Q1-6:

1

2

3

Please indicate in broad Are assets explicitly
terms the sorts of
allocated to individually
separate life funds that recognised funds?
typically exist, e.g. one
single fund for the entire
company, a separate
insurance and
shareholder fund,
separate non-linked,
unit-linked, nonparticipating and
participating structures
etc?

What is the typical asset
mix backing the
following sorts of
business?

Austria

Traditional with profit
(endowment, pure
endowment, term
insurance, annuities, …),
unit-linked, index-linked.
State sponsored
retirement products,
collective occupational.
Insurance products.

Belgium

The following separated
Yes
funds are required for Life
Insurances:
•
Direct insurance in
class 21 except
•
One fund for each
Separate Account Fund
•
One fund for each
investment fund of the
class 23
•
Reinsurance
activities

a) Non-participating
business not usual in
Austria
b) 41.6% bonds, 5.2%
equities, 25.1%
investment funds,
15.1% loans, 8% real
estate, 4% deposits,
1% Öffnungs-Klausel.
Figures as per 30
September 2003.
a) There is no typical
asset mix.
b) There is no typical
asset mix.

Czech
Republic

There are typically
separate funds for linked,
non-linked business and
shareholders’ capital.
There are several unit
funds within the entire
unit-linked business.
There is typically only one
fund for the entire nonlinked business but some
companies create special
asset portfolios internally
backing specific liabilities

Yes, but can be
reassigned under strict
restrictions

Yes, for unit-linked
contracts.
For other funds yes, but
can be reassigned.

a) Non-participating
business (excluding
unit-linked contracts)

4
Are there any
restrictions on what
sorts of assets or
investment strategies
can be followed within
unit-linked funds?

b) Participating business

5
Are such funds required
to have guaranteed
minimum benefits by the
Regulator / Insurance
Supervisory Board? If
yes, in what
circumstance (death,
repurchase, etc…?)

6
For example, do life
products typically carry
any interest rate
guarantee? If so, what is a
typical level of such a
guarantee for:
a) Life products

b) Annuity products
a) If such guarantees
exist, how are the
options implicit in these
guarantees valued and
managed by the insurer?
There are restrictions
regarding the investment
fund act (external funds)

No

a) 2.75%
b) 2.75%, 2% for state
sponsored products

No

No

a) The average guaranteed
rate on the Belgian market
is between 3% - 3,25%.
b) The average guaranteed
rate on the Belgian market
is between 3% - 3,25%.

c) Are there regulations
d) If policies do carry such guarantees,
governing the choice of
how are the options implicit in them
the guarantee level and if valued and managed by the insurer?
so what in broad terms do
they say and are they
imposed by law (e.g. are
there maximum or
minimum guaranteed
rates)?

http://www.fma.gv.at/en/pdf/
hoechstz.pdf
(Regulation determining a
maximum interest rate for
the calculation of the
technical provisions in life
assurance)

The Royal life Act
determines the maximum
guaranteed interest rates.
Since 01/01/2004, this
maximum guaranteed rate
is
•
3,75% for life
contracts with a duration >
8 years
•
the spot rate for the
period of the contract if
the duration of the
contract <= 8 years
There are usually no
No, structure must comply There are no required
a) Non-linked products: Yes, Since the year 2000 the law
separate funds for withwith fund status.
guaranteed benefits in
in the relation between the sets limits on the maximum
profits and non-profit
linked products.
sum assured and the
interest rate guarantee for
business. The asset mix
There are usually
premium (and potentially new products. The
would vary between
guaranteed benefits in
reserves) there is a
maximum interest rate is set
companies but typically
non-linked products but
minimum yield assumed. by regulator and it should
there is a large portion of
this is rather not a result of
This yield is usually
not be above 60% of the
fixed income instruments
regulation.
considered as an interest average yield from longer
and a small portion of
rate guarantee (=option?). term (5 years and more)
equities. On the market
The level was typically 4- government bonds issued
level we do not have
5% but has decreased in within period
separate data for life
last 4-5 years to 2-2.4%
(approximately) from 18 to 6
insurance. For the sum of
for products sold at
months ago. Currently the

A prudent choice of bonds should be
guaranteed. There are specific rules for
state sponsored annuity products
regarding risk management and actuarial
reporting.

Royal Act Liability adequacy test + flashing
light reserve.
For larger insurer’s internally extended
with risk neutral valuation

Valuation: Reserving by the use of actual
market interest rates according to liability
adequacy test prescribed by the Czech
Society of Actuaries (see question 8
below). A few companies assess whether
and what options are implied by the
guarantees and perform stochastic (incl.
closed form) valuation of these options.
Management: Typically only passive (i.e.
reaction to the adverse trend if occurs),
more advanced companies have active
investment strategy or reduce the
exposure to interest guarantees by
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1

Denmark

Estonia

France

2

3

4

5

(e.g. different product
generations typically
distinguished by level of
interest guarantees).

life and non-life reserves
about 7% of assets are
equities and most of the
rest are fixed income
instruments.

Pension funds and life
insurers are regarded as
the same in Denmark.
There exist very few
company owned funds.
One single fund for entire
company. In unit-linked
products only exterior
funds are offered.

Equity: 24%
Bond: 66%
Real-estate: 7%
Derivatives: 3%

No.

a) 75% fixed /25% shares No
b) 75% fixed /25% shares

No.
a) Insurers don’t offer
internal funds.
Guarantees of exterior
funds are managed by
their fund managers.
(It has been assumed that
the concerned funds were
Unit-linked, and that
minimum benefits were
benefits in addition to the
guaranteed number of
units.)
No, there are no such
requirements. However
many companies have, for
marketing purposes,
included a floor guarantee
in case of death. The
usual floor guarantee is
that the capital payable in
case of death will not be
less than the premiums
paid (or premiums paid
and payable in the few
cases of regular premium
contracts which, on the
French marketplace, are
now the last survivors of a
prehistoric species).

In France, the general rule
is that there is one single
fund for the entire
company. There is only
one exception: there is a
separate fund for each
group contract set up
under the provisions of
Article L 441-1 of Code
des Assurances (CdA).
These contracts are group
pension contracts
submitted to specific
technical and prudential
rules (class 26 business).
However in respect of unitlinked contracts, Art R3325 CdA creates a very
strong link between the
liabilities expressed as a
number of units and the
assets held to meet those
liabilities: a company must
hold as many units as it
carries in the
mathematical provisions:
see Q4 below. From a
legal standpoint, there are
no separate funds for unitlinked contracts but,
practically, they work as
stand alone sub-funds
comprised of the same
number of units on the
asset and on the liability

Yes. As a consequence of a) Apart from term
According to Art. L 131-1
Q1 all assets are included
insurance, there is no CdA unit-linked contracts
in the company Fund, but
are contracts where the
non-participating
for assets allocated to a
sum insured is expressed
business in France.
L441-1 contract. If one of b) At 2002 year end the
as a number of units that
those assets is reassigned
are units external to the
breakdown of life
to the Company Fund, the
insurers assets was as Company. The list of
operation is to be treated
follows: Bonds: 70,4%; admissible units is
at market conditions as a
provided in Art. R 131-1
Equities: 22,9%;
sale by the L441-1
Property: 3,4%; Loans: CdA; summarily they are:
contract Fund and a
1,0%; Deposits: 1,5%; shares of OEICs and their
purchase by the Company
likes (including SCPI
Miscellaneous: 0,8%.
Fund.
which are kinds of OEICs
This breakdown
investing in property),
encompasses all Life
From legal and accounting
single securities listed on
insurance. Excluding
standpoints, there are no
OECD regulated markets
unit-linked contracts,
separate funds for unitand predetermined
the typical allocation
linked contracts but,
would be: Bonds: 85%, combination of such
practically, they work as
Equities: 5%, Property: securities.
stand alone sub-funds
As a consequence of Art.
5%, Loans: 1.5%,
comprised of the same
R332-5 CdA the company
Deposits: 2.5%,
number of units on the
has no choice in its
Miscellaneous: 1%.
asset and on the liability
investment strategy: it
side.
buys or sells shares of
OEICs or the relevant
securities in order to hold a) This is still an open
at least the number of
issue on the French
units carried in the
marketplace.
mathematical provisions. b) There are two very
different presentations
of the premium:
•
The premium of the
option is levied only
when the contract is in
risk, i.e. when the value

6
present.
b) Non-linked products:
Similar answer as above
for life products. The
difference is that the
typical level in past was up
to 6%.
Between 0 and 4.25% p.a.

limit is 2.4%. This limit is not preferring new business products with less
binding for single premium guarantees (e.g. unit linked or products
products with policy term
with low guaranteed interest rate).
not more than 8 years.

Maximum guarantees
imposed by law.

The company gives bonus if there is
sufficient net capital to do so.

a) 3.5% – 4%
b) 3.5%

No

They are not valued.

Life Insurance companies are
required to guarantee the
sum insured by the contract
whether it is expressed in
Euros or in Units. There is no
regulatory direction to provide
a guaranteed interest.

The amount of the sum
insured may imply the
accrual of a guaranteed
interest. The guaranteed
rate of interest is a
commercial decision within
the limits set out in CdA,
which derive from the third
Before coming to the
EU Life Directive.
guarantee of a minimum
Premium rates for new
interest rate, a few words
business may include
about the risk when
guaranteed interests that,
guaranteed interest rate is
according to the term of the
0%.
contract, cannot exceed:
•
less than 8 years
As far as unit-linked contracts term: 75% of the average
are concerned the insurer
rate of 10 years
does not run any risk as long
Government Bonds
as it meets the requirement
issued over the last 6
to hold as many units as
months;
carried in mathematical
•
over 8 years term: the
provisions.
lowest of 3,50% and 60%
of the average rate of 10
As regards contracts
years Government Bonds
guaranteeing a sum in Euro,
issued over the last 6
there is a risk that the value
months.
of assets falls. The
The Government Bonds to
management of this risk is
be considered are bonds
impacted by the accounting issued in the same currency
standards applicable to
as the contract.
statutory accounts:
There is no specific
•
Bonds: Art. R 332-19
provision in respect of unitsets out that their value of linked contracts. Therefore
in the balance sheet is the their premium rate may
purchase cost, with an
include the same

Regulatory provisions meant to address all
risks encountered by companies
overwhelmingly drive the management of
the risks implied by these guarantees:
•
mathematical provisions: the
discount rates applied should not exceed
the rate guaranteed by the contract;
•
capitalisation reserve: roughly
speaking this reserve is fed by gains
realised on the sale of Bonds and losses
realised on the sale of Bonds are drawn
out of this reserve;
•
provision for financial risks: every
year the Life Insurance companies have
to compare their overall financial income
and the amount of guaranteed interests
credited to policy-holders; if this amount
exceeds 80% of financial income, a
calculation of mathematical provisions
must be performed with an interest rate
equal to 80% of the actual yield of
investments; a provision equal to the
difference between this result and initial
provisions must be established;
•
provision for management expenses:
the principle of this provision is to check
whether loadings and financial profits will
be sufficient for financing management
expenses of the portfolio of in-force
contracts; the formula set out in Art. A
331-1-1 includes an implicit assessment
of the option implied in guaranteed
interests since future financial income is
based (a) for Bonds on 75% of current
Government Bonds rate during 5 years
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side.

2

3

4

5

6

of the units is lower than adjustment for amortisation guaranteed interest as
and on 60% thereafter; and (b) for other
Assets on 70% of the yield, excluding
the guaranteed floor: the of the difference between above. There is some
realised gains, of the Bond portfolio of
premium is then equal to purchase cost and
uncertainty regarding the
repayment price;
the excess of the floor
currency to be considered in the company over the last three years.
over the value of the
the case of units mixing
•
Other classes of
•
stress test (a): since December 2000
units multiplied by the
assets: Art. R 332-20: the securities listed on markets
Insurance companies are required to
mortality rate at that
of various countries.
normal value of these
assess the impact on their balance sheet
time. Usually, the
assets is their purchase
of various financial assumptions. The
premium is drawn
These provisions apply to
cost; however two
calculation is to be performed quarterly
monthly from the
life products as well as to
provisions have to be
as set forth in Art. A.332-7 CdA. There
contract reserve.
annuity
products,
but
for
Art.
established to cope with
are seven sets of assumptions in respect
L 441 products to which
depreciation: (a) for each
of bonds yields expressed as variances
•
The premium of the
specific CdA provisions
to the current rate of 10 years
option is withheld upfront single asset whose value
appears to be depreciated apply.
Government bonds from – 300 bps to
and is based on the
+400 bps; the corresponding yield curve
valuation of the risk over during a long period of time,
is to be considered, but Art. A 332-7
the whole duration of the a provision for long lasting
depreciation is established
does not specify which yield curve and it
contract. Institut des
and is deducted from the
is generally accepted to apply the yield
Actuaires has issued
curve published by Institut des Actuaires.
three valuation methods: purchase cost to determine
An assumption of discount rate for
(a) the floor guarantee is the adjusted book value of
calculating mathematical provisions
valued as a string of puts the concerned asset; and
correspond to each rate assumption
weighted by the mortality (b) in the event that the
ranging from – 330bps to +370bps. As
rates, (b) a deterministic grand total of the purchase
costs of all these assets
for assets other than bonds, there are
scenario of a fall of 15%
other than Bonds exceeds
five assumptions ranging from current
year 1 and year 2 and a
the grand total of their
market value to a fall by 40%; there is no
progressive recovery at
market value, then an
link between assumptions for bonds and
a pace of 7% per year
overall provision equal to
for other assets; the idea is rather to
and (c) a deterministic
the difference needs to be
consider, for each set of bonds
scenario where the
established.
rates/mathematical provisions, the ability
occurrences of the unit
to bear a drop of up to 40% in the value
value are the values the The accounting rule for
bonds is satisfactory as long
of assets other than bonds.
unit will exceed with a
probability of 97,5% (or as the insurance company is
•
stress test (b): since May 2004 Life
any other threshold). It is not forced to sell bonds when
insurers have to perform a resilience test
not known whether these their market value is lower
that consists to simulate over 5 years the
than their book value. This
methods are generally
in and out cash flows under adverse
risk may be addressed
applied.
assumptions on assets (-30% on
As a matter of fact, as long through a duration matching
equities, -20% on property, and rise of
policy that is usually quite
as there is no regulation
200 bps in interest rates) and on
prescribing a method, it is straightforward if it is
liabilities (rate of redemptions is 3 times
restricted to the normal
a matter of judgment for
the average rate over the three
each supervisor to assess termination of the contracts;
preceding years). The test is performed
the real problem is the risk of
whether the provisions
separately with each of the adverse
carried by the companies massive early surrenders in
assumptions and combining the three
the event of a sharp rise of
he/she supervises are
assumptions.
sufficient or not. It is likely interest rates (see Q7 below).
that some principles have The accounting rule for other
Within this regulatory frame, each
been set out within CCA assets is very conservative
company has its own methodology for
and leads to huge provisions
(the French Supervisory
managing the risks inherent to guaranteed
body), but they have not in periods when markets
rates.
have dropped sharply, such
been made public.
as at 2002 year end.
The most common strategy is to assign to
Therefore an amendment to
contracts denominated in Euros a goal of
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the rule was introduced in
2003: those companies which
meet regulatory solvency
requirements and which hold
admissible assets in excess
of their regulated liabilities
are allowed to feed the
provision with only one third
of the difference between
book value and market value.
Besides, it should be
mentioned that there is a
regulatory obligation to share
profits with policyholders, and
that Art. A 331-4 to 8 CdA set
out a formula detailing the
annual calculation of the
minimum amount to be
assigned to policyholders.
These regulatory provisions
have some impact on the
leeway available to Life
Insurance companies to
manage the risks implied by
the guarantees included in
their contracts.
a) Most unit-linked products
do not include a
guaranteed interest rate.
Other Life contracts, i.e.
contracts were the sum
insured is an amount in
Euro, typically include a
guaranteed interest rate.
b) Unit-linked annuities are
not common. Annuities in
Euro usually include a
guaranteed interest rate.

Germany

There is one single fund
No (exception unit-linked) a) Not material in
for the entire company,
Germany
with the exception of unitb) It depends on the risk
linked products, which
appetite and the
have special funds.
amount of risk buffers
of a life insurance
company, e.g. shares
could be 0% up to 20%.
See Statistical

There are restrictions in
the form that the client has
to choose the investment
fund, in which he wants to
deposit his premiums, in
advance and the
investment strategy of the
fund must be transparent.

a) 2.75% up to 4%, in
There is no requirement
average 3.5%
for guarantees within unitlinked products, but some b) Same as life products
companies sell unit-linked
products with capital
guarantees.
a) The options are
typically spoken within

security and regular yield and to promise
more aggressive goals only through unitlinked contracts in which the financial risk
is borne by the policyholder. Most of Life
contracts in Euros are single premiums
contracts with a ten years term: therefore it
is easy to match liabilities with 10 years
bonds, and it is sufficient as the product
has been sold for its security rather than
for its performance. Of course, the
guaranteed rate is fixed lower than the 10
years Bond yield. In periods were rates
are low, some companies offer contracts
with a 0% interest rate; they prefer to build
on friendly profit sharing and low loadings
than to guarantee low rates which are not
attractive.
In other cases, such as annuities, each
company has its own methodology for
assessing the risk. As for new business,
there is a general feeling that regulations
have put sufficiently prudent limits and
competition pressure leads to guarantees
close to the maximum authorised limit. As
for the risks lying in the portfolio of in force
contracts, it might be difficult to handle it
some contracts where the profit sharing
clause mentions the mortality table and
the interest rate; therefore to serve the
annuity initially guaranteed but also to
share a profit calculated using outdated
table and rate.
Since 1999 companies are required to
produce annually a report of their Board
stating how the company establishes
sufficient provisions to meet its liabilities;
this report sets out the calculation
methodology and the assumptions. This
was the first regulatory invitation not to rely
purely on prudential provisions of CdA, but
there is not yet a generally accepted
methodology for assessing the risks.
There are guarantee rates The options are implicitly valued by the
in a sense of maximum
companies. They are only allowed for
discount rates for life
discounting the reserves with the minimum
reserves. These guarantee guarantee rate (maximum discount rate). If
rates, given at the purchase market interest rates fall below the
guarantee rate the life insurance
of the policy to the
policyholders, are valid over companies have to recalculate the
reserves according to the market interest
the whole lifetime of a
rate. Also minimum surrender values in
contract and are not
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Yearbook of German
Insurance 2005 (GDV):
Investments of life
insurance companies
by type of investment

Greece

Separate insurance and
Yes
shareholders fund,
separate participating and
nonparticipating funds,
separate unit-linked fund
(indeed, there may be
several separate unitlinked funds)

a) Cash and deposits,
bonds and debentures,
equities, mutual fund
shares, real estate,
secured loans
b) Cash and deposits,
bonds and debentures,
equities, mutual fund
shares, real estate,
secured loans

Hungary

Traditional products
No
(interest risk on insurer):
one fund (may be split by
TIR – guaranteed rate).
UL: several funds
(separate from traditional).
Usually a single fund,
Yes
which can have separate
subfunds, e.g. to separate
participating, nonparticipating, unit-linked,
or can be a single
combined fund.
Depends on the
Yes
shareholder approach.
The state supervisory
demands separation of
investment income for
shareholder and customer
portfolio. As regard to the
unit linked, the funds
linked to this insurance
has to be separated.

a) Not applicable (mainly
term insurance)
b) Gov. bonds

Ireland

Latvia

4

5

6

the fund, so the
management of the
guarantees is managed
by the fund. The life
insurance company has
no risk with these
guarantees.

Not if the policies are
No
linked to a "public mutual
fund". There are
restrictions, however, in
the case of an "internal
mutual fund" supporting
the unit-linked policies.
The assets can be bonds,
listed securities, mutual
fund shares, certificates of
deposit, etc.
Very few.
No

a) 100% fixed interest
b) 40% equity/property,
60% fixed interest

Some asset restrictions
No
(no race horses, paintings
etc) and restrictions on
use of derivatives

a) Real estate 2%,
investment funds 1%,
equities 1%, gov. bonds
53%, corporate bonds
3%, mortgages 8%
term deposits 30%,
money at a short notice
2%. Figures as at end2004
b) Same as a)

Unit linked technical
No
reserves can be covered
only by open investment
fund (and their equivalent
mutual investment
companies) investment
certificates (units) or by
insurer separated assets
divided in to units.
In case unit linked policies
are linked to the equity
index or other
unpredictable parameter
listed in the first point of
this section, the technical

readjusted over time. The
current guarantee rate for
new sold policies will be
checked year by year and
readjusted if necessary.

a) The maximum permitted The maximum guaranteed
guaranteed interest rate is rate is imposed by law.
3.35%.
b) The maximum permitted
guaranteed interest rate is
3.35%.

a) Current typical TIR in the Yes, maximum
market: 3.5% (expected to
reduce from 2006)
b) Current typical TIR in the
market: 3.5% (expected to
reduce from 2006)
None included
Not applicable

a) 3-3.5%
b) 2.5-3%

Only maximum discount
rate, direct maximum
interest rate not applied.

the contracts are valued implicitly by the
companies, since they always have to
reserve the higher amount of the minimum
surrender value or the current reserve
policy by policy.
Some companies have started to value
explicitly the options included in these
policies to fulfil the requirements of the
European embedded value guidelines. For
this they use simulation approaches. Most
companies do not value the options markto-market and manage the positions by
duration management.
Insurers try to match the liabilities carrying
such interest risk with assets of
appropriate duration. As such liabilities are
mostly long term, the reinvestment risk is
also taken into account in selecting assets.

Usually thick margins. In some case
stochastic valuation of interest guarantee.

Not applicable

Maximum discount rate required additional
reserving for policies with prospective
reserving.
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1

Netherlands We generally have a
general account (backing
general reserves, equity,
etc) and a separate
account (split into funds
for the individual life UL
and separate account
group contracts)

Norway

Portugal

Sweden

2

Yes

a)

b)

Life Insurance: One single Yes
fund for the entire
company, participating
structure
Unit-linked: Separate for
each policyholder
Separate non-linked, unit- Yes, but can be
reassigned
linked, non-participating
and participating
structures.

Separate insurance and
shareholder fund,
separate unit-linked and
non linked fund.

3

a)

b)

4

5

6

reserves of such policies
shall be covered by assets
which are directly
connected the equity index
or other parameter
selected.
Equal to general
Depends on the fund
Not the fund, the policy
Yes.
account asset mix: 80
needs to provide a
% fixed income 20 %
minimum amount of risk
equity/property.
cover to be able to have it
Equal to general
classified as insurance.
account; refer to q 1
a) Some UL carry
above.
minimum return
guarantees; more and
more companies use a
stochastic assessment
of the related risks.
No guarantee
Stocks: 10-20%, Bonds: Can only be invested in
a) 4% for policies established
before 01.01.1994, 3% for
45-70%, Property: 10- approved funds
policies from 01.01.1994
20%, Others: 10-30%
b) 4% for policies established
Stocks: 10-20%, Bonds:
before 01.01.1994, 3% for
45-70%, Property: 10policies from 01.01.1994
20%, Others: 10-30%

a) Bonds 95%, Cash 5% Yes
b) Bonds (fixed rate) 35%,
Bonds (variable rate)
40%, Stock 15%,
Property 5%, Cash 5%

No

a) Yes, around 2,25%
b) Yes, around 3%

No (only mutual funds for a) Not applicable
No.
unit-linked business).
b) Equities 42%, bonds
43%, T-bills 8%, real
estate 3%, other 4%.
Industry averages as at
end-2004.

No.

a) 2.75% (as of 1 March
2005), 3% for business
sold prior to this date.
b) 2.75% (as of 1 March
2005), 3% for business
sold prior to this date.

Switzerland Fund for individual life,
In general assets are not a)
fund for group life, fund for explicitly allocated. The
b) Fixed income, Shares,
situation is different for
unit-linked product.
Properties, Funds,
unit-linked and large group
Loans etc.
contracts.

Provision with special
Only death guarantee.
regulation (special tax
advantages) has to be
covered with special funds
( 50 % shares).

a) Not for unit linked, other
products includes a
interest rate guarantee
(technical interest)
b) Not for unit linked, other
products includes a
interest rate guarantee

Yes: maximum interest
guarantee of 3 %.

Apart from guarantees on UL policies
generally not valued. Rather reserves are
set at prudent levels: prudent deterministic
valuation. Management generally by
duration matching

Yes, maximum 3% for new The reserves are calculated with the same
interest as the premiums for each policy
policies, no minimum

There are maximum
Through scenario approach simulation.
guaranteed rates set at
different levels for annuity
and non-annuity business.
In certain types of products
(fixed term, nonparticipating), the rates are
allowed to be higher, as
long as the assets backing
those responsibilities have a
return over the level of the
liabilities plus a certain
margin. These levels are
imposed by the regulation.
They are not valued in the official
The supervisor sets the
maximum level, broadly as reporting; some companies use internal
models valuing the guarantees based on
60% of average yield on
option-pricing techniques; the guarantees
long-term state bonds
during an actual year. An are often not managed explicitly other
than, rarely, by hedging them with bonds
element of judgement is
with appropriate durations (if available).
included.
Valuation of embedded options.
60% government bonds.
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(technical interest)

U.K.

Separate long-term
Yes.
insurance business fund
and shareholder fund.
Separate with-profit (i.e.
participating) funds.
Identified unit-linked funds.

a) Fixed interest = 80%,
Equities / Property =
20%
b) Fixed interest = 50%,
Equities / Property =
50%

Yes, “permitted links” rules No.
imposed by the regulator.
These govern the types of
assets which can be held.

a) With-profits policies
typically have a minimum
interest rate guarantee for
deaths and maturities in that
bonus rates cannot be
negative. Typically this
guarantee is zero, although
some policies guarantee a
positive rate such as 4%.
Policies providing a
guaranteed return of
premiums accumulated at a
rate of interest are now rare.
b) Some deferred annuity
products have guaranteed
annuity options (though few
newly issued policies).
These convert the retirement
fund into an annuity using a
guaranteed interest rate and
mortality basis.

Using a market consistent stochastic
No, but adequate capital
model.
needs to be held against
any guarantees allowing for
their time value.
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Section D
Q7-9:

Austria

Belgium

Czech
Republic

7

8

Or another example, are
If policies do carry minimum
policyholders entitled to
surrender values, how are the
surrender their policies, and if so options implicit in these
what are the minimum
guarantees valued and
guarantees on the amounts they managed by the insurer?
receive if they do so (including
some predefined formula
identifying the surrender value
payable)? How in broad terms
are these guarantees set, and
are they the result of regulation,
law or merely competitive market
pressures?
Yes policyholders are entitled to
These guaranties are managed
surrender their policies (required by implicitly by deduction but are
not valued separately.
insurance contract law), except
state sponsored annuity products.
The surrender value is usually
calculated as zillmerised reserves
with some deduction.
The Royal Life Act entitles the
Some insurers are using Best
estimates of surrender rates +
policyholders to surrender their
contracts for an amount specified market value margin.
in the contract.
During the first 8 years of the
contract, the Insurer is entitled to
charge a Marked-to-market based
surrender fee.
Usually, policyholders have right to
surrender. Surrender value is
based on fixed formula (original
valuation bases – e.g. discounting
by the original guaranteed interest).
There is no sort of market value
reduction on surrender value. The
fixed surrender formula is a
commonly used market practice
from the past (no specific
regulation, which specifies the
minimum amount paid).

Valuation: see questions 6 and
8 (a few companies value
options, others apply MVM to
DCF).

Are there prescribed ways of
calculating reserves that create
inconsistencies between how assets
and liabilities are valued? For example,
do insurers have to discount their
liabilities at a set interest rate chosen
by the Regulator that is not in line with
market rates (and therefore not in line
with how much it would in theory cost
them were they to invest in an asset
portfolio that immunised them against
interest rate risk)?

If so, are the prescribed ways always
If it is possible for prescribed
“conservative” (i.e. they require no lower
ways of calculating reserves to
reserves than would arise with a “marketbe “optimistic” rather than
consistent”, i.e. “fair” valuation framework), “conservative”, how to life
or can they be “optimistic” in some
insurers then ensure that they
circumstances, e.g. requiring the use interest have sufficient capital to
rates of interest rates that are above those
protect themselves against the
actually ruling in the market place)?
risk of insolvency merely
because the prescribed
valuation assumption proves
too optimistic over the long
term?

9
What types of reinsurance treaties are
usual in your country? Are balance
sheets shown gross or net of
reinsurance? How is the credit risk
inherent in reinsurance contracts
typically handled (i.e. that the reinsurer
might default and therefore not honour
the policy the company has with it)?

Yes, reserves have to be calculated using They are always conservative, with possible
the guaranteed interest rate. Assets are in exemption on the asset
general valued at the lowest price they
valuation.
ever had.

Proportional reinsurance based on
mortality risk is mainly used. Balance
sheets are shown net, but reinsurance is
visible. Credit risk is not considered.

For the flashing light reserve the reference The prescribed ways are rather conservative.
rate is : 80% 5-year average OLO rate.

The classical types of treaties are used on
the Belgian market (Quota-share, surplus,
…). The liabilities are shown gross of
reinsurance assets (and of subrogation
rights). In case of a threat of default,
companies normally will allow for this risk.
Recently, we observe the development of
financial reinsurance.

According the law reserves should be
calculated using fixed original valuation
assumptions (e.g. the original guaranteed
interest rate). But if the result is not
sufficient (compared to current market
situation and other assumptions like
mortality, expenses etc.) company is
required to create additional reserve to
cover the “shortage”. Czech Society of
Actuaries requires/recommends to perform
liability adequacy test and issued a
directive how to perform it. In this test
future cashflows are discounted by current
risk free yield curve. It is also mentioned in
the directive that value of options should
be calculated but a few companies do it
and others apply prescribed market value
margins to the yield curve, lapse rates and
other assumptions.
Assets are marked-to-market – even HTM
portfolio is marked-to-market (but through
balance sheet “only”).

Typical reinsurances for life cover:
•
surplus for death cover (reinsurer
pays the amount exceeding certain level)
•
quota share for health insurance
(dread diseases, PHI, etc.)

Yes – see the answer to the previous part (value
of reserve = max (“fair value”, statutory reserve
value)). Of course, the level of conservatism
very much depends on a quality of an estimation
of parameters and their market value margins.

BS is shown net of reinsurance. There is
usually no active management of the
reinsurance credit risk, mostly because the
financial impact is insignificant.
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As a result the accounting is partly
consistent if current interest rates are
substantially lower than the guaranteed
rates (due to valuation of the additional
reserve via LAT) but is inconsistent
otherwise.
Denmark

Estonia

France

Germany

Policyholders accumulate their
contributions + interest annually. If
they surrender they receive their
accumulated reserves. Guarantees
are results of regulation and
competition.
It varies much between products. Reserves can’t be lower than
Generally in first 2 years
guaranteed surrender values.
policyholder will loose most of
money in case of surrender.
Guarantees are affected by merely
competitive market pressures.
Policyholders are entitled to
surrender their policy at any time
and, according to Art. R 331-5
CdA, the surrender value may not
be lower than 95% of mathematical
provision. Usually, the surrender
value is equal to 100% of
mathematical provision.

The guarantee of minimum
surrender values was set by the
regulator till 1994, so the main part
of the life policies in place at the
moment includes a minimum
surrender value. Since 1994 it is
not necessary to include the
minimum surrender value
guarantee for new sold life policies,
but most companies did and do
include this option due to market
pressure. From 2007 on there will
be again a minimum surrender
value option in the newly sold life
policies required by law. The
guarantee is valid over the lifetime
of the policy and is not readjusted
over time.

The main risk implied by
minimum surrender values is the
risk of massive surrenders
further to a steep rise of interest
rates. There is no generally
accepted methodology for
assessing this risk. However,
since 2001, companies are
required to perform quarterly
(see Q6).
See 6.

No inconsistencies.

Conservative.

N/A

For policies incepted after 1.1.2005 is set
max discount rate for liabilities.

They can be optimistic.

They have generally more capital Life risk and additional benefits are mostly
than required.
reinsured. Balance sheets are net of
reinsurance. Insurers look rating of
reinsurers.

Conservative.
The rules set out above create
inconsistencies between the valuations of
assets and liabilities, but they all aim at
creating buffers.

There is a maximum discount rate for
calculating the life reserves. The
discounting of reserves is done by the
minimum guarantee rates of the policies,
which are in fact the maximum discount
rate for reserves. The guarantee rate is fix
during the lifetime of the policy and is not
in line with market rates.

The reservation is always conservative, since
insurance companies have to recalculate their
reservation with the market interest rate instead
of the set guarantee rate, if the market interest
rate falls below the discount level (guarantee
rate).

Not applicable.

1) proportional, excess of loss
2) net of insurance.

On French market Life insurers usually
reinsure only Death risk. Most companies
have a Committee in charge of selecting
acceptable reinsurers. Usually French
companies set up provisions only against
slow payers and defaults.

In general, the reinsurance contracts cover
the life risks, i.e. mortality, morbidity,
longevity, etc.

The minimum surrender values are
calculated by the amount of
reserves built up to the moment of
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surrender minus the costs of
acquisition and minus a surrender
penalty.
Greece

Traditional life insurance products Through cash flow (adequate
provide legally prescribed minimum liquidity) planning.
surrender values.

Hungary

No guarantee, a % of valuation
reserves is offered, set along
market considerations.

Ireland

NOT APPLICABLE ON
SURRENDERS, however withprofit policies have maturity
guarantees as do some unit-linked
products.

Latvia

Policyholders have right to
surrender their policies. There is no
regulation from law. There is no
minimum surrender value. Each
company use own method but
usually it is percentage from
reserves (Level of percentage has
influence from market).

Netherlands Surrender values generally equal
book reserve minus a charge for
unamortized DAC.
Norway
Policyholder can surrender some
product types. All contracts can be
moved to another company with
when paying a small amount.
Policyholder always receive the

The reserve valuation interest rate may
not exceed 3.35%. Furthermore, the value
actually selected by an insurer must be the
same as the technical interest rate
selected for pricing (premium calculation).
The legally imposed maximum seems
reasonable in view of currently prevailing
interest rates.
Traditional business: discount rate is
chosen by the company, ideally after
careful pricing.

Current approach is
No.
deterministic, using very prudent
rates of interest.
Some companies now
developing market-consistent
stochastic valuation models for
these guarantees.
Not applicable.

Quota share, surplus, excess of loss (e.g.,
for some ancillary benefits or "life riders"),
catastrophe excess of loss.

Although chosen by the company, the intention
is the conservative approach. However
conservative or optimistic is only meaningful on
a longer run.
Not applicable.

Stochastic valuation of interest
guarantees, the result to be built
into reserve or internal capital
model. This would not count as
common in the market.
Not applicable.

Reinsurance entries are separately shown
in the balance sheet. Normally, "first class
reinsurers" are chosen and, in any case,
the choice is subject to supervisory
scrutiny.
Surplus, quota, XL, catastrophe. Both
gross and net. Usually not considered, the
main reinsurers are well rated large
internationals.
Life reinsurance, most common methods
are quota share and risk premium.
Balance sheet shows gross and net
figures.
Appointed Actuary takes a subjective view
of the possibility of default, based usually
on latest rating agency information.

Latvia works according to European Union
Directives. Company calculates reserves
according to directives rules. Usually
reserves technical rate is different with
product guaranteed rate.

“Conservative” – according to European Union Not applicable.
Directive there has to apply rule “how to
calculate maximum technical rate for calculation
of reserves. Maximum technical rate is the
smallest from calculated rates:
1. 60% from bonds with term no less than 5 year
(included) which are issued in two latest
emissions.
2. 66% from company’s investment return last
account’s year:
2I
i=
A+ B− I
where
i-investment return,
I-investment result,
A-investment volume at start of year,
B-investment volume at end of year. 3.3% rate.

Life reinsurance, most common methods
are quota share and surplus.
Balance sheet shows gross figures.
Company’s management takes a
subjective view of the possibility of default,
based usually on latest rating agency
information. also checked by the state
supervisory body providing the minimum
rating level.

The interest rate is the same as the
guaranteed for each policy.

So fare conservative, but with an ongoing low
interest it will be optimistic. There are some
buffers because the difference between market
value and the cost price in the assets not are
distributed to the policyholders. And also

Cat. Cover, Excess of loss, proportional.
Balance sheet are shown both gross and
net of reinsurance In life insurance there
so far is no extra reserves for credit risk,
only for general insurance

Not managed.

Have to give the policy the
guaranteed rate of interest
continuos during the year.

By buffers, see above.
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minimum guarantee plus the
historical surplus dedicated to the
policy.
Portugal

These guarantees are set
according to product design which
is driven by many reasons, being
market pressures one of the most
important.
Sweden
Surrender values are usually
calculated in the same way as
technical reserves, with additional
loadings or explicit fees so that the
surrender value can never exceed
the balance sheet liability. If
interest rates used to discount
liabilities increase, the surrender
values are still calculated with the
old rate.
Switzerland In individual life surrender values
could be defined taking market
situation into account. Earlier,
insurers companies didn’t use this
possibility. Special contracts in
group life includes such an option,
which isn’t allowed to be eliminated
(by a new law).
U.K.
Mostly surrender values are at the
discretion of the office and not
guaranteed.

9

because some of the historical surplus not are
distributed finally.

On non participating business, since the
fair value option has not been accepted by
the EU, most assets may be valued at fair
value, while the liabilities still remain
valued at amortized cost.
See question 6. A few
Yes. Under the current accounting regime
companies try to model the cost a perfectly hedged company may show
of guarantees using stochastic (accounting) insolvency because of use of
scenarios.
flat discount rates for the liabilities while
the assets are valued at market prices.
Through scenario approach
simulation.

It depends upon the term structure, and its
relation with the liabilities internal rate.

Through scenario testing, insurers Mostly excess of loss, but also some
can test the effect on both the
proportional or catastrophic covers. Gross.
assets and the liabilities in order Not handled.
to assess their solvency position.

The are always conservative in terms of
discount rates used; but not necessarily so if the
market-consistent value of options and
guarantees would be included.

Quota share; excess of loss; stop loss;
sometimes facultative; fin re – stand alone
or in combination with some of the
previously listed.

If surrender values includes
such options valuation of
embedded options is used.

In this situation insurers build up special
reserves.

See above.

See above.

Excess of loss (calculated per contract),
stop loss.
Both are shown (gross, net reinsurance).
Often reinsurance default isn’t treated.

Using a market consistent
stochastic model.

For Pillar 1 regulatory peak there is
inconsistency. For Pillar 1 realistic peak,
which applies to with-profits business,
there is consistency.

Mostly (but not always) conservative. Interest
rate is yield on supporting assets less allowance
for risk and further reductions for prudence.
Optionality in liabilities is the main weakness
where not market consistent.

For with-profits there is the
realistic peak and for all business
there is the Pillar 2 company
specific assessment which should
ensure capital adequacy.

Balance sheets are shown net of
reinsurance. Credit risk is handled by
restricting the maximum proportion of
reinsurance that can be taken into account
in the Pillar 1 assessment. This risk
should be more explicitly assessed in the
Pillar 2 assessment.
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APPENDIX D
PENSION FUNDS
D.1

General Sections Characterising How Such Entities Manage Different Types of Investment Risk

Only few countries reported on the general section specifically with regard to pension funds. I will draft the summary
in the next coming weeks
[To be added / summarised]
D.2

Questions specific to Pension Funds
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D.1.1 Interest rate risk (Pension Funds)
D.1.1

1

2

Do any such entities If yes, who is
that have significant responsible for
interest rate risk
managing the
exposures actively position?
manage these
exposures?
Comments?

Which approaches are typically used to manage these
positions?
VaR
Trackin ALM
Individual Duration Other (please
limit
g error models
position or the
specify)
(and if type
that
limits
equivalent
so
limits include
and/or
, i.e. in
what
projection limits on effect the
sort of
forwards specific sensitivity
VaR)
in time of duration of the
the
and/or
value of
balance maturity the book
sheet over buckets to parallel
months or
shifts in
years
the yield
curve

3
If the limits are set Do they use offprimarily by
balance
reference to
instruments to
duration limits,
manage interest
how do the
rate mismatches?
entities typically
control the risks
of non-parallel
yield curve shifts?

If Yes, which
sorts of offbalance
sheet
instruments
are most
prevalent?

4

5

How do any such
entities that have
significant
exposures to
interest rate options
(e.g. caps, floors,
swaptions) value
and manage these
exposures?

Do they
generally
mark-tomarket their
interest rate
exposures?

If yes, where do they
generally get market
reference yield curves from?
How do they mark-to-market
instruments involving
interest rate optionality?
Which sorts of interest rate
models are most commonly
used?

They receive daily
valuations and have
in-house models

Yes

Bloomberg, Reuters. In-house
models. Blachs model for
options, swaps are straightforward to price

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Denmark

Yes. The duration
Risk management X
group / ALM group
mismatch between
assets and liabilities Management
is constantly
monitored through the
“traffic lights” and also
through in-house
developed ALM
models.

X

X

X

Simulation
routines
(stochastic)

Key rate duration Yes. Most pension Swaps
analysis, simulation funds are hedged
(stochastic)
using one or more
of the following
instruments: CMSfloors, swaps,
swaptions, caps
and floors

Estonia

France
See last page
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Germany

Greece

Hungary

Yes. Significant
In case of products
with no explicit
interest rate risk is
managed on behalf of guarantees the
responsible is the
clients (pension
investment
funds, investment
funds for retail) and manager, whereas
in case of products
also proprietary
interest rate and on with explicit
guarantees the end
behalf of insurance
client (traditional life, responsible is the
guaranteed products). ALCO.

Ireland

Yes. Not always
actively as in short
term activity but
recognition of long
term implications

In case of
Recalculating the
products with no model after the
guarantee
change.
1,2,4,5 and in
case of
guaranteed
products 1, 3.
Relative VaR in
case of nonguaranteed and
absolute VaR in
case of
guaranteed
products.

Trustees (input
from Scheme
Actuary and
Company)

X

X

Generally duration
targets are set by
an ALM committee
(ALCO)

X

X

No. Accounting
rules do not support
it.

No.

No in case of For Yes: State bonds are
guaranteed priced daily. Interest rate
products, Yes model.
in cas of nonguaranteed
products.

N/A
Not Typically Generally not
significant exposures

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia

Netherlands Yes.Ranging from
sophisticated ALM
models to more basic
duration analysis

X

Convexity

The Greek letters –
some seem to
ignore such shifts
altogether

APPENDIX D: PENSION FUNDS

No.Caps, floors and
swaptions are
generally onbalance (although
not marked to
market)

Value is in line with
the underlying
instrument that is
being hedged. Some
include the exposure
at market value

No.
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Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

The big ones might
do, the smaller ones
do not normally
actively manage
these exposures.

Switzerland

Yes.

UK

The Asset Manager
(or Department)

On the asset side Yes
mostly the CFO
(Chief Financial
Officer), on the
liability side the
responsible actuary
(Appointed
Actuary)
Yes. Much more
Trustees (usually X
delegated to an
focus in closed
schemes, particularly investment
under liability driven committee), who
are responsible for
mandates.
articulating the
investment policy
following
consultation with
the sponsor and
with assistance
from advisers. In
practice sponsors
play a key role in
most pensions
funds – CFOs and
CROs play a critical
role.

Yes

X

X

Yes

X

X

In the bigger
No.
institutions all
models can be
used. The small
pension funds do
not apply any
specific methods at
all.
No, in generally not

ALM for a long Pension funds have Yes. Probably
Interest rate
term view (10-20 not generally
confined to big
and inflation
yrs) coupled with reached this level pension funds at
swaps
most of the
the moment, but
of sophistication
above for
likely to become
yet. Cash flow
monitoring
matching along the more widespread in
shorter term risk full yield curve
future.
or for triggering presents practical
investment
problems because
switches. In
of the uncertain
practice if the
cash flows due to
proportion of
un-hedgeable risks
equities in the
(longevity and
portfolio
salary risks).
exceeds around Where cashflow
20% of the total matching is used
assets then the then limited
effects of
practical
attempts at
experience
duration and
suggests that funds
cashflow
set an investment
matching are
manager a
dwarfed so that benchmark of

APPENDIX D: PENSION FUNDS

No.

If necessary they
Yes.
would be modelled
following different
scenarios. That
means valued and
managed by
stochastically
approach.
Nearly always marked Yes and No
to market.

Interest rate generator,
following stochastically model
(Merton, Vasicek, Cox
Inghersoll Ross, Ornstein Uhlenbeck)

Typically they would get
independent ideas from a
couple of banks.
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risk reduction
matching the
from duration
cashflows. In some
and cashflow
cases active
matching is
management is
largely undone involved (these
by the equity
would typically be
risk. However, a where active risk
number of funds within the cashflow
are seeking
matching portfolios
closer duration is not material as a
and cashflow
proportion of the
matching
total). There are a
variety of different
outperformance
targets.
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D.1.2 Credit Risk (Pension Funds)
D.1.2

1

2

Do any such
If yes, who is
entities that have responsible for
significant
managing the
interest rate risk position?
exposures
actively manage
these exposures?
Comments?

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?
VaR limit Tracking ALM
Individual
(and if so error type models
credit
what sort limits
that
exposure
of VaR)
include
limits
projection
forwards
in time of
the
balance
sheet over
months or
years

3

Limits on Minimum
Other (please
sector/
acceptable specify)
industry rating for
groupings any security
and/or for
the average
credit rating
for the
portfolio as a
whole

If the limits How is the priority status
are set
of each instrument (within
primarily by an individual issuer’s
reference to capital structure) taken
sector/indus into account, if at all? In
try groups, particular, if the entity can
how are
hold both the equity and
limits
the debt of a company, is
typically
there an attempt to
framed if the aggregate such
entity can be exposures, or is each
both long
handled separately?
and short
credits in the
same
sector?

4

If limits are
Are off-balance sheet
dependent on credit instruments, like credit
rating, how are credit derivatives, commonly
ratings typically
used to manage credit
assessed? If ratings risk? Comments?
agencies are used,
what approaches are
adopted for unrated
entities/instruments?

If yes, what
sorts of
instruments
are the most
prevalent
and how are
they valued
?

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Denmark

Yes. We only do
derivative trades
with AA and better
rated banks.

Fixed income
manager or risk
management
group

X

Separately

Based on rating
agencies

No

Estonia

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

No

Ireland

No.Formally no
significant credit
exposures
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1

2

3

4

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia

Netherlands Yes.

X
Generally a
separate credit
risk department

X

X

X

Generally separate

If possible rating
No.
agencies – for unrated
instruments
companies typically
develop their own
rating systems (or buy
standard software); for
instance for rating
mortages

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Yes. Credit risk
exposures are
generally small in
pension funds and
are managed
through bank
certificates/securiti
es and similar
instruments.

Asset
Management
Department/CE
O

Switzerland

Yes.

CFO (Chief
Financial
Officer)

UK

Depends on what Scheme trustees
is meant by credit
risk (see Q2).
Management of
covenant risk is
currently a major
issue, given the
size of pension
deficits, with an

No.

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

X

There is no For risk evaluation the
generally
whole position is taken into
rule. It
account
depends on
rating,
regions etc.
Risk limits are Pension funds delegate
not set by
management of equity and
sector/industr debt portfolios to different
y group and specialist managers.
pension funds
do not
normally take
short
positions.
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There is no generally No, in generally not
rule

No. This is a developing CDS – mark
Rating agencies
area of pension funds.
scores. Unrated
to market.
exposures parcelled to Use of CDS to gain credit
investment manager. exposures is being
considered by pension
funds, with only a
minority actually doing it
at the moment.
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expectation from
various quarters
that pension
scheme trustees
should begin to
behave like major
creditors. At the
moment trustees
do not generally
have the
knowledge and
understanding to
do this, so
………..watch this
space!
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D.1.3 Market Risk (Pension Funds)
5

6

7

Which approaches are typically used to manage these positions?

How are
exposures
involving
options or
option-like
instruments
valued and
managed?

Are offbalance
sheet
instruments
used to
manage
market risk?
If Yes, what
sorts of offbalance
sheet
instruments
are the most
prevalent?

Are
market
exposure
s
generally
markedtomarket?

VaR
Tracking ALM
Individual
limit
error type models
market/
(and if limits
that
region/
so
include
sector/
what
projection stock
sort of
forwards limits
VaR)
in time of
the
balance
sheet
over
months or
years

“Style”
Other (please
limits, e.g. specify)
extent to
which a
portfolio
is
exposed
to
“growth”
versus
“value”
types of
securities

8
If yes, where what What use if any is made of
sources are
asset/liability management tools,
generally used for e.g.
market reference
prices? How do
they mark-tomarket
instruments
involving optionlike
characteristics?
Description

4

How is stock
specific risk
within equity
portfolios
managed?

Efficient frontier analysis

3

How do you
distinguish
between
passive and
active
market risk
(beta and
tracking
error)?

Asset/liability projections

2

Do such entities If yes,
typically view
who is
interest rate and
responsib
credit risk as
le for
merely sub-sets of managing
a wider “market”
the
risk, or are
position?
“market”
exposures (e.g.
mismatches
between the
equity/property/bon
d exposures
underlying the
assets and
liabilities) handled
separately?

Cash flow matching

1

Duration matching

D.1.3

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Denmark

No

The
Managed by the
Passive =
instrument benchmark, portfolio
departmen Active = bets managers by
t. Portfolio
over / under
managers
weighting the
are
different stocks.
responsibl
e for the
day to day
positions.
The
strategic
decisions,
(i.e. asset
allocation)
are
managed
by
Managem
ent based
on
analysis
from the

X

X

X

The overall
equity allocation
is based on
stress-testing
and stochastic
simulation

Yes
Valued: in-house Futures,
models and daily options (zerocost collars)
market-tomarket
valuations

Bloomberg,
Reuters, in-house
models

X

X

Managed:
Portfolio
managers and
risk managers
combine their
forces.
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ALM team.

Estonia

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Yes

ALCO for
guarantee
d products,
investment
manager
for nonguarantee
d products.

Tracking error is
used.

X

Ireland

Yes.

Trustees, No.
but
delegate to
Investment
manager –
direction
from
Trustees,
often
based on
input from
advisors

Limits on
individual equity
holdings. Risk
management by
fund managers

X

Companie
s realize
the two are
linked but
generally
set up
separate

X
Limits and
economic capital
calculations

X

X

X

Generally only
used for short
term periods, eg
for transitions of
entire portfolios
between assets
managers

X

The larger
companies mark
the exposure to
market and use
EC models

Yes in
case of
nonguarantee
d products,
no in case
of
guarantee
d products.
Swaps and N/A as
Strips being only used
used
in short
increasingly. term.
Call/Put
options only
ever very
short term

X

X

X

X

X

X

Larger companies X
mark to market the
exposure – the
smaller ones don’t

X

X

X

All of the
above in
different
circumstance
s.

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia

Netherlands Yes.

X
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market
and credit
risk
departmen
ts
Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

The bigger
institutions may
manage the risks
separately while the
smaller institutions
might include
interest risk and
credit risk in a wider
“market” risk
concept.
Switzerland Yes.
(CFO)
Chief
Financial
Officer
UK
Yes.
Ultimately
it is the
General practice
would be for pension pension
funds to look at all fund
their investment risks Trustees
who
in totality whether
they are market risks determine
(equity risk, interest asset
allocation
rate risk) or credit
and are
risks (corporate
therefore
bonds).
managing
the overall
level of
investment
risk.

X

Using
statistical
evaluations.

Using
diversification.

Yes

Stocks specific X
Investment
risk within equity
manager
performance portfolios is
typically being
in terms of
dealt with in
risk and
isolation.
return is
Managers pregenerally
agree a level of
measured
tracking error
against
benchmark with the trustees
indices. The and are then
benchmark monitored
against which against that
tracking error.
assets are
In the past the
invested
active risk is
generally
typically less
defines the
than 1/10th of
passive
the total risk.
investment
Increasingly
risk being
however the two
taken. On
are being looked
top of this
managers are at together.
given varying

Yes

Yes

X

X

Yes

Yes

By scenarios,
stochastically
methods

No generally Yes.
rule, there are
seldom used.

Most pension
Some
Yes.
pension funds
funds do not
are using
have option
exposures, but swaps to
where they do better match
they are typically the inflation
and interest
marked to
rate
market
exposures of
their
liabilities.
Pension
funds are not
generally
using options
to manage
the market
risk of their
equity or
bond
exposures,
but we are
beginning to
see some
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Asset/liability
projections
will be more
common to
use as a
result of the
IORP
Directive
implementatio
n.
Yes Yes Yes Yes Common
Using market
equivalent financial
methodology
instruments
Pension funds
would generally get
monthly valuations
of their bonds and
equity investments.

X

X

Many pension
funds will use
asset liability
modelling to
understand
the degree of
economic
matching
between their
investment
assets and
their pension
liabilities.
Some
pension funds
will attempt to
directly match
the duration
of their bond
assets /
swaps and
their
liabilities. A
smaller
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degrees of
latitude to
move away
from the
benchmark
holdings
allowing them
to take active
management
risk in an
attempt to
outperform
the
benchmarks.

6
activity in this
area.

Historically
pension
schemes
have typically
not paid
much
attention to
tracking error
within active
market risk.
Instead a
typical asset
liability study
is based upon
the
assumption
that the
assets are
invested
passively.
However,
increasingly
funds are
seeking to
achieve a
better
balance of
their beta and
tracking error
(by reducing
their beta and
increasing
their tracking
error). As a
result the
actuarial
profession is
facing a
challenge of
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7

8
number of
pension funds
use cashflow
matching to
improve the
match
between their
assets and
liabilities.
Pensions
funds’ ability
to duration
and cashflow
match is often
limited by
their funding
level.
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whether to
anticipate an
element of
positive
tracking error.
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D.1.4 Concentration/Group Risk (Pension Funds)
D.1.4

How is concentration risk measured as regards to:
Concentration of reinsurance contracts with a
particular re-insurer

Intra-group transactions and positions within a
financial conglomerate

Extra-group transactions and positions between a
company or a group of companies and a particular
client

Not measured

Not measured

Not measured

Other relations

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Denmark

Estonia

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia

Netherlands

Generally not measured; companies generally transact
with several different high rated reinsurers to limit the
risk
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Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

By diversification, law restriction for Insurers and
Pension Funds.

By diversification, law restriction for Insurers and
Pension Funds

By diversification, law restriction for Insurers and
Pension Funds

Reinsures ranking
Not generally a problem

Not measured

Not measured
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Investment in sponsoring company is of more concern –
limited to 5% by law.
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D.1.5 Liquidity Risk (Pension Funds)
D.1.5

1
How do any such entities
manage their liquidity risk?

2
If yes, who is responsible for managing the How is liquidity risk quantified?
position?

Comments:

How are interactions between liquidity,
interest rate, credit and market risk
allowed for in this quantification?

Austria

Belgium
Czech
Denmark

Passively

Companies are aware of the risk but it is not regarded as being very
important. Also the inflow (premium) is generally bigger than the
outflow (payments)

It is not!

Estonia
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

Actively

ACLO for guaranteed products, investment
manager for non-guaranteed products.

Ireland

Passively

Recognition of need for liquidity based on longer term cashflow
projections

Passively

Generally not assessed in detail. Some have general targets with
respect to the minimum amount of liquid assets

Mismatch between the timing of asset and Not considered.
liability cash-flows.

Italy 1
Italy 2
Latvia
Netherlands

Generally not done; some use lapse
sensitivity on projected cash flows

Generally through a variance-covariance
matrix

Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

Passively

Switzerland

Actively.

UK

Actively.

For retail business not a big issue

Corresponding manager in the financial
By term structure
department
Short term cash flow requirements identified and monitored against Ultimately trustees, but delegated to advisers. Not generally quantified.
contributions and other income and suitable assets realised to meet
the difference.
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Pension funds have restrictions and take
interest risks
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D.1.6 Operational Risk (Pension Funds)
D.1.6

1

2

How do any such
Comments:
entities manage their
Operational risk?

3

If yes, who is responsible Have such entities found it practical to
How are interactions
for managing the
quantify (in a mathematical sense)
between operational,
position?
operational risk, or do the approaches (if liquidity, interest rate,
any) typically taken to manage this risk
credit and market risk
rely merely on identification, assessment allowed for?
of the ones that are likely cause significant
problems (and then expenditure of effort
to reduce the occurrences of operational
failures)?

To what extent are such entities exposed to
Legal risk, i.e. the risk either that:

How do such entities
manage this type of risk?

Management and the risk
management group

Not quantified but assessed

To some extent the entity is exposed to legal risk,
but they are so hard to forecast that they are not
measured

- Some members of the
board are political active
- The F&P
(nongovernmental
organization) look after the
entities interests.

Operations manager and
internal auditor.

Not considered.
Quantification methodology is under
development in some cases, mostly the latter
is applied in practice.

Mainly Life insurers may be exposed, but no
material claim is known up to now.

Operational risk manager
function, cautious sales
practice.
Employ legal advisors in
drafting documentation other risks can be outside
their control.

A contract the entity has entered into is
interpreted in an unexpected manner either by
Courts or by regulators or other organisations
that influence such interpretations, or
The entity needs to treat the contract as having
a different legal meaning to what it originally
expected, because of the reputational impact of
doing otherwise?

Austria
Belgium
Czech

Denmark

Passively

Precautions are taken

None

Estonia
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

Actively

Ireland

Passively

Relatively significantly. Different legal rulings can
impact or changes in legislation (revaluation, etc.)

Italy 1
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1

2

3

Italy 2
Latvia
Netherlands

Some companies are fairly
active and have separate
OR departments. Generally
companies seem fairly
passive.

Mix: quantification is difficult although some
are using databases with historic events.
Most companies do not quantify the risk.

Variance-covariance matrix Large ! Recently, problems arose with respect to
products sold in the past: some companies are now
being sued claiming to have misled their clients and
insufficiently informed them about the risks
embedded in the contracts

Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

Passively

No quantifying of operational risks.

A typical Swedish example of Legal risks for
pension funds regards indexing of pension
payments where changes of method for indexing
agreed in collective contacts have been overruled
(or sustained) by courts.

They are not managed in
any particular way.

Switzerland Actively.

Corresponding manager in
the financial department

Quantification in a mathematical sense is
seldom

No general rule

No general rule

No general rule

UK

Trustees.

Risk register approach to identify risks,
followed by management of only the most
significant ones.

Not common in pension
funds

Uncertainties over some aspects of pensions
legislation, and impact of developing case law
particularly on various aspects of discrimination.

Prudential margins in
reserving, depending on
weight of legal and actuarial
opinion

Passively.
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D.1.7 The use of internal vs external modelling of risks (Pension Funds)
D.1.7

1

2

Are such entities typically
If yes, who is responsible for the
developing internal models to
design and implementation of these
measure and manage their risk
models?
exposures, or do they rely (to the
extent that it is relevant) on
externally set parameters, e.g.
ones set by the regulator?

If internal risk models are being used or developed, what do they typically cover?
Interest risk Credit risk

Market risk

Yes

The ALM / risk management group

X

X

No

In case of few exceptions the ALCO.

X

Liquidity risk

Operational
risk

Insurance
risk

Comments:

How are the interactions between
the different types typically
allowed for?

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Denmark

X

Correlations based on worst-case
scenarios and historical empirical
observations.

Estonia

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

X

X

X
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1
Ireland

2

Yes.

Pension Consultancies, Actuaries

X

Yes.

Those that quantify risk typically use
internal models

X

Sweden

Yes.

If large enough they might do, but the
smaller ones often have to rely on
investment advisers or regulator
instructions.

X

Switzerland

No.

X

Not specifically allowed for

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia

Netherlands

X

X

X

X

Varies greatly – also refer to Matrices
(1)

Norway

Portugal

Spain

UK

Yes

Yes

X

X

Yes

Yes

Usually rely on models used by
advisers.

ALM models allow for correlations
between some of these risks.
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D.1.8 Regulatory Constraints (Pension Funds)
D.1.8

1

2

3

Are
If yes, how are these minimum solvency How are assets valued in these regulatory rules? Tests?
If Yes, please indicate the general form of these constraints:
there
requirements imposed?
minimu Required Required Required Please
Market Book Amortise A
Some Market Is there
Are there Maximum Minimum Use of
% in non- Maximum Other
m
by law
by the
by
indicate Value Value d Book
combin form of value special
rules
in any
in “safe” options
local
in any
(Descri
solvenc
Regulator / actuarial and
(origin Value
ation of actuari for the guidance imposed one type assets
currencie one firm / be)
y
Insurance professi describe
al cost)
the
al
“tradin applicable by the
of asset (what
s
situation
require
Supervisor on
the nature
above value g
if interest Regulator
then is
ments in
y Board
of these
(please (please book”, rates are /
defined
your
requireme
specify describ book particularl Insurance
as “safe”)
member
nts
)
e
value y low?
Superviso
state
formul for the
ry Board
required
a)
“bank
on
for this
book”
investme
sort of
nt
entity,
strategies
other
?
than
those
required
by the
EU.

4
Are
assets
and
liabilities
valued
consisten
tly for
financial
reporting
purposes
?

5
If Yes, how
is this
consistency
achieved?
Please
indicate if
this varies
by type of
fund, if an
entity can
have several
sub-funds
(e.g. for
insurance
between
unit-linked
and nonlinked)

Austria

Belgium

Czech
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Who is
responsibl
e for
managing
the
mismatch
in the
companies
in your
country?

IFR Survey on Risk Management

1
Denmark

Yes

2
X
“Traffic
lights”
stress tests
by the FSA

Strict
X
formula.
Advised
approach.
If the entity
does not
have their
own
superior
model they
must use
the stresstesting
model
from the
FSA. All
Danish
funds use
the FSA
model and
most also
have their
own.

3
No

Yes

4
X

X

X

X

Yes

5
Market value Manageme
nt
on assets
and liabilities.

Estonia

France

Germany

Greece
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1
Hungary

No

Ireland

Yes.

2

3
No

X

Strict
X
formula.
Advised
approach.
Minimum
statutory
basis of
calculating
liabilities

Yes

Funding
No.
proposals
can allow
for change
in bond
yields
going
forward.

4
X

X

X

X

Yes

Yes.

5
UL assets
CFO,
and liabilities helped by
on market
ALCO as a
value, non- decision
linked: book preparation
value assets body.
and liabilities.
For the total
balance
sheet these
are summed.
All are market Trustees/Co
related
mpany on
advice from
professional
advisors

Italy 1

Italy 2

Latvia
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1
Netherlands No.

2

3
X. Equities
are at
market
value

Test of
Yes.
adequacy
required
annually
using
prescribed
(prudent)
reinvestme
nt rates

4
X

X

X

X

With
Yes.
respect
to
options:
basicall
y only
allowed
to
protect
the
book of
busines
s, not
for
trading
purpose
s.

5
UL: value of generally
assets are
and ALCO
marked to
market and
equals value
of liabilities.
Non-linked at
amortized
costs (accept
for equities)

Norway

Portugal

Spain

APPENDIX D: PENSION FUNDS
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1
Sweden

Yes.

2
X

Switzerland No.
Yes
generally
not.

X
These are
introduced
in the
context of
implementa
tion of the
IORP
Directive

Yes

Strict
formula.

3

X

In
Strict
Yes, in
discussio formula
discussi
n.
on
Advised
approach,
I
discussion

No

4

Yes.

Yes

X

APPENDIX D: PENSION FUNDS

The
new
regulati
ons,
followin
g the
IORP
Directiv
e
requires
Investm
ent
Strategi
es. The
Strateg
y
docume
nts are
to be
sent to
Regulat
or
before
starting
new
busines
s.
Maximu
m 75 %
of
assets
in
equity.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes,
maximum
connected
with
employer

5
At present
assets are
market
valued while
liabilities are
not. However
following the
IORP
Directive
more
connsitence
will be
introduced.

Yes. Fair
Value in
discussion

Asset side
CFO.
Liability
appointed
actuary
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1
UK

No, not
under
new
legislatio
n
effective
Sept
2005

2
No

3

4

No.

Yes.

APPENDIX D: PENSION FUNDS

5
Consistency No specific
should be
responsibilit
interpreted in y, but sound
the light of
manageme
the objective, nt of the
and
pension
objectives are scheme
different
would
purposes eg suggest that
in a funding trustees
valuation
should be
regard is
doing this in
usually had of consultation
the actual
with the
investment
sponsor. In
strategy
practice
when
sponsor
choosing the may take
discount rate the lead.
whereas in
an
FRS17/IAS19
calculation
the discount
rate is
prescribed
and bears no
relationship
to the actual
investment
strategy
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D.1.9 Fair valuation of assets and liabilities (Pension Funds)
D.1.9

1

2

3

4

Do you use a
fair value
method for
evaluating your
assets and
liabilities?

Is a Fair
Value
valuation
done
through :

If you use the expected
value method, do you
adopt:

How do you define a term structure?

A flat yield
curve?

5

6

7

8

9

If assets or
If a term structure is
If the term structure is a deterministic one, with If the term
liabilities subject adopted, how does it
which statistical criteria is it valued?
structure is a
to a credit risk work within the valuation
stochastic one,
must be valued, model?
with which
how do you
model is it
A
curve of curve of curve of other not
it is treated it is
- with direct
- with direct
- with
(shaped Zero
Interest Interest included in define a term
as a
provided for methods which methods
deterministic valued?
structure?
- Merton
?) term Coupon Rate
Rate
previous
deterministic in the
are linked to
(regressive
indirect
- Vasicek
structure Bond
Swaps
Return at items.
curve.
stochastic homogeneous
models) on
methods
- Cox Inghersoll
yield
(ZCB);
(IRS);
the
evolution of assets observed global data of
(ARCH
Ross
curve?
maturity
the yield
on the market
the market (If
model;
- Any others
(IRR);
curve.
(IRR at the
Yes, indicate the GARCH
maturity of ZCB; form of the
model;
IRR at the
curves and the ARIMA
maturity of Bullet criteria for the
model;
Bond; IRR at the valuation of the SPLINES
duration of Bullet parameters) :
curve)
Bond);

If stochastic
models are
applied,
specify the
criteria to
estimate the
parameters.
(linear and
non linear
estimation
methods)

Austria

Belgium

Czech

Yes and No.

the expected
value
Local accounting method
requires insurers
to calculate
reserves using
traditional
method with
fixed
assumptions,
potentially plus
additional
reserve that
makes the total
reserves
sufficient
(according to
result of the Loss
Recognition (=
Liability
Adequacy) Test
described

Yes

Yes

Assets are
Yes
valuated using
market values
(effectively risk
free yield curve
plus certain credit
spread). When
valuating
liabilities, insurer's
credit rating is not
reflected.
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Yes, Zero-coupon
bond curve is
derived from
observed Interest
rate swap curve
smoothed using
Nelson-Siegel
formula
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

below). On the
other hand, it
requires
insurance
companies to
report assets in
market values.
However, the
difference
between the
market value and
amortised cost
for HTM portfolio
is reflected in
equity, ie price
fluctuations of
assets in HTM
do not directly
impact
company's P&L.
Czech Society of
Actuaries (CSA)
issued guidance
suggesting that
insurance
companies
should perform
'Loss recognition
test'. The
guidance
specifies also the
method that
should be used
for the test. The
intention was to
get as close to
fair value as
possible –
projected cash
flows are
adjusted with risk
margins, and are
discounted with
risk-free rate.
Also options
should be valued
(but at present
only a few
companies do it).
CSA later
recommended
applying similar
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Add a risk
premium

X

In stress-testing
there is no
probability linked
to the
deterministic
curves

In the stochastic
ALM simulations
a term structure
similar to the
Vasicek is
commonly used

Best guess,
Kalman filters,
maximum
likelihood, OLS

approach also to
the pension
funds.
Czech 'Loss
recognition test'
complies with the
minimum
requirements set
by the IFRS 4 for
Liability
adequacy test.
This means that
insurance
entities in the
Czech Republic
that are subject
to the IFRS 4
use this test as
part of the IFRS
4.
Denmark

Yes

Expected
value
method

X

Yes in some
cases, not
generally
accepted in the
country.

Expected
value
method

X

Netherlands Some do for
The
internal puposes expected
value

X

X

Estonia
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

X

X

Ireland
Italy 1
Italy 2
Latvia
X

X

Swap + credit risk Both:
depends on
adjustment
the company
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All three
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1

2

3

4

5

method

6

7

8

9

some companies some companies some
use this method use this method companies
use this
method

All: the company Both: the
company
decides the
decides the
method
method

and the
instrument
being valued

Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

Assets only.

Switzerland Yes.
In discussion
(Swiss Solvency
Test)

the expected
value
method:
Yes, some
companies
use it

No.
The authority
doesn’t demand
it Small
companies don’t
use it yet

UK

Yes, for assets
and within
reason for
liabilities
(presumably an
IFRS valuation is
deemed to be
fair value)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Often ZCB or IRS Yes, some
plus risk premium, companies
sometimes more use this
sophisticated via method
replicated
portfolio

Yes, some
companies
use this
method

other
methods:
Yes, some
companies
apply more
sophisticated
method
(ALM,
replicated
portfolio etc.)
Assets at
X
market
value;
liabilities by
discounting
expected
cash flows _

Not yet
common
with
pension
funds.
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FRANCE PENSION FUNDS
In France the pay-as-you-go system is overwhelmingly prevalent. Therefore occupational schemes are mainly supplementary schemes set up by some
employers on top of the pay as you go mandatory retirement benefits. Most of these supplementary pension schemes are collective insurance contracts or
collective savings contracts carried by regulated entities. However some pension schemes had been set up by companies under their own responsibility;
most of these schemes are defined benefits schemes that cannot be carried by any regulated entity.
For the purpose of this questionnaire, Pension Funds are restricted to these defined benefit schemes since the other schemes are addressed through the
replies in respect of either Life Insurance or Asset Managers.
The 2003 Fillion Act introduced a dramatic change in the few defined benefits schemes existing in France.
These schemes were carried by the so-called IRS (Institutions de Retraite Supplémentaire), entities funded by the companies sponsoring the scheme. The
funding of IRS by sponsor companies was not regulated and the pay as you go system was prevalent (i.e. there was no full pre-funding).
The 2003 Fillion Act provides that, from 2008, IRS will only provide a pension payment service and will no longer carry the liabilities. By then, IRS will have
either to transform themselves into an Institution de Prévoyance carrying the same reserves and falling under the same regulation as an insurance company,
or to transfer their assets and liabilities to an authorised insurance entity. No return of the assets to the sponsor company is allowed.
The Insurance entity might be any of the French entities falling within the scope of the EU Insurance Directives: an Insurance Company (regulated by Code
des Assurances), a Mutual Society (regulated by Code de la Mutualité) or an Institution de Prévoyance (regulated by Code de la Sécurité Sociale). Insurance
entities can only guarantee an annuity based on the application of their rate to the premiums received. Therefore they do not bear the risk linked to the future
development of the participants’ wages: this risk can only be carried by the sponsor company.
The liabilities of the IRS that remain in the sponsor companies will be recognised in their own books. There will be no allocation of specific assets to these
pension liabilities and the applicable standard will be IAS 19.
The questions below are not applicable to liabilities borne by sponsor companies, and would be answered in the same way as for Life Insurance when
liabilities are borne by Insurance entities. That is the reason why the questions below are not answered.
are not answered for France.
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APPENDIX E
ASSET MANAGERS
E.1

General Sections Characterising How Such Entities Manage Different Types of Investment Risk
See comments in the main body of the report. Whilst asset managers in certain jurisdictions use
most of the techniques described earlier, they principally do so on behalf of clients such as life
insurers and general insurers.

E.2

Questions specific to Asset Managers
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E.2

Austria

Belgium

Czech

1
2
Do you have If yes, please indicate Do they ever carry out activities If they only act as agents,
separate
what types of
that involve them directly
how do they ensure that
asset
ownership structure are exposing themselves to interest the stances they adopt in
management most common:
rate, credit or market risk, or
terms of these sorts of
companies
are they always acting as
risk coincide with what is
in your
“agents” for other investors? wanted by the investors
member
on behalf of whom they
state?
are acting?
They are acting as agents.
Yes
This companies are
Due to special fund
usually owned by banks
obligations
or insurance companies.
Yes
By definition, asset managers do Asset managers are more
and more aware of this kind
never take position directly.
of risk. There is no standard
However, when involved e.g. in
funds with capital protection, they approach of it.
have to commit to certain hedge
volumes. If those are then not
sold to clients, an exposure
remains with the company.
Yes
Financial groups, banks, They are always acting as
Communication with clients,
“agents”
insurance companies,
forms of this communication
others
are individual

3
Do the asset management firms limit their How are these
exposure to liquidity risk by themselves
restrictions typically
imposing limitations on how rapidly
structured?
investors can withdraw from any pooled
vehicles that they run, or are these
limitations typically imposed by the
Regulator?
Article 234 par. 1 HGB

Since assets are managed on behalf of third
parties, the investors carry those risks mostly.

The firms limit their exposure by imposing
limitations.

Open funds should disclose Firms limit exposure by themselves
prospects, conditions, fact
sheets,…
They are always acting as agents Agents have instructions to Typically imposed by government and also
for the investor
follow
some kind of instruction from investor

Estonia

Yes

Private companies

They act as agents

Denmark

Yes

Privately owned as well
as part of bank groups

France

Yes

Greece

Yes

There are really two
They are quite always acting as
types: either private
“agents”
companies belonging to
individuals or a group of
private individuals or
companies belonging to
banks, insurance
companies, and so on..
Privately owned with 80% Depending on their capital, they
of initial capital kept in a can act in both capacities.
special reserve fund.

Through reporting either
Both
mandatory or voluntary.
Most of the management
contracts are benchmarked.

The entities themselves impose the limits.
There is always a written
contract setting out all terms
of cooperation.
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4
How in practice do the risks
involved in transacting unitlinked life insurance business
(if this category of business
exists in your member state)
differ from those involved in
providing asset management
services?
An unit-linked insurer has the
additional risk of mortality and
costs.
Fundamentally, it is the same kind
of business but operating in
different regulatory environments.

Which typically requires a
higher capital base?

unit-linked 1%

The unit-linked life
insurance business
requires generally more
capital than asset
management activities.

Unit-linked life insurance can only There is no material
be sold by licensed insurance
difference.
companies and this has some
formal implications.
They can pay big sums In Estonia unit linked products
Policyholders decides by
later
offer open funds of asset
themselves in which fund to
invest.
managers.
Typically a life insurance company
communicates with an asset
manager in regard to using one or
more of their funds in their unitlink fund assortment. Therefore I
would say that the risk is the
same. However more and more
unit-linked products are sold with
additional life-insurances and
zero-percent guarantees which
requires a higher capital base
because of the risk that the life
insurance fund is taking
Usually they have to hold Risks are the same. Which is
a minimum in very liquid different is who is bearing the
assets
risks. In most cases, in unit-linked
business, it is the policyholder
who is bearing the market risk.
Limits and terms in
contracts with clients.

At present, there is no
typical structure (e.g.,
ISMA contract).

While many of the risks are the
An asset management
same for both, an insurer must in company requires a bigger
addition take into account any
capital base
possible interactions between the
investment aspects and the
insurance aspects of the unit
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1

2
Regulatory.

This problem usually only arises for property The manager typically
has the right under the
and private equity funds.
investment contract to
suspend redemptions for
up to six months in such
cases.

The risks involved are very
similar. There is greater
prescribed disclosure of risks and
charges in unit-linked business
than in providing asset
management services.

Through detailed mandates Depends on the products. For mutual funds Payments delay
and guidelines
regulation allows asset manager to postpone
payments when an excess of withdrawals can
harm other investors.
Asset management
The legislation provides for minimum liquidity Deposits shall be on
Investment management
companies are
demand or with original
requirement
companies are exposing
established as joint stock themselves to risks as they invest
maturity up to 1 year,
companies.
investments shall be
their own funds.
made in securities traded
on regulated markets

Unit linked transactions are much
more illiquid due to insurance
regulation.

Yes

Ltd.

Agents.

Ireland

Yes

Subsidiaries of life
assurance companies,
banks and international
banks. There are also
some privately owned
asset management
companies.

Generally, they act as agents for
investors but sometimes they
create structured products with
guarantees.

Italy2

Yes

They operate as agents, they
Usually bank or
insurance groups owned. don’t expose themselves to
financial risks.

Latvia

Yes

Norway

Yes

Spain

Yes

4
linked contracts.
No difference.

Hungary

Netherlands Yes

3

Agree: L investments ‘on behalf
of’

Peer group review, client
meeting.
Investors are given a very
general description of
investment policy. The
description allows the
manager significant
investment freedom.

agree

Depends on the agreement; generally
Refer to above
contracts are for fixed periods. Termination
possible at a number of months notice
A public limited asset
The investor gives a
Not asset management companies in
The asset management
management company companies normally act as
mandate with restrictions on general. Private Equity companies might have
can manage both
limitations.
agents, but holding company can the asset management
common funds and
witch we are obliged to
have own money invested and
discretionary accounts. managed by the asset
comply with. Daily
Competitors may have
compliance controls are
management company.
two different companies.
made to ensure this.
Usually a holding
company is the owner.
Most large asset
management companies
are a part of a large
financial institution.
Asset management
Usually they only act as investor Asset Management Firms Law establish that Asset Management Firms In Spain the percentage
companies usually
define by a joint contract the shall have enough liquidity, according to the of assets managed in
agents
nature of the Firm, participators or
belong to Commercial
risk that investors want to
organized Markets is so
bank, Savings bank and
assume
shareholders and the assets where invest.
big that liquidity is not a
Insurance Companies.
problem for Asset
For some Firms, as investment funds, law
Management Firms
fixes minimum percentages of liquidity
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In practice risks involved in
transacting unit-linked life
insurance business differ from
those involved in providing asset
management services in extent of
insurance related risks provided
by life insurer, e.g. death or
accident risk.
agree

Insurance.
Unit-linked business which
has no guarantees on
investment, mortality or
expenses is not subject to
any direct solvency margin
at the corporate level. For
asset management
companies which do not
offer investment
management guarantees
there is no direct capital
adequacy requirement but
there is a firm-level capital
adequacy requirement.

Typically the unit-linked life
insurance requires a higher
capital base.
Minimum
capital requirement is
higher for insurance
companies.

No major difference. Unit linked
plans are invested in common
funds.

Unit Linked Firms have
In practice differences are only
referred to legal and tax aspects. higher capital requirements
There are not differences from the as they are subjected to life
point of view of risks assumed by insurance regulations
the Firms
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Sweden

Yes

1
There are some privately They are normally agents.
owned but the biggest
are part of bank groups.

Switzerland Yes

Limited company

UK

Incorporated, listed and Yes – usually agents but not
private. Also partnerships always.

Yes

yes

2

3

They are normally restricted
by instructions issued by for
example the pension fund or
a life insurer.

Standard products (risk
differentiated), ALM
Consulting
N/A.

4
Unit-liked insurance assets are
always invested in ear-marked
specific mutual funds, while asset
management services are not
restricted that way. Hence risks in
unit –linked insurance is more
levelled out.
No general rules
For Hedge Funds
Not for unit-linked products
Funds for unit-linked products
restrictions can exist, no have daily market values
funds. For Hedge Funds
withdraw allowance for
higher capital base is
months
needed.
For non-regulated funds in less liquid classes, Notice period.
Typically, a greater contractual
Unit-linked life insurance.
firms set limits
element in unit-limited, and
different regulatory capital are
required due to insurance
element. Mortality element small,
however, and risks very similar.
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APPENDIX F
GROUP CONSULTATIVE MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
Full Members
Aktuarvereinigung Österreichs
Association Royale des Actuaires Belges Koninklijke /
Vereniging van Belgische Aktuarissen
Cyprus Association of Actuaries
Ceská Spolecnost Aktuáru
Den Danske Aktuarforening
Eesti Aktuaaride Liit
Suomen Aktuaariyhdistys
Institut des Actuaires
Deutsche Aktuarvereinigung
Hellenic Actuarial Society
Magyar Aktuárius Táraság
Felag Islenskra Tryggingast Aerdfraedinga
Society of Actuaries in Ireland
Consiglio Nazionale degli Attuari
Istituto Italiano degli Attuari
Latvijas Aktuaru Asociacija
Lithuanian Actuarial Association
Association Luxembourgeoise des Actuaires
Het Actuarieel Genootschap
Den Norske Aktuarforening
Polskie Stowarzyszenie Aktuariuszy
Instituto dos Actuarios Portugueses
Slovenská spoločnost' aktuárov
Slovensko Aktuarsko društvo
Instituto de Actuarios Españoles
Col.legi d'Actuaris de Catalunya
Svenska Aktuarieföreningen
Association Suisse des Actuaires
The Faculty of Actuaries
Institute of Actuaries

Austria***
Belgium***
Cyprus
Czech Republic***
Denmark***
Estonia***
Finland***
France***
Germany***
Greece***
Hungary***
Iceland
Ireland***
Italy*** [1]
Italy*** [1]
Latvia***
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Netherlands***
Norway***
Poland
Portugal***
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain***
Spain***
Sweden***
Switzerland***
UK*** [2]
UK*** [2]

Observer Members
Bulgarian Actuarial Society
Channel Islands Actuarial Society
Hrvatsko Aktuarsko Drustvo

Bulgaria
Channel Islands
Croatia

*** Responses received from these Associations

[1] The text response from Consiglio Nazionale degli Attuari is referred to as Italy? and response from Istituto Italiano degli
Attuari is referred to as Italy?
[2] The Faculty and Institute of Actuaries prepared a joint response
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APPENDIX G
QUESTIONNAIRE

[To be inserted]
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